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INTRODUCTION

Chisholm Institute of Technology is a multi-dis
ciplinary higher education institution specialis
ing in the technologies and applied science, 
business, art and design, education, nursing and 
the social and behavioural sciences.

The Institute offers award programs at Associate 
Diploma, Degree, Graduate Diploma and Master’s 
Degree levels at its two Campuses which are situated 
at Caulfield and Frankston. It is the second largest of 
Victoria’s Colleges of Advanced Education with an 
enrolment of around 7,750 students. Both full-time 
and part-time enrolments are available in most of the 
courses which are offered.
Through making provision and special effort to provide 
part-time enrolment, Chisholm has made higher edu
cation available to a wide sector of the community who 
have special needs. Approximately half of the total 
student population are enrolled in part-time courses. 
At Caulfield, a full range of courses is offered in the 
Faculty of Technology’s four divisions (Digital Tech
nology, Engineering and Industrial Technology, Infor
mation Technology, and Mathematical and Environ
mental Sciences), the David Syme Business School 
(with three exceptions), the School of Art and Design 
(with two exceptions) and the School of Social and 
Behavioural Studies.
At Frankston, the Schools of Education and Nursing 
offer their full range of courses and undergraduate 
programs are offered in the School of Art and Design, 
the David Syme Business School, the School of Social 
and Behavioural Studies, and the Division of Informa
tion Technology. The David Syme Business School also 
offers two graduate courses at Frankston.

In addition to the award programs, Chisholm offers a 
wide range of short courses in many areas of expertise 
and special interest and enjoys a high reputation as a 
research and consultancy organisation with industry, 
business, government and the community.
Both Campuses have well equipped Libraries to sup
port all of the teaching areas and the latest technology 
is provided to support each of the the teaching pro
grams. The Frankston Campus is linked by landline to 
the powerful computing facilities of the Computer 
Centre at Caulfield. In addition there are supplemen
tary computing facilities within the individual Schools 
and Divisions.
This handbook gives full details of the many courses 
provided by Chisholm and hopefully indicates the 
Institute’s endeavour to provide courses of the highest 
quality to meet contemporary needs of the wider com
munity. Chisholm fully supports the government 
initiative to increase access to, and participation within, 
higher education and provides the maximum number 
of places within its available resources to be a contribu
tor to the national effort in higher education through 
which Australia’s skill-base will be elevated for the 
benefit of future generations.

Director
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IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR ALL INTENDING STUDENTS:

The School of Education advises all intending applicants for courses that the Diploma of Teaching (Early 
Childhood) and the Diploma of Teaching (Primary) are the only pre-service training courses it offers.

Either provides the holder with a sufficient qualification for registration as a primary teacher with the 
Victorian Education Department.

Those wishing to take other School of Education courses with a view to using the qualifications to gain full 
registration should apply for registration with the appropriate Teachers Registration Board before undertaking 
the course.
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HOW TO USE THE HANDBOOK

The information contained in this Handbook is 
accurate as at September 1988. Inevitably, 
changes will occur after publication so you should 
confirm details, such as references to required 
textbooks.
You should also note that the Council reserves the 
right to amend, postpone, or withdraw any course or 
subject being conducted or offered by Chisholm.
This volume is one of seven containing course details 
and subject synopses of courses offered by Chisholm, 
along with a Student Manual volume.
Within each volume, the courses offered by that School 
or Faculty are listed followed by brief synopses of 
subjects within each course.
Where a course is offered by more than one School or 
Faculty, for example, double degrees, it is listed under 
both but the subject synopses are included only in the 
one volume. There is a list at the back of this book 
indicating in which volume each course may be found. 
Students of double degrees may find they will have to 
purchase two volumes to gain a listing of all their sub
jects.
Subject synopses are listed in alphabetical/numerical 
order by subject code, in the same way as they are 
identified in the course listings.
These synopses are designed to convey the flavour of 

the subjects as well as provide such necessary informa
tion as prerequisites, contact hours and, where pos
sible, major reference books.
This book provides most of the information you need to 
plan a course. You should bear in mind, however, that 
because of staff commitments and timetabling con
straints, you may not be able to undertake a particular 
subject in any given semester.
The seventh volume of the set is the 1989 Student 
Manual which provides information about enrolment, 
financial assistance available to students, scholar
ships and the regulations governing the relationship 
between Chisholm and its students. The Manual is 
issued free through the Student Administration Office 
(Caulfield) and from the Assistant Registrar (Frank
ston). The Student Manual volume is included as part 
of the complete set of volumes which comprise the 1989 
Handbook.
For more information:
Enrolment - Admissions Office, Level 1, Boykett 
Building (A Block), Caulfield, 573 2000.
Financial Assistance, Scholarships, Regulations, 
etc - Student Administration, Level 1, Boykett Build
ing (A Block), Caulfield, 573 2115.
Particular Courses - School/Divisional Assistant 
Registrars as appropriate.
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UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

Admission Requirements for 
Undergraduate Courses

This Institute makes the following statement regard
ing its entrance requirements:
GENERAL STATEMENT: Applicants with the follow
ing qualifications are eligible for consideration for 
admission.
(a) Successful completion of a Year 12 course of study 

accredited by VCAB (i.e. VCE). This can include: 
VCE (HSC) subjects can be group one or two; VCE 
(TOP) accredited or recognised by Chisholm; VCE 
(T12); VCE Approved Composite Courses. Inter
state or overseas qualifications certified by VCAB 
as equivalent to Year 12; or

(b) any other qualification requirement approved by 
the Academic Board, (e.g. Certificate of Business 
Studies); or

(c) qualifications and/or experience acceptable to the 
Chisholm Admissions Committee.

For information regarding COURSE REQUIRE
MENTS (prerequisite and recommended subjects, 
special requirements, etc), see course descriptions fol
lowing.
PREREQUISITE AND RECOMMENDED SUBJECTS 
may be drawn from any of the qualifications mentioned 
above as acceptable, except where otherwise stated.

Diploma of Teaching 
(Early Childhood)

Course Code: DC 
Course Leader: Elizabeth Mellor 

The Course
A three year full-time course conducted on the Frank
ston campus only.
Graduates of this course are eligible for appointment 
as kindergarten teachers, or primary teachers both 
within the Ministiy ofEducation and in private schools. 
After at least one year’s professional experience, they 
are also eligible to undertake Bachelor of Education 
fourth year studies at Chisholm or other Institutions. 
The satisfactory completion of such studies enables 
students to convert their diploma to a Bachelor of 
Education degree.
The Diploma of Teaching (Early Childhood) consists of 
four main areas of studies: Studies in Early Childhood 
Education, Studies in Education, Studies in Curricu
lum, General Studies. In order to complete the require
ments of the Diploma of Teaching (Early Childhood) 
candidates must satisfactorily complete each of the 
above areas of study.

Recommended
Successful completion of a VCE (HSC or TOP) course of 
study accredited by VCAB, and undertaken over not 
more than two consecutive years. For VCE (HSC) 
applicants, passes in at least three Group 1 subjects 
including English, are required. The remaining sub
jects may be Group 2.

Note: Prospective entrants who do not meet the entry 
requirements specified above may be eligible to sit for 
a Special Entry test and should contact the Institute 
and obtain the Direct Entry Application Form. Entry 
with Advanced Standing may be available into years 2 
and 3 of the course. AppUcations should be made on the 
Direct Entry Form. The interstate/overseas student 
quota will not exceed two in a year.

Exemptions
Students may apply for exemptions when enrolling if 
they believe they are eligible.

Deferments
No deferments are allowed.

Leave of Absence
Leave of absence is not normally available except on 
medical grounds.

Subject Codes and Names
Studies in Early Childhood Education, Studies in 
Education, Studies in Curriculum.
EDNlll Early Childhood Teaching 1 
EDN112 Early Childhood Teaching 2 
EDN211 Early Childhood Teaching 3 
EDN212 Early Childhood Teaching 4 
EDN311 Early Childhood Teaching 5 
EDN312 Early Childhood Teaching 6 
EDN383 Early Childhood Administration 
EDN115 Child Development 1 
EDN116 Child Development 2 
EDN215 Child Development 3 
EDN216 Child Development 4 
EDN315 Exceptional Children 1 
EDN316 Exceptional Children 2
EDN113 Early Childhood Education 1 
EDN114 Early Childhood Education 2 
EDN213 Early Childhood Education 3 
EDN214 Early Childhood Education 4 
EDN313 Early Childhood Education 5 
EDN314 Early Childhood Education 6 
EDN317 Child Health and Safety 1 
EDN318 Child Health and Safety 2 
EDN384 Working in the Community 
EDN385 Child Care Studies
EDN386 Family Studies
EDN117 Early Childhood Language Across

the Curriculum 1
EDN118 Early Childhood Language Across 

the Curriculum 2
EDN217 Primary Language Across the 

Curriculum 1
EDN218 Primaiy Language Across the 

Curriculum 2
EDN184 Early Childhood Music and Movement 
EDN284 Primary Music
EDN185 Early Childhood Mathematics
EDN285 Primary Mathematics 1 
EDN286 Primary Mathematics 2
EDN182 Early Childhood Art Education 
EDN282 Primary Art Education
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EDN183 Early Childhood Environmental Studies 
Across the Curriculum

EDN281 Primary Science
EDN283 Primary Social Studies
EDN287 Human Movement
EDN288 Computer Education
EDN387 Advanced Curriculum Project 1
EDN388 Advanced Curriculum Project 2
EDN339 Mathematics Education 5 (Option)
EDN340 Mathematics Education 6 (Option)
EDN332 Computer Education 2 (Option)
EDN333 Computer Education 3 (Option)

General Studies
Diploma of Teaching (Early Childhood) Year 1 stu
dents will have a choice of general studies options, 
providing timetable constraints permit. Students must 
complete both a major study (i.e. a sequence of six 4- 
hour semester subjects) and a sequence of two 4-hour 
semester subjects. Not all general studies subjects will 
necessarily be offered to every intake of students. 
Students must select two strands from the following 
areas in the first year of the course. Students then 
continue on with one strand and this becomes their 
major study. Quotas may be imposed on General 
Studies majors in year one.
EDN166 Studio Arts-Ceramic Studies 1 
EDN167 Studio Arts-Ceramic Studies 2 
or
EDN168 Studio Arts—Fabric Studies 1
EDN169 Studio Arts-Fabric Studies 2
or
EDN170 Studio Arts-Painting Studies 1
EDN171 Studio Arts-Painting Studies 2
or
EDN186 Issues in Australian History A

EDN187 Issues in Australian History B 
or
EDN157 Language Studies-German 1
EDN158 Language Studies-German 2
or
LIT 100 Literature-The Nineteenth Century
LIT 101 Literature—The Twentieth Century 
or
EDN161 Music Studies lA or
EDN162 Music Studies IB and
EDN163 Music Studies 2

(Special Note: Students who demonstrate a satisfac
tory music background by approved qualifications or at 
an audition/interview will enrol for EDN162 Music IB 
in Semester 1. Other students will enrol in EDN161 
Music lA in Semester 1).
EDN151 Sports Studies 1
EDN152 Sports Studies 2 
or
EDN153 Recreation Studies 1
EDN154 Recreation Studies 2
or
COT 131 Computer Studies 1
SFT132 Computer Studies 2 
or
MAT 183 Studies in Mathematics 1
MAT 184 Studies in Mathematics 2 
or
EDN175 Environmental Science 1
EDN176 Environmental Science 2 
or
PHY140 Physical Science 1
PHY141 Physical Science 2

(For continuation of major studies strands, see descrip
tion for the Diploma of Teaching (Primary) following).

Structure of the Diploma of Teaching (Early Childhood) Course
Year Sem
1 EDNlll 

EDNll?
EDN113 
EDN114

EDN115
EDN116

EDN184 
EDN183

EDNll?
EDN118

EDN185
EDN182

Option 
Option 

4 hrs/wk)

Option 
Option

1
2

2 EDN211 
EDN212

EDN213
EDN214

EDN215
EDN216

EDN282 
EDN281

EDN217 
EDN218

EDN285
EDN286

EDN288
EDN287

EDN284
EDN283

Option 
Option

3
4

3 EDN311

EDN312

EDN313

EDN314

EDN315

EDN316

Option 
EDN387
Option 
EDN388

Option

Option

EDN386

EDN385

EDN383

EDN384

EDN317

EDN318

Option

Option

5
6

Hrs 2 
per Plus off- 
wk campus 

program

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4

Studies in 
E/C 
Teaching

Studies in 
E/C 
Education

Studies in 
Child 
Develop
ment

Studies in 
Curriculum

General 
Studies 
Major 
Study

Diploma of Teaching
(Primary)

Course Code: DP 
(Acting) Course Leader: Anthony Townsend 

The Course
A three year full-time course conducted on the Frank
ston campus only.
The first three years of this degiiee course lead to the 
award of the Diploma of Teaching (Primary) which is a 

sufficient qualification for registration as a Primary 
Teacher. To be awarded the Diploma of Teaching 
(Primary) candidates must satisfactorily complete the 
prescribed units within each of the study areas below:
(a) Studies in Teaching: This includes an on-cam

pus program as well as an off-campus program of 
practice teaching in schools.

(b) Studies in Education
(c) Studies in Curriculum
(d) Studies in General Education
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Recommended
Successful completion of a VCE (HSC or TOP) course of 
study accredited by VCAB, and undertaken over not 
more than two consecutive years. For VCE (HSC) 
applicants, passes in at least three Group 1 subjects 
including English, are required. The remaining sub
jects may be Group 2.
Note: Prospective entrants who do not meet the entry 
requirements specified above may be eligible to sit for 
a Special Entry Test and should contact the Institute 
and obtain the Direct Entry application form.
Applicants should contact the School of Education 
Administrative Officer for the closing dates for applica
tions. Entry with advanced standing may be available 
in years two and three of the course. Applications 
should be made on the Direct Entry application form. 
A limited quota applies for interstate and overseas 
students.

Exemption
Students may apply for exemptions when enrolling if 
they believe they are eligible.

Deferments
Deferments are granted only in exceptional circum
stances.

Leave of Absence
Leave of Absence is not normally available except on 
medical grounds.

Subjects
Studies in Education
EDNIOI Studies in Child Psychology 1 
EDN102 Studies in Child Psychology 2 
EDN201 Studies in Child Psychology 3 
EDN202 Studies in Child Psychology 4 
EDN105 History of Education 
EDN106 Philosophy of Education 
EDN205 The School and the Community 
EDN206 The School and the Individual 
EDN301 Issues in Contemporary Developmental 

Psychology
EDN302 School-Community Relations (Option) 
EDN303 Philosophical Issues in Education (Option) 
EDN304 Communication in Education (Option) 
EDN305 Politics and Education (Option) 
EDN306 Sociology and Education (Option) 
EDN307 Professional Issues in Education

Studies in Teaching
EDN121 Studies in Teaching 1 
EDN122 Studies in Teaching 2 
EDN221 Studies in Teaching 3 
EDN222 Studies in Teaching 4 
EDN321 Studies in Teaching 5 
EDN322 Studies in Teaching 6 
EDN323 Primary School Curriculum Project

Studies in Curriculum
EDN231 Art Education 1
EDN331 Art Education 2
EDN236 Computers in Education 1
EDN332 Computers in Education 2
EDN390 Health Education
EDN180 Language Education 1 
EDN181 Language Education 2 
EDN298 Language Education 3 
EDN299 Language Education 4

EDN3(X) Language Education 5
EDN389 Language Education 6
EDN139 Mathematics Education 1
EDN140 Mathematics Education 2
EDN239 Mathematics Education 3
EDN240 Mathematics Education 4
EDN339 Mathematics Education 5
EDN141 Music Education 1
EDN241 Music Education 2
EDN142 Physical Education 1
EEN242 Physical Education 2
EDN143 Science Education 1
EDN343 Science Education 2
EDN144 Social Education 1
EDN344 Social Education 2

General Studies
EDN186 Issues in Australian History A
EDN187 Issues in Australian History B
EDN289 Period Study A
EDN290 Period Study B
SOC202 Mass Media
SOC204 Minority Relations
SOC304 Urban Sociology
SOC306 Sociology of Welfare
LIT206 Australian Literature
LIT310 Literature of Minority Cultures 
POL260 Political Studies
POL262 Political Studies
POL252 Political Studies
EDN175 Environmental Science 1
EDN176 Environmental Science 2
EDN275 Environmental Science 3
EDN276 Environmental Science 4
EDN375 Environmental Science 5
EDN376 Environmental Science 6
EDN377 Environmental Science 7
EDN378 Environmental Science 8 
PHY140 Physical Science 1
PHY141 Physical Science 2
PHY240 Physical Science 3
PHY241 Physical Science 4
PHY340 Physical Science 5
PHY341 Physical Science 6
COT 131 Computer Studies 1
SFT132 Computer Studies 2
SFT231 Computer Studies 3
SYS232 Computer Studies 4
COT331 Computer Studies 5
COT332 Computer Studies 6
NSG131 Human Bioscience 1
NSG132 Human Bioscience 2
NSG233 Human Bioscience 3
NSG234 Human Bioscience 4
EDN157 Language Studies: German 1
EDN158 Language Studies: German 2
EDN257 Language Studies: (German 3
EDN258 Language Studies: German 4
EDN357 Language Studies: German 5
EDN358 Language Studies: German 6 
LIT 100 From Renaissance to Regency 
LITlOl From Romantic to Modern 
LIT210 Modern Literature
LIT211 War in Literature
LIT220 Australian Literature
LIT221 American Literature
LIT230 The Dramatist as Social Critic
LIT231 Modern Drama
LIT240 Reading Film Narrative
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LIT241 Popular Narrative Fiction EDN154 Recreation Studies 2
LIT250 Novel into Film EDN253 Recreation Studies 3
LIT251 Drama into Film EDN254 Recreation Studies 4
LIT260 Fiction Writing EDN353 Recreation Studies 5
LIT261 Advanced Fiction Writing EDN354 Recreation Studies 6
LIT270 Sources of Children’s Literatur EDN166 Studio Arts-Ceramics 1
LIT271 Children’s Literature EDN167 Studio Arts-Ceramics 2
LIT350 Literature and Society EDN266 Studio Arts-Ceramics 3
MAT 183 Studies in Mathematics 1 EDN267 Studio Arts-Ceramics 4
MAT 184 Studies in Mathematics 2 EDN366 Studio Arts-Ceramics 5
MAT283 Studies in Mathematics 3 EDN367 Studio Arts-Ceramics 6
MAT284 Studies in Mathematics 4 EDN168 Studio Arts-Fabric Studies 1
MAT383 Studies in Mathematics 5 EDN169 Studio Arts-Fabric Studies 2
MAT384 Studies in Mathematics 6 EDN268 Studio Arts-Fabric Studies 3
EDN161 Music Studies LA EDN269 Studio Arts-Fabric Studies 4
EDN162 Music Studies IB EDN368 Studio Arts-Fabric Studies 5
EDN163 Music Studies 2 EDN369 Studio Arts-Fabric Studies 6
EDN261 Music Studies 3 EDN170 Studio Arts-Painting 1
EDN262 Music Studies 4 EDN171 Studio Arts-Painting 2
EDN361 Music Studies 5 EDN27O Studio Arts-Painting 3
EDN362 Music Studies 6 EDN271 Studio Arts-Painting 4
EDN151 Sports Studies 1 EDN370 Studio Arts-Painting 5
EDN152 Sports Studies 2 EDN371 Studio Arts-Painting 6
EDN251 Sports Studies 3
EDN252 Sports Studies 4 NOTE; Not all General Studies subjects will necessar
EDN351 Sports Studies 5 ily be offered to every intake of students. It may be
EDN352 Sports Studies 6 necessary to impose quotas on General Studies Majors
EDN153 Recreation Studies 1 in year one.

Structure of the First Three Years of the Bachelor of Education Course: 
Diploma of Teaching (Primary)

Year/ 
Sem

Studies 
in 

Teaching

Studies 
in 

Education

Studies in 
Curriculum

General 
Studies

Hrs/ 
Wk

3
6

EDN322/ 
EDN323

(3)

EDN301/ 
EDN307

(3)

EDN389
(2)

EDN332
(2)

EDN331
(3)

EDN343
(3)

OPTION
(4)

20

S EDN321
(2)

OPTION
(4)

EDN300
(2)

EDN339
(2)

EDN390
(3)

EDN344
(3)

OPTION
(4)

20

2
4 EDN222

(2)
EDN202/ 
EDN206 

(4)

EDN299
(2)

EDN240
(2)

EDN242
(3)

EDN236 
(3)

OPTION
(4)

20

3 EDN221
(2)

EDN20V 
EDN205

(4)

EDN298
(2)

EDN239
(2)

EDN231
(3)

EDN241
(3)

OPTION
(4)

20

1
2 EDN122

(3)
EDN102/ 
EDN106

(3)

EDN181
(2)

EDN140
(2)

EDN144
(3)

EDN141
(3)

OPTION
(4)

20

1 EDN121
(3)

EDNIOI/ 
EDN105

(3)

EDN180
(2)

EDN139
(2)

EDN142
(3)

EDN143
(3)

OPTION
(4)

20

Science/Mathematics/Computing Option
This option is designed for students who wish to be
come specialist primary teachers of science/mathemat- 
ics/computing. Students will take both a major and a 
minor in General Studies. A major consists of six 
semesters of sequential study and a minor consists of 
four semesters of sequential study. Majors and minors 
will be available in Computing, Mathematics, Envi

ronmental Science, Physical Science and a minor will 
be available in Bioscience. To allow the extra time for 
General Studies, students take only one semester of 
Curriculum Studies in Art, Music, Physical Education 
and Social Science Education. All other aspects of the 
basic Diploma of Teaching (Primary) remain unal
tered.
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Structure of the First Three Years of the Bachelor of Education Course: 
Diploma of Teaching (Primary)

structure for Science/Mathematics/Computing Options

Yr/ 
Sem

Studies 
in 
Teaching

Studies 
in 
Education

Studies in 
Curriculum

General 
Studies

Hrs/ 
Wk

3
6

EDN322/ 
EDN323
(3)

EDN3017 
EDN307
(3)

EDN389
(2)

EDN332
(2)

EDN231
(3)

EDN390
(3)

OPTION 
(4)

20

5 EDN321
(2)

OPTION 
(4)

EDN300
(2)

EDN339
(2)

EDN343
(3)

EDN141
(3)

OPTION
(4)

20

2

4 EDN222 
(2)

EDN202/ 
EDN206 
(4)

EDN299
(2)

EDN240
(2)

EDN236 
(3)

OPTION 
(4)

OPTION 
(4)
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3 EDN221 
(2)

EDN20V 
EDN205 
(4)

EDN298
(2)

EDN239
(2)

EDN144
(3)

OPTION 
(4)

OPTION
(4)
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1

2 EDN122
(3)

EDN102/ 
EDN106
(3)

EDN181
(2)

EDN140
(2)

EDN143
(3)

OPTION 
(4) .

OPTION 
(4)

21

1 EDN121
(3)

EDNIOV 
EDN105
(3)

EDN180
(2)

EDN139
(2)

EDN142
(3)

OPTION 
(4)

OPTION 
(4)
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Bachelor of Education 
Fourth Year of Study

Course Code: BT4 
(Acting) Course Leader: David Gamble 

This course, which takes a minimum of two years part- 
time study, will be conducted on the Frankston campus 
only.

Admission Requirements
Candidates should contact their employer regarding 
the suitability of this course for registration, promo
tion or other purposes.
Candidates must have either:
(a) Diploma of Teaching (Primary) or its equivalent

registered with the ACTA; or
(b) Certificate A awarded by the Ministry of Educa

tion or its equivalent awarded by the Catholic 
Education Commission; or

(c) equivalent to (a) or (b); and
(d) teaching or relevant field experience (usually of 

at least one year).

Deferments
No deferments are allowed.

Course Structure
The course comprises four sessions of study involving 
evening lectures. The organisation of the course is set 
out in the following table:

Bachelor of Education Fourth Year

Sem Studies in 
Teaching

Studies in Education 
and Curriculum

General 
Studies

Hrs/ 
Week

10 EDN409 Advanced Studies in Education
or
Advanced Studies in Curriculum

8

9 EDN408 Advanced Studies in Education 
or
Advanced Studies in Curriculum

8

8 EDN465 Option 8

7 Advanced Studies in Education
or
Advanced Studies in Curriculum

Option 8

10



Subjects

Required subjects
EDN408 Studies in Teaching 7: Field Studies
EDN409 Studies in Teaching 8: Project
EDN465 Technology Education B

Studies in Education
EDN404 Looking in Classrooms
EDN405 Critical Teaching Problems
EDN406 School Organisation and Management 1
EDN407 School Organisation and Management 2
EDN411 Assisting Children with Special Needs 1
EDN412 Assisting Children with Special Needs 2 
EDN413 Advanced Studies in School and

Community
EDN414 Theory and Practice of School- 

Community Development
EDN415 Advanced Studies in Early Childhood 

Education: Children and their Families
EDN416 Advanced Studies in Early Childhood 

Education: Issues in Early Childhood 
Services

Studies in Curriculum
EDN448 Art Education 3
EDN449 Art Education 4
EDN473 Computers in Education 3
EDN474 Computers in Education 4
EDN480 Language Education 7: Literacy through 

Literature
EDN439 Music Education 3
EDN443 Science Education 3
EDN444 Science Education 4
EDN445 Social Education 3
EDN446 Social Education 4
EDN45O School Based Curriculum Development 

and Evaluation

General Studies
EDN486 Colonial Adaptation and Change
EDN487 Historical Research and Publication
EDN475 Environmental Science 9
EDN476 Environmental Science 10
PHY440 Physical Science 7
PHY441 Physical Science 8
SYS431 Computer Science 7
COT432 Computer Science 8
EDN457 Language Studies: German 7
EDN458 Language Studies: German 8
MAT483 Studies in Mathematics 7
MAT484 Studies in Mathematics 8
EDN461 Advanced Studies in Music: Approach to 

World Music
EDN462 Advanced Studies in Music: Studies in 

Community Music
EDN463 Advanced Studies in Music: Music in 

Contemporary Australian Society
LIT405 Literature 1600-1900
LIT406 Popular Literature
LIT407 Literature and Society
LIT408 19th Century Literature
EDN451 Sports Studies 7
EDN452 Sports Studies 8
EDN453 Recreation Studies 7
EDN454 Recreation Studies 8
EDN466 Studio Arts—Ceramics 7
EDN467 Studio Arts-Ceramics 8
EDN468 Studio Arts-Fabric Studies 7

EDN469 Studio Arts—Fabric Studies 8
EDN470 Studio Arts—Painting 7
EDN471 Studio Arts—Painting 8

Note: Students must complete an approved sequence 
in Studies in Education or Studies in Curriculum and 
complete an approved sequence in General Studies.
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GRADUATE COURSES

Graduate Diploma in 
Educational Studies

Course Code: GP 
Course Leaders: To be advised 

This two-year part-time course will be conducted at 
Frankston campus only (subject to accreditation by the 
Accreditation Board).

Scope of the Course
In this course students enrol in a mixture of core units 
and specialised studies relating to the professional 
needs and interests of the students.
At present, three specialisations are offered:

Art Education
The Art Education Specialisation is planned for:
(i) specialist art teachers,
(ii) classroom teachers with developed expertise in 

art education,
(iii) regional art consultants,
(iv) community art education officers,
(v) curriculum development and research person

nel with interests in art education.
It will provide participants with a thorough under
standing of art education and its role in the overall 
education of the child. It aims to develop the ability to 
plan, supervise, maintain and evaluate classroom, 
school and/or community art education programs.

Teacher Lihrarianship Specialisation
During the past decade the school library has become 
an increasingly complex resource centre. More than 
ever the teacher librarian needs to be a thoroughly 
trained specialist in the area.
The Teacher Librarianship Specialisation is designed 
to satisfy the demands for these specialists.

Educational Administration Specialisation
This specialisation may be seen as a natural response 
to changing attitudes and recent developments in the 
area ofeducational administration in Victori an schools. 
The shift of decision-making from an administrative 
centre to local providers has increased the need for 
administrative training for an increasing number of 
teachers.
This specialisation has been planned as a post-gradu
ate program to meet the needs of educational adminis
trators or those who aspire to the position. It will 
provide participants with a sound understanding of 
theories of organisation; school management; educa
tional planning; managing curriculum change; person
nel management and budgeting; and school and com
munity interaction.

General Entrance Requirements
(a) To be admitted to the Graduate Diploma in 
Educational Studies an applicant must have satisfac
torily completed a course leading to the award of a UGl 
or UG2 degree or diploma.
or
(b) Hold the Ministry of Education’s Certificate A, 
or have satisfactorily completed some other course 

approved by the School Board of the School of Educa
tion.

Entrance Requirements for Each Specialisation 
In addition to either (a) or (b) above, applicants must 
have the following qualifications in order to pursue 
particular specialised studies.
(a) Art Education Specialisation
In the case of (a) and(b) above, the UGl orUG2 degree 
or diploma or other course must be in teacher educa
tion with a major study in art or with an additional year 
of full-time art study at a recognised tertiary institu
tion; or the applicant must hold qualifications that are 
considered equivalent to those by the School Board of 
the School of Education. Examples of such equivalent 
qualifications are:

any first degree with an art major plus a Diploma 
of Education
any Diploma of Art plus a Diploma of Education

(b) Teacher Librarianship Specialisation
The UGl or UG2 degree or diploma must be in teacher 
education for students wishing to pursue the Teacher 
Librarianship Specialisation.
(c) Educational Administration Specialisation 
Students wishing to pursue the Educational Admini
stration Specialisation should hold a UGl or UG2 
degree or diploma in teacher education and have at 
least 3 years appropriate teaching and/or administra
tive experience.

Special Entry
Applicants may be eligible for admission to the course 
under special entry provisions as determined by the 
Academic Board.

Subjects

Required subjects
EDN608 Education and Change
EDN609 Research and Field Studies
EDN610 Special Study

Art Education Strand Studies
EDN601 Aesthetics and the Arts
EDN605 Program Development in Art Education 
EDN631 Major Studio Study I: Ceramics
EDN633 Major Studio Study I: Fibre Arts 
EDN635 Major Studio Study I: Glass Studies 
EDN637 Major Studio Study I: Metal Crafts 
EDN639 Major Studio Study I: Painting
EDN641 Major Studio Study I: Printmaking 
EDN632 Major Studio Study El: Ceramics 
EDN634 Major Studio Study II: Fibre Arts 
EDN636 Major Studio Study II: Glass Studies 
EDN638 Major Studio Study II: Metal Crafts 
EDN640 Major Studio Study II: Painting 
EDN642 Major Studio Study II: Printmaking 
EDN644 Material and Process Studies

Teacher Librarianship Strand Studies
EDN651 Reading Behaviour
EDN652 Children’s Literature and Curriculum 

Planning

12



EDN653 Classification and Cataloguing
EDN654 The Library as a Resource Centre 
EDN655 Technology in the Library

Educational Administration Strand Studies
ADM632 School Administration and the Law

ADM633 School Administrative Practices
ADM634 School Administration and Organisational 

Behaviour
EDN643 School and Community
EDN645 Program Planning and Evaluation

Course Structure
First Year Subjects Second Year Subjects
Core Study: Education and Change Two Core Studies: Research and Field Studies
Three Strand Studies Special Study 

Two Strand Studies
Hrs/Wk: 8 hours per week per semester.

Art Education Specialisation

Year Semester 1 Semester 2

1

Core Study: Education and Change

4 hrs

Strand Study: Program Development 
in Art Education
4 hrs

Strand Study: Major Studio Study I 
4 hrs

Strand Study: Major Studio Study II 
4 hrs

2

Strand Study: Aesthetics & The Arts 
4 hrs

Strand Study: Material and Process Studies 
4 hrs

HrsZWk

Core Study: Research and Field Studies 
4 hrs
8 hrs

Core Study: Special Study 
4 hrs
8 hrs

Teacher Librarianship Specialisation

Year Semester 1 Semester 2

1

Core Study: Education and Change

4 hrs

Strand Study: Children’s Literature and 
Curriculum Planning
4 hrs

Strand Study: Reading Behaviour 
4 hrs

Strand Study: Classification and Cataloguing 
4 hrs

2

Hrs/Wk

Strand Study: The Library 
as a Resource Centre
4 hrs

Strand Study: Technology in the Library

4 hrs

Core Study: Research and Field Studies 
4 hrs
8 hrs

Core Study: Special Study 
4 hrs
8 hrs

Educational Administration Specialisation

Year Semester 1 Semester 2

1

Core Study: Education and Change 
4 hrs

Strand Study: School Administrative Practices 
4 hrs

Strand Study: School Administration 
and the Law
4 hrs

Strand Study: School Administration and 
Organisational Behaviour
4 hrs

2

Strand Study: School and Community 
4 hrs

Strand Study: Program Planning & Evaluation 
4 hrs

Hrs/Wk

Core Study: Research and Field Studies 
4 hrs
8 hrs

Core Study: Special Study 
4 hrs
8 hrs
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Graduate Diploma in 
Outdoor Education

Course Code: GOl 
Course Leader: Leon Costermans 

This two year part-time course will be conducted at the 
Frankston campus only.

Scope of the Course
In recent years there have been many developments in 
the use of the outdoor environment for educational and 
recreational purposes. However, many teachers, youth 
leaders, camp program organisers and conununity 
workers find that they do not have a sufficiently broad 
background or necessary qualifications to develop 
programs and lead activities which enable young people 
to derive maximum benefit from their interaction with 
outdoor environments.
This course is designed as a qualification for outdoor 
education specialists (especially for tagged positions in 
Ministry of Education schools), and aims to help teach- 
ers/leaders extend their experience in three main ar
eas:
• general outdoor education philosophy, program

ming, oi^anisation, leadership, evaluation and 
practical skills;

• outdoor pursuits to basic or advanced levels;
• environmental studies and activities.
An integrated approach is taken, based on activities in 
bush, high country, rural, urban and aquatic environ
ments. Three-hour classes are held on one or two 
evenings a week throughout each semester, and ap
proximately 30 days of practical field experience is 
required over the course for outdoor pursuits, excur
sions and camps.
Participants are also required to gain experience in 
outdoor activity leadership in a variety of settings with 
groups of learners such as school students or members 
of community organisations. They must have first aid 
and life-saving certificates current at the time of com
pletion of the course.

Entry Requirements
To gain entry to the course applicants must:
1. (a) have satisfactorily completed a course leading 

to the award of a degree or diploma
or

(b) hold the Ministry of Education Certificate A, or 
have satisfactorily completed some other course 
approved by the ^hool of Education as equivalent 
to (1) above

or
(c) show evidence of other attainments or calibre 
appropriate to the course;

and
2. have some studies appropriate to the course, e.g., 

environmental sciences, geography, physical edu
cation, recreation, teaching.

Course Structure
First Year Subjects
EDN681 Outdoor Education I (60 hr + 3 days) 
EDN682 Environmental Science I (60 hr) 
EDN683 Outdoor Pursuits I (Sem 1: 6 hr + 5 days) 
EDN684 Extended Field Experience (8 days)

Second Year Subjects
EDN684 Extended Field Experience (6 days) 
EDN685 Outdoor Education II (39 hr + 3 days) 

EDN686 Environmental Science II (36 hr -h 2 days) 
EDN687 Outdoor Pursuits 11 (commenced in Sem 2 

of first year: 15 hr + 16 days)
EDN688 Final Leadership Assessment Program (5 

days)
* Times in brackets are approximate total contact 
hours of class time plus field experience days (week
ends or with school camps, etc.).
All subjects must be passed to qualify for the Graduate 
Diploma in Outdoor Education.

Master of Education
Course Code: MDl 

The School of Education offers a Master of Education 
program by research thesis.
Enquiries should be directed in the first instance to Dr 
Richard Trembath.
Areas for Master’s research within this School include: 

Curriculum Studies-Development and evalu
ation in such areas as art, social studies, human 
movement and recreation, and environmental 
studies.
Educational Studies-in such areas as schools 
and community, teacher- pupil interaction, special 
assistance, and educational management.
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SUBJECT SYNOPSES

ADM632 School Administration and 
the Law

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Negligence andcontributory negligence under 
common law; aspects of administrative law to ensure 
hearings are conducted with regard to natural justice; 
copyright legislation; freedom of information and anti
discrimination legislation as they apply to schools; 
industrial health and safety legislation as it applies to 
school staff; child custody in family law and school 
obligations; police powers, particularly police author
ity to remove children from school, and issues of par
ticular interest to private schools will be studied on an 
elective basis.
Assessment: Two assignments, each worth 50 percent, 
will be completed. One will involve research into a 
particular facet of law of relevance to schools; the 
second will be to prepare a legal manual for a school for 
use by all teachers to establish legally acceptable 
school procedures.
References:
ACKROYD, E., Teachers Beware! The Law is Just 

Around the Comer, Unicom, Vol. 12, No. 1, Feb., 
1986.

BOER, B. & GLEESON, V., The Law of Education, 
Melbourne, Butterworth, 1982.

KNOTT, A.E., TRONC, K.E. & MIDDLETON, J.L., 
Australian Schoolsand the Law, (2ndedn.), Queens
land Uni. Press, 1980.

RONALDS, C., Anti-discrimination Legislation in Aus
tralia, Sydney, Butterworth, 1979.

VCTA, Legal Liability of Teachers, Collingwood, VCTA 
Publishing, 1984.

ADM633 School Administrative 
F*ractices

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The use of general purpose computer soft
ware — word processors, spreadsheets and data bases 
in school administration; the use of specific purpose 
school accounting and administration software; book
keeping including cash book maintenance, bank recon
ciliation statements and audit requirements; building 
and other property management so as to maintain and 
secure existing property and to be aware of the proce
dures involved in adding to school buildings; ministe
rial policy issues as they impinge on the day to day 
management of schools, e.g., budgetary constraints, 
affirmative action, integration of disabled students, 
local staff selection, and industrial relations, specifi
cally the strategies for the successful management of 
industrial relations in schools and appropriate action 
in the event of strikes.
Assessment: The nature of the assessment will reflect 
the topics the students elect to pursue. For example. 

one piece of assessment may involve the establishment 
of a computer based student record system. Another 
might involve a 3,000 word essay on the integration of 
disabled students into regular schools. Normally there 
will be two assignments each worth 50 per cent, how
ever, particularly ambitious projects may require a 
change to this assessment structure.
References:
DUKE, D.L., School Leadership and Instructional Im

provement, New York, Random House, 1987.
EDWARDS, R. & COPE, B., Introduction to Computers 

for School Administrators, (available from lectur
ing staff).

HOPWOOD, A. & TOMKINS, C., Issues in Public 
Sector Accounting, Sydney, Phillip Allen, 1986.

KUBIAK, L.P., Open Access, Sydney, Prentice Hall, 
1984.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, Program Budget
ing in Victorian Education, Melbourne, (undated).

ADM634 School Administration and 
Organisational Behaviour

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Through an examination of the literature, 
students will explore the role of school administration 
from an organisational perspective. Administrative 
behaviour as explored through case studies, literature 
and research, and group activities on leadership and 
motivation, decision making processes, job satisfac
tion, job stress, group dynamics, perception, communi
cation, educational policy issues, and the work behav
iour of school administrators.

Organisational theory and behaviour as examined 
through topics on schools as organisations (bureau
cratic, open, and loosely-coupled systems), goal set
ting, and school effectiveness.

Case studies on specific administrative and organ
isational issues, in particular school union problems, 
group think, motivation, school administrator work
load, and parent participation in school goal setting. 
Assessment: Seminar presentations and class discus
sions; 20 per cent. First assignment in which students 
prepare a 1,000 word paper dealing with school admin
istrative behaviour: 30 per cent. Major paper in which 
students select a topic from the list of topics for the 
subject and prepare one of the following; an analysis of 
the topic; a collection of readings on the topic; an 
annotated bibliography; the preparation of a policy 
document on a school related issue; a set of instruc
tional materials for studying administrative and/or 
organisational behaviour in education; and prepara
tory work for a monograph on the selected topic (length 
3,000—4,000 words): 50 per cent.
References:
HOY, W.K. & MISKEL, C.G., Educational Admini

stration: Theory, Research and Practice, (3rd edn.). 
New York, Random House, 1987.

KELLY, J., Organizational Behaviour, Homewood, 
Illinois, Irwin, 1980.
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PETERS, T.J. & WATERMAN, R.H., In Search of 
Excellence, New York, Harper and Don, 1982.

Articles as selected by the instructor.

EDNIOI Studies in Child 
Psychology 1

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The course is an introduction to Child 
Psychology and aims to make students aware of the 
processes of development and learning in children. It 
familiarises students with the three areas of develop
ment: physical development, social and enxotional 
development, and cognitive development (including 
learning). Particular emphasis is placed on the period 
of infancy.. Relevant theories and recent research 
findings are discussed. There is an associated fieldwork 
program.
Assessment: Examination: 50 per cent; Fieldwork 
Folio: 50 per cent.
References:
BERGER, K.S., The Developing Person Through Child

hood and Adolescence, (2nd edn.). New York, Worth 
Publishers Inc., 1986.

WOOLFOLK, A.E., Educational Psychology, (3rd edn.). 
New Jersey, Prentice Hall Inc., 1987.

EDN102 Studies in Child 
Psychology 2

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This is a logical extension of the previous 
semester’s course. The emphasis is on the period of 
early childhood. Topics of particular importance to this 
stage are discussed and a related fieldwork program 
provides further insight into child development. 
Assessment: Examination: 50 per cent; Fieldwork 
Folio: 50 per cent.
References:
BERGER, K.S., The Developing Person Through Child

hood and Adolescence, (2nd edn.). New York, Worth 
Publishers Inc., 1986.

WOOLFOLK, A.E., Educational Psychology, (3rd edn.). 
New Jersey, Prentice Hall Inc., 1987.

EDN105 History of Education

Contact: One and a half hours per week for one 
semester.
Prerequisites: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject commences by examining the 
meaning of the key concepts ‘education’, ‘schooling’ 
and ‘curriculum’ as they apply in Victoria today. The 
concepts are then examined historically and their 
development traced over a 150 year period. The focus 
of the course is upon the working out of the nominated 
key concepts in Victorian educational practice from 
colonial times to the present. Particular emphasis is 
given to the interplay between the political process and 
the educational process.
Assessment: Two assignments each worth 50 per cent. 
References:
AUSTIN, A.G., Australian Education 1788-1900, 

Melbourne, Pitman, 1961.
MINISTER OF EDUCATION, Ministerial Papers 1-6, 

Melbourne, Education Department of Victoria, 
1983, 1984.

EDN106 Philosophy of Education

Contact: One and a half hours per week for one 
semester.
Prerequisites: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject introduces students to philoso
phy, to the techniques of philosophical thinking and to 
a number of concepts that are related to the process of 
education. These concepts and selected current issues 
in education are analysed.
Assessment: Class Test: 40 per cent; Examination: 60 
per cent.
References:
BARROW, R., The Philosophy of Schooling, Suffolk, 

Wheatsheaf Books, 1981.

EDNl 11 Early Childhood Teaching 1
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester for on- 
campus program.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Strand A: In the first half of the subject, the 
use of observation in recording, interpreting andunder- 
standing human behaviour will be considered. Stu
dents will be introduced to a variety of observation 
techniques including check-lists, anecdotal records, 
time-samples and rating scales. The chief emphasis 
will be on the use of running records within the pre
school. Observations made by students as part of their 
off-campus program will form the basis of the on- 
campus sessions. During the second half of this sub
ject, students wiU be assisted to use their developing 
observation skills to understand and analyse the vari
ous forms of verbal and non-verbal methods of commu
nication used by children and adults.

Strand B: For one day per week throughout the 
semester, students will observe at childcare centres 
and playgroups, and assist in a volunteer capacity in 
toddler/play groups.
Assessment: Strand A: Observation Folio 10 per cent; 
Test 20 per cent; Assignment 20 per cent. Strand B: 
Evaluation of practice teaching 50 per cent. 
References:
COHEN, D.H. & STERN, V., Observing and Recording 

the Behaviour of Young Children, Teacher College 
Press, 1983.

IRWIN, D.M. & BUSHNELL, M., Observational Strate
gies for Child Study, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
1980.

READ, K. & PATTERSON, J., The Nursery School and 
Kindergarten, Human Relationships and Learn
ing, (7th edn.). Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1980.

WEBB, L., Making a Start in Child Study, Blackwell, 
1975.

EDNl 12 Early Childhood Teaching 2
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester for the 
on-campus program.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Strand A: In this subject, students will be 
introduced to the basic activities found in pre-school 
programs and the ways in which they can contribute to 
the development of the whole child. The ways in which 
a child’s language and mathematical concepts can be
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fostered through all these activities will be stressed. 
Various theoretical approaches to the purposes and 
types of children’s play will be considered, including 
reference to baby and infant play. The teacher and 
parents’ roles in facilitating children’s development 
through play will also be considered. Pre-school pro
gram planning will be introduced, and the use of 
objectives in planning exanoined. Various manage
ment strategies will be discussed with particular 
emphasis on the role of positive guidance. Material in 
this strand will both draw upon and complement the 
students’ observations carried out concurrently as part 
of the off-campus program.

Strand B (off-campus): One day per week for 12 
weeks of observation and teaching in pre-school fol
lowed by 18 days of supervised teaching practice in pre
school. Students will also make two excursions to pre
schools offering alternative programs during this 
semester.
Assessment: Strand A: Practice Teaching Folio 15 per 
cent; Assignment 15 per cent; Examination 20 percent. 
Strand B: Evaluation of Practice Teaching 50 per cent. 
References:
BEATTY, J., Skills for Pre-School Teachers, (2ndedn.), 

Charles E. Merrill, 1984.
SEEFELDT, G., A Curriculum for Pre-Schools, (2nd 

edn.), Merrill, 1980.
SPODEK, B., Teaching in the Early Years, Prentice 

Hall, 1980.
SPONSELLA, D., Play as a Learning Medium, NA- 

EYC, 1976.

EDN113 Early Childhood 
Education 1

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject will present sociological, his
torical and philosophical perspectives on the develop
ment of current early childhood provisions and prac
tices through consideration of four themes, viz, the 
purpose of education within society; the value placed 
on children within society; the nature of childhood, and 
children’s play.

These themes will be illustrated with reference to 
the works of such theorists as Aristotle, Comenius, 
Ix)cke, Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Froebel, Margaret 
MacMillan, Steiner, Isaacs, Piaget, Smilansky and 
Sutton-Smith.
Assessment: Examination 50 per cent; Assignment 30 
per cent; Tutorial Paper 20 per cent.
References:
BRAUN, S. & EDWARDS, E., History and Theory of 

Early Childhood Education, Wadsworth, 1972.
DEASEY, D., Education Under Six, Groom Helm, 

1978.
FROST, J.L., The Young Child and the Educative 

Process, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1976.
LANGFORD, G., Education, Persons and Society: A 

Philosophical Enquiry, Macmillan, 1986.
POWER, E.J., Philosophy of Education: Studies in 

Philosophies, Schooling and Educational Policies, 
Prentice-Hall, 1982.

EDNl 14 Early Childhood 
Education 2

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester.

Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Three of the themes introduced in Early 
Childhood Education 1, viz, the purpose of education in 
society, the value placed on children, and the nature of 
childhood will be examined within the Australian 
context. Current provisions for young children within 
the Australian community in general, and Victoria in 
particular, will be examined in relation to the histori
cal and sociological factors which influence them.

Current issues in the provision of services for 
young children will be examined, particularly the 
appropriate age for commencement of formal schooling 
and its implications for both pre-school and primary 
school teachers.
Assessment: Research Project 25 per cent; Tests 25 per 
cent; Examination 50 per cent.
References:
BRAITHWAITE, J., Explorations in Early Childhood 

Education, ACER, 1983.
LANGFORD, P. &. SEBASTIAN, P. (Eds.), Early Child

hood Education and Care in Australia, Interna
tional Press, 1979.

TURNEY, C. (Ed.), Pioneers of Australian History, 
Sydney University Press, 1983.

Future Directions for Children's Services in Victoria - 
Report of the Review of Early Childhood Services, 
1983, Government Printer, Melbourne, 1983.

EDNl 15 Child Development 1
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject is an introduction to the study 
of child development. It follows the development of the 
child through infancy in the first semester. It aims to 
make the student aware of the processes of develop
ment and learning in infants as well as the many 
factors of contemporary Australian life which may 
influence this development. The subject is strongly 
child centred and a considerable portion of it will be 
devoted to:
• the acquisition of child observation techniques; 

and
• the ability to apply the findings thus obtained to 

the further understanding of the child and child- 
rearing techniques.
The subject familiarises the students with the 

three areas of development, viz, social/emotional cog
nitive and physical, while at the same time stressing 
the inter-relation ship between all three of these areas.

Relevant theories and recent research findings in 
child development will be discussed. An associated 
fieldwork program will provide students with the 
opportunity to increase their understanding of infor
mation provided in lectures through carrying out re
lated field tasks.
Assessment: Examination 50 per cent; Fieldwork Fo
lios 25 per cent; Group Projects 25 per cent. 
References:
FISHBEIN, H.D., The Psychology of Infancy and 

Childhood: Evolutionary and Cross-Cultural Per
spectives, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1984.

IRWIN & BUSHNEL, Observational Strategies for 
Child Study, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1980.

LAWTON, J., Introduction to Child Development, 
William Brown Book Co., 1982.

Human Development, Annual Editions 1984/1985.
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EDN116 Child Development 2
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The subject follows on from the previous one. 
It maintains the same thrust, direction and emphasis 
as Studies in Child Development 1, but now covering 
the period of Early Childhood Development. 
Assessment: As for Child Development 1.
References: As for Child Development 1, and: 
FITZGERALD, STROMMER & McKINNEY, Develop

mental Psychology: The Infant and Young Child, 
(2nd edn.). The Dorsey.

NADIEN, M.B., The Child’s Psychosocial Development 
(From Birth to Early Adolescence), Avery Publish
ing Group Inc, 1980.

EDN117 Early Childhood Language 
Across The Curriculum 1

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject is an intensive study of the 
child’s language during early childhood. Emphasis is 
placed upon the nature of language, theories of acqui
sition of language and its development. Included in the 
subject is an introduction to literacy in both the pre
school and primary school. The relationship between 
languages and literacy and beginning reading is ex
plored. The fiinctional uses of language are stressed 
with emphasis being placed on the role of the teacher 
in assisting the development of an extensive language 
repeiloire.
Assessment: Tests 50 per cent and Assignments 50 per 
cent. Note: An assessment is made of students’ basic 
literacy skills and those students whose abilities are 
significantly below those of their peers are required to 
participate in a basic literacy program.
References:
EVELY, M., The Teaching of Handwriting, Education 

Department of Victoria, 1985.
FEHRING, H. & THOMAS, V., The Teaching of Spell

ing, Education Department of Victoria, 1984.
FISHER, C. & TERRY, C.A., Children’s Language and 

the Language Arts, NY, McGraw-Hill, 1977.
HODGE, B. (Ed.), Communication and the Teacher, 

Melbourne, Longman Cheshire, 1981.
HUDSON, C., Spelling: A Teacher’s Guide, Landmark,

1985.
RIGHT, E., The New Write Well Books, Longman 

Cheshire, 1985.

EDN118 Early Childhood Language 
Across The Curriculum 2 
(Oracy and Drama Across 
the Curriculum)

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The emphasis in this subject is the develop
ment of children’s listening, speaking and dramatic 
skills. The following topics are included:
• The relationship between children’s listening and 

speaking and learning; the development of appro
priate materials and activities to enhance chil
dren’s language; appropriate classroom organisa
tion to foster listening and speaking; the provision 
of special assistance across the curriculum and the 

relationships between the teacher’s oral skills and 
the child’s learning.

• The drama component extends listening and speak
ing into such areas as choral and individual verse 
speaking, story telling, singing, sound effects and 
voice use in role play.

• Students are involved in observing and creating 
teaching sessions aimed to develop their own and 
their pupils’ capacity to imagine, empathise and 
predict.

Assessment: Tests 30 per cent; Assignments 50 per 
cent; Student Presentation 20 per cent.
References:
MALEY, A., Drama Techniques in Language Learn

ing, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1978. 
MIERS, H.J., Helping our Children Talk, Longman,

1986.
SANSOM, C., Speech and Communication in the Pri

mary School, Black, 1978.
Drama is Primary, Victorian Education Department, 

1982
SOUTH AUSTRALIA, DEPARTMENT OF 

EDUCATION, Curriculum Committee. Images of 
Life: A Handbook about Drama in Education. 
Adelaide, Education Department of South Austra
lia, 1981.

EDN121 Studies in Teaching 1
Contact: Three hours per week for on-campus studies, 
plus practicum of 8-10 days in selected primary schools. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The course consists of two complementary 
strands.

Strand A is comprised of an off-campus program 
that provides the student with the opportunity to take 
part in Fb-actical Teaching Observation, and an on- 
campus program that allows for discu ssion of the basic 
teaching model, differing approaches and teaching 
strategies. This strand aims to give students the 
opportunity to consider in detail the structure and 
function of this model, and to have experience in basic 
lesson planning and practice.

Strand B is an on-campus program which provides 
students with the opportunity to examine fundamen
tal curriculum and related organisational issues. 
Assessment: Strand A (Off-Campus): Practice Teach
ing 30 per cent; Strand A (On-Campus): Examination 
35 per cent; Strand B (On-Campus): Examination 35 
per cent.
References:
COLE, P.G. & CHAN, L.K.S., Teaching Principles and 

Practice, Sydney, Prentice Hall, 1987.
DWYER, B. & DWYER, J., K to 6, Best Years of Their 

Lives, Sydney, Primary English Teaching Associa
tion, 1979.

HOLT, J., How Children Learn, Harmondsworth. 
Penguin, 1983.

EDN122 Studies in Teaching 2
Contact: Three hours per week for on-campus studies, 
plus practicum of 16 days in selected primary schools. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This course consists of two complementary 
strands.

Strand A provides the opportunity for students to 
have further experience in basic lesson planning and to
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consider and practise selected teaching skills.
The aim of Strand B is to develop further student 

understanding of the work of the primary teacher 
through an examination of factors affecting classroom 
organisation and curriculum planning.
Assessment: Strand A (Off-Campus): Practice Teach
ing 40 per cent; Strand A (On-Campus): Examination 
30 per cent; Strand B (On-Campus): Examination 30 
per cent.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF VICTORIA, Cur
riculum Frameworks P-12: An Introduction, Cur
riculum Branch, 1985.

JACOBSEN, D. et al. Methods for Teaching -A Skills 
Approach, Sydney, Charles E. Merrill, 1981.

McVITTY, W. (Ed.), Getting It Together, Sydney, Pri
mary English Teaching Association, 1986.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT CENTRE, Core 
Curriculum for Australian Schools, Canberra, 
Curriculum Development Centre, 1980.

EDN139 Mathematics Education 1

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject is a participatory one and thus 
requires regular attendance to enable a thorough 
understanding of each content area. The tasks of a 
primary school mathematics teacher are examined 
with emphasis on the junior primary level. An exami
nation of the contribution educational theorists have 
made on mathematics teaching form an important 
basis upon which structured and unstructured aids are 
considered. The mathematics topics include a study of 
pre-counting, sorting and classifying activities suit
able for junior primary school pupils and the develop
ment and structure of our number system including 
the number laws and axioms. The subject aims to 
develop the necessary skills related to the teaching of 
the processes of addition and subtraction for whole 
numbers.
Assessment: Examination: 100 per cent; Attendance of 
80 per cent minimal.
References:
ASHLOCK, et al. Guiding Each Child’s Learning of 

Mathematics, Columbus, Ohio, Merrill, 1983.
CRUICKSHANK, D. & SHEFFIELD, L.J., Mathemat

ics for Elementary Children: A Foundation for the 
Future, Columbus, Ohio, Merrill, 1988.

HEDDENS, J.W., Today’s Mathematics, (6th edn.), 
Chicago, SRA, 1988.

EDN 140 Mathematics Education 2

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The process of teaching number facts in 
conjunction with the arithmetic laws and axioms. The 
development of skills to teach the whole number proc
esses of multiplication and division. The measurement 
topics of time, money, spatial relations and visual 
representation are used as vehicles to develop teaching 
strategies for the junior primary school. Some statis
tical measures are examined.
Assessment: Examination: 100 per cent; Attendance of 
80 per cent minimal.
References:
ASHLOCK, et al. Guiding Each Child’s Learning of

Mathematics, Columbus, Ohio, Merrill, 1983. 
CRUICKSHANK, D. & SHEFFIELD, L.J., Mathemat

ics for Elementary Children: A Foundation for the 
Future, Columbus, Ohio, Merrill, 1988.

HEDDENS, J.W., Today’s Mathematics, (6th edn.), 
SRA, Chicago, 1988.

EDN141 Music Education 1

Contact: Three hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: An introduction to music in the primary 
school; why teach music and what constitutes a bal
anced music program.

A study of rudimentaiy musical notation and 
musical terminology which will enable students to 
perform on a variety of musical instruments - tuned 
and non-tuned percussion and the recorder. 
Assessment: Assignment: 30 per cent; Practical Per
formance: 20 per cent; Examination: 50 per cent. 
References:
FARMER, B., Springboards - Ideas for Music, Mel

bourne, Thomas Nelson, 1982.
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, The Arts Framework P- 

10, 1987.
VICTORIAN EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, A Guide 

to Music in the Primary School, Victoria, 1981.

EDN142 Physical Education 1

Contact: Three hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject is concerned with the develop
ment of teaching techniques and resource material 
that is relevant to the primary school child in the area 
of physical education.

Reference will be made to the introduction of the 
Ministry of Education’s Frameworks of Personal Devel
opment P-10, including content and teaching materi
als. The theoretical and practical sessions will intro
duce the areas of the Physical Education Curriculum 
under the following topics: Sport Education, Recrea
tion, Outdoor Education, lesson planning and develop
ment, motor skill acquisition, desired outcomes and 
evaluating fitness, remediation programs, athletics, 
minor and major games, swimming, gymnastics and 
dance programs, teaching technique and peer group 
teaching.
Assessment: (a) Written assignment on some aspect of 
the Physical Education curriculum: 50 per cent, (b) 
Presentation of a teaching/resource folio on specific 
aspects of the Physical Education Curriculum: 50 per 
cent, (c) Work Requirement - attendance. 
References:
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF SOUTH 

AUSTRALIA, Daily Physical Education Levels 1- 
7, Kingswood, Australian Council for Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation Inc., 1982.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF VICTORIA, Physi
cal Fitness Assessment: A Manual for Primary 
Schools, Melbourne, Curriculum Branch, 1985.

EDN143 Science Education 1

Contact: Three hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The nature of “children’s science” and pri
mary science are examined through study of videotape
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segments and curriculum materials, and by student 
participation in a variety of practical activities and 
discussions. Primary science is seen to embody aspects 
of technology, personal development, and social rele
vance. Students are prepared for classroom observa
tion and practice teaching in science, especially at 
junior levels.
Assessment: Class exercises and final teat.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, NZ, A Teachefs 
Handbook for Primary Science and Science Re
source Units, Wellington, Dept. ofEducation, 1980. 

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF VICTORIA, Sci
ence in the Primary School, Melbourne, Educ. Dept, 
of Victoria, 1981.

MACDONALD EDUCATIONAL, Science 5113 (26 
titles), London, Schools Council, 1972-5.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, The Science Frame
work P-10, Science for Every Student, Melbourne, 
Curriculum Branch, Ministry ofEducation, Victo
ria, 1988.

EDN144 Social Education 1

Contact: Three hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: An introduction to the objectives, principles 
and methods involved in the teaching of Social Educa
tion in the infant and middle levels of the primary 
school. The subject stresses the importance of involv
ingchildren in the inquiry approach to leamingthrough 
a variety of instructional material. Emphasis is placed 
on presenting techniques to enable children to develop 
knowledge, skills, values, attitudes and take appropri
ate action.

Major topics in the course include: the study of 
Australia as a multi-cultural society, including a study 
of one of the main cultural groups within our society. A 
study of Aboriginal culture and the interaction of 
Aboriginal and European peoples in Australian his
tory.

Students will gain experience in planning, teach
ing and evaluating social studies lessons as well as 
analysing a number of exemplary resources for social 
education teaching.
Assessment: Assignment: 50 per cent; Work require
ment - in-session attendance and participation and 
examination: 50 per cent.
References:
FRAENKEL, J.R., Helping Students Think and Value: 

Strategies for Teaching the Social Studies, (2nd 
edn.), Englewood Cliffs, Prentice Hall, 1980.

HUNKINS, F.P., Social Studies in the Elementary 
Schools, Columbus, Charles E. Merrill, 1982.

MARSH, C. (Ed.), Teaching Social Studies, Sydney, 
Prentice Hall, 1987.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION - VICTORIA, The So
cial Education Framework P-10, Curriculum 
Branch, Ministry ofEducation, Victoria, 1987.

EDN151 Sports Studies 1

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Sport in ancient Greece: Sport and Homer; 
Sport and Religion; Sport and Art; Sport and Educa
tion; The Greek Athletic Festival. Sport in the middle 
ages and early modern times; sport in modem Europe; 

sport in Australia; sport in other modem countries; 
amateurism versus professionalism; individual versus 
team sports; participatory sports versus spectator 
sports; participation in selected physical activities. 
Assessment: Theory unit: Written assignment: 60 per 
cent; Practical unit: Skills and knowledge test: 40 per 
cent.

*
CASHMAN, R. & McKENNA, M. (Eds.), Sport in 

History, St. Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 
1979.

GARDINER, E.N., Athletics of the Ancient "World, 
Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1971.

MORGAN, W J. & MUIR, K.V., Philosophic Inquiry in 
Sport, Champaign, Human Kinetics, 1988.

REDMOND, G., Sport andPolitics, Champaign, Human 
Kinetics, 1986.

SEGRAVE, J.O. & CHU, D., The Olympic Games in 
Transition, Champaign, Human Kinetics, 1988.

EDN152 Sports Studies 2

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Organisation of the body; cells; tissues; 
membranes and glands; skeletal system; skeletal 
muscles; joints and joint movement; analysis of basic 
movement skills. Participation in selected physical 
activities.
Assessment: Theory unit: Written examination: 60 per 
cent; Practical unit: Skills and knowledge test: 40 per 
cent.
References:
CREAGER, J., Human Anatomy and Physiology, Bos

ton, Wadsworth, 1982.
McCLINTIC, J.R., Basic Anatomy and Physiology of 

the Human Body, New York, John Wiley, 1985.
ROSS, J.S. & WILSON, K.J.W., Foundations of Anat

omy and Physiology, Edinburgh, Churchill Living
stone, 1984.

EDN153 Recreation Studies 1

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Consideration of the relationships among 
work, leisure, play, recreation and sport in Australia 
since 1788 and the major historical events that have 
changed these relationships. Consideration of the role 
of recreation in Australia in general and in selected 
segments of Australian society in particular.
Assessment: Written Assignment: 80 per cent; Tutorial 
Presentation: 20 per cent.
References:
CHUBB, M. & CHUBB, H.R., One Third of our Time? 

An Introduction to Recreation Behaviour and Re
sources, New York, John Wiley, 1981.

McCULLAGH, J.C. (Ed.), Ways to Play: Recreation 
Alternatives, Rodale Press, Emmans, 1982.

MERCER, D. & HAMILTON-SMITH, E. (Eds.), Rec
reation Planning and Social Change in Urban 
Australia, Melbourne, Sorrett Pub., 1980.

ROBERTS, K., Leisure. Melbourne, Longman, 1981.

EDN154 Recreation Studies 2

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
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Syllabus: Organisation of community recreation. 
Consideration of the various agencies involved in 
community recreation - government, semi- govern
ment, commercial, voluntary agencies. Program needs 
and interests of different age groups. Field study 
techniques for collecting data about recreation needs 
and interests within a community. Investigation of 
recreation needs and interests of selected groups (youth, 
families, etc.) in a selected community. Field-study of 
services and facilities available in the community. 
Assessment: Field Study Report A: 50 per cent; Field 
Study Report B: 50 per cent.
References:
EVANS, P. et al (Ed.), Recreation Management, 

Kingswood, ACHPER Pub., 1980.
DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND SPORT, 

Leisure Activities Survey, Government Printer, 
Adelaide, 1985.

DEPARTMENT OF SPORT, RECREATION AND 
TOURISM, “Recreation Survey”, series of mono
graphs, AGPS, Canberra, 1986-88.

MERCER, D. (Ed.), Leisure andRecreation in Australia, 
Melbourne, Longman, 1981.

EDN157 Language Studies - 
German 1

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Introduction to basic language structures, 
using a communicative competence approach. Intro
duction to general geography and historical aspects of 
German culture, both in FRG and GDR. Limited but 
regular use of German language in classroom. Weekly 
computer-aided instruction (CAI).
Assessment: In-Class Tests (4): 100 per cent. 
Text:
NEUNER, SCHERLING, SCHMIDT, WILMS, 

Deutsch-aktiv Neu 1, Berlin, Langenscheidt, 1987. 
Reference:
LOF, S., Die Bundesrepublik Deutschland, London, 

Longman, 1975.

EDN158 Language Studies - 
German 2

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN157.
Syllabus: Continuation of language and culture study 
as with EDN157, using additional materials and en
couraging use of German in classroom. Weekly CAI 
session.
Assessment: In-Class Tests (4): 80 per cent; Cultural 
Assignment: 20 per cent.
Text:
NEUNER, SCHERLING, SCHMIDT, WILMS, 

Deutsch-aktiv Neu 1, Berlin, Langenscheidt, 1987.
References:
LOF, S., Die Bundesrepublik Deutschland, London, 

Longman, 1975.

EDN161 Music Studies lA

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: (a) Introduction to concepts in music. A 
sequential program in listening techniques, aural 

training through choral/ensemble, and basic music 
materials, designed to improve the musical perception 
of students with little or no musical background. 
Through a selected listening/reading and creative mu sic 
program, sound as music is investigated, the various 
elements of music and basic theory are introduced and 
explored, (b) Students elect to study at either 'begin
ner’ or ‘experienced’ levels guitar, keyboard, recorder, 
singing or an approved orchestral instrument. 
Assessment: Two from Group B. One from Group D. 
(See Assessment Policy).
References:
IVEY, D., Sound Pleasure, London, Schirmer Books, A 

Division of Macmillan Publishing Co. Inc., New 
York, Collier Macmillan Publishers, 1977.

POLITOSKE, D., Music, (2nd edn.). New Jersey, Pren
tice Hall, 1979.

RAST, L., Keyboard Magic Bk. 1, Atlanta, Educational 
Productions Inc., 1974.

XANADU, Musicom Software.

EDN162 Music Studies IB

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester.
Prerequisite: A satisfactory background in music 
demonstrated by approved qualifications or at an 
audition/interview.
Syllabus: Although similar in content to Music Studies 
lA, this subject requires that the student obtain higher 
standards of achievement.
Assessment: Two from Group B. One from Group D. 
(See Assessment Policy).
References:
IVEY, D., Sound Pleasure, London, Schirmer Books, A 

Division of Macmillan Publishing Co. Inc., New 
York, Collier Macmillan Publishers, 1977.

POLITOSKE, D., Music, (2nd edn.). New Jersey, Pren
tice Hall, 1979.

RAST, L., Keyboard Magic Bk. 1, Atlanta, Educational 
Productions Inc., 1974.

XANADU, Musicom Software.

EDN163 Music Studies 2

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: (a) After studies of the basic materials of 
music in Music LA/IB, students now move to a survey 
of Western cultures and their general characteristics. 
Work with basic music materials, formal structures 
and aural training are continued at more advanced 
levels, (b) Practical studies elected in Music lA/lB 
continue at a more advanced level, (c) Creative studies 
involve more advanced experiences using the elements 
of music, a variety of sound sources and appropriate 
notation.
Assessment: Two from Group B. One from Group D. 
(See Assessment Policy).
References:
POLITOSKE, D., Music, (2nd edn.). New Jersey, Pren

tice Hall, 1979.
TILLMAN, J., Exploring Sound, London, Galliard, 

1976.
XANADU, Musicom Software, Aural training elemen

tary theory.
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EDN166 Studio Arts - Ceramics 1
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: After completingthis subject students should 
have an understanding of simple handbuilding tech
niques; have an understanding of simple decorative 
techniques and elements of design, and begin to know 
the differences between, and uses for different clay 
bodies.
Assessment: One Assignment: 25 per cent; One set of 
drawings and designs: 25 per cent; A folio of work: 50 
per cent.
References:
DORMIER, P., The New Ceramics, London, Thames 

and Hudson, 1986.
LANE, P., Studio Ceramics, London, Collins, 1983. 
MEMMOTT, H., The Pottery Book, Sydney, 

Landsdowne Press, 1983.

EDN167 Studio Arts - Ceramics 2
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Pi-erequisite: Satisfactory completion of EDN166. 
Syllabus: The aim of this subject is to develop in 
students skills in the use of the pottery wheel and a 
general understanding of twentieth century ceramics. 
After completing this subject students should have 
begun the process of developing skills to appreciate 
20th century ceramics; be able to decorate ceramic 
pieces using a variety of methods; be able to use clay in 
an expressive way, and have gained the basic skill of 
wheel throwing.
Assessment: One Assignment: 20 percent; One folio of 
source sketches and related drawings: 20 per cent; A 
folio of completed works: 60 per cent.
References:
MEMMOTT, H., The Pottery Book, Sydney, Lansdown 

Press, 1982.
NELSON, C., Ceramics, New York, Holt, Reinhart and 

Winston, 1966.
SPEIGHT, C., Hands on Clay, California, Alfred Pub

lishing, 1979.

EDN168 Studio Arts - Fabric 
Studies 1

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: After completingthis subject students should 
understand the properties of natural and synthetic 
fibres and methods of fibre construction; be able to 
construct fabric through elementary weaving proc
esses; understand the creative potential of traditional 
and experimental embroidery techniques; have a 
comprehension of terminology involved in elementary 
fibre construction and surface manipulation processes, 
and have developed drawing skills related to the textile 
folio which illustrate an awareness of the importance 
of design considerations.
Assessment: Textile folio: 60 per cent; Drawing folio: 20 
per cent; Assignment related to course work: 20 per 
cent.
References:
MEILACH, D. & SNOW, L., Creative Stitchery, New 

York, Galahad Books, 1969.
RAINEY, S., Weaving Without a Loom, Mass., David 

Pub., 1966.

THE EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD PRACTICAL STUDY 
GROUP, Needlework School, London, QED Pub. 
Ltd., 1984.

Journals:
Craft Australia; Fibre Forum; Craft Arts.

EDN169 Studio Arts - Fabric 
Studies 2

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN168.
Syllabus: After completingthis subject students should 
understand elementary resist methods of dyeing fabric 
and appreciate the properties of cold and hot water 
dyes; be able to execute elementary printing tech
niques onto fabric, and have continued to develop 
drawing skills which illustrate design and textile 
compatibility.
Assessment: Textile folio: 60 per cent; Drawing folio: 20 
per cent; Assignment related to course work: 20 per 
cent.
References:
ASH, B. & DYSON, A., Introducing Dyeing and Print

ing, London, Batsford, 1970.
MELLACH, D., Contemporary Batik and Tie Dye, New 

York, Crown Publishers, 1973.
THE EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD PRACTICAL STUDY 

GROUP, Needlework School, London, QED Pub. 
Ltd., 1984.

Journals:
Craft Australia; Fibre Forum; Craft Arts

EDN170 Studio Arts - Painting 1
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: After completingthis subject students should 
have developed confidence in their ability to use draw
ing and painting as a means of personal expression. 
Assessment: One class exercise: 20 per cent; One 
assigned exercise: 20 per cent; Selected folio based 
upon class work: 60 per cent.
References:
EDWARDS, B., Drawing on the Right Side of the 

Brain, London, Fontana/ Collins, 1982.
EDWARDS, B., Drawing on the Artist Within, London, 

Collins, 1987.
LEWIS, D., et al. Pencil Drawing Techniques, New 

York, Watson Guptill, 1984.

EDN171 Studio Arts - Painting 2
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of EDN170. 
Syllabus: After completingthis subject students should 
have achieved confidence in their abilities to produce 
art works.
Assessment: One class exercise: 20 per cent; One 
assignment: 20 per cent; Folio of work: 60 per cent. 
References:
KAUPELIS, R., Experimental Drawing, New York, 

Watson Guptill, 1980.
MONNTER, G., Pastels from the 16th to 20th Century, 

Geneva, Skira, 1984.
PORTER, A., The Art of Sketching, Massachusetts, 

Dans Publications, 1977.
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EDN175 Environmental Science 1: 
Introduction to Studies of 
the Natural Environment

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The study of environment problems is intro
duced and the scope and limitations of the human 
senses are examined in the laboratory. Some tech
niques for measuring environmental variables in the 
laboratory and field are applied to the study of selected 
environmental problems. The study of ecosystems is 
commenced and the major groups of Australian plants 
and animals are examined.
Assessment: Laboratory reports; 50 per cent; Exami
nation: 50 per cent.
References:
Fundamental Concepts of Biology, New York, John 

Wiley & Sons, 1982.
STRAHAN, R. (Ed.), Complete Book of Australian 

Mammals, Melbourne, Angus & Robertson, 1983.

EDN176 Environmental Science 2: 
Ecological Aspects of 
Human Biology

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The nature of certain human systems is 
described, e.g. respiration, digestion, circulation, ex
cretion, reproduction, locomotion and co-ordination. 
The increase of human population is examined from an 
evolutionary viewpoint: variation, selection, descent of 
humans and evidence for evolution. Genetics is consid
ered in the context of evolutionary development: chro
mosomes, genes, DNA, RNA, normal genetic vari
ations, genetic and chromosomal abnormalities, be
havioural genetics. Certain effects of the environment 
upon humans are examined: race and disease, life 
cycle, reaction of individuals to external factors. 
Assessment: Laboratory Reports: 30 per cent; Assign
ment: 30 per cent; Examination: 40 per cent.

GUTTMAN, B.S. & HOPKINS, J.W., Understanding 
Biology, New York, Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich 
Inc., 1983.

TUDOR, R. & TUDOR, E., Understanding the Human 
Body, Melbourne, Pitman, 1985.

EDN180 Language Education 1: 
Oral Language

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Nil.
Syllabus: The major concepts contained in the English 
Frameworks including: integration of language modes; 
language across the curriculum; developmental learn
ing and growth points P-10; classroom organisation for 
language development P-10; catering for individual 
needs in language and learning; language and technol
ogy.

The development of children’s oral language. Im
plications for the teacher in further developing chil
dren’s listening and speaking. The importance of the 
teacher as listener and speaker. Listening as a vital 
part of communication and the child’s development. 

Understanding listening development; perception, 
figure-ground, memory, sequencing discrimination of 
speech components. Developing listening in the class
room through music, poetry, stories, games and other 
curricula activities. The hearing impaired child. The 
development of children’s speech and talk in the class
room and across the curriculum. The significance of 
talk in language development. Drama as a feature of 
the child’s language, personal and social development. 
Implementation of classroom drama through music, 
verse, mime, movement, puppetry, improvisation and 
role play.
Assessment: Oral Presentation of poetry and story: 15 
per cent; A written examination: 85 per cent.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, SCHOOLS DIVISION
- VICTORIA, The English Language Frameworks 
P-10, Language for Living, Melbourne, Curricu
lum Branch, 1988.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION - VICTORIA, All Talk, 
Oral Language Curricula: Planning, Evaluation, 
Assessment, 1986.

EDN181 Language Education 2: 
Language and Technology

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Nil.
Syllabus: A basic introduction to the major compo
nents of language, including content, structure and 
use. Using the four modes of language in an integrated 
way. The relationship between language and learning. 
The concept of language across the curriculum. Chil
dren’s uses of language (e.g.. Tough analysis). The 
nature of technology and the importance of technology 
in today’s society. The importance of children using 
language to clarify their thinking in the solving of 
problems using technology. Children using language 
to communicate with each other in problem solving 
activities. The solving of problems using investigation 
techniques which involve the design, construction and 
operation of appropriate materials and tools.
Assessment: A written report of workshop activities: 60 
per cent; An examination: 40 per cent.
Rcfcr^rtcQS,
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, SCHOOLS DIVISION

- VICTORIA, The English Language Frameworks 
P-10, Language for Living, Melbourne, Curricu
lum Branch, 1988.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, The Technology Studies 
Framework P-10, Melbourne, Victorian Govt. 
Printer, 1988.

EDN182 Art Education (Early 
Childhood)

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The subject will consist of a series of lectures, 
seminars and workshops designed to provoke the ac
tive participation of the students. Students will be 
expected to prepare suitable resource folios for use in 
practical situations.

The work of theorists such as Kellogg, Lansing, 
Winn and Porcher will be introduced when applicable. 
Assessment: Assignment 50 per cent; Project 50 per 
cent.
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References:
HASKELL, L., Arts in the Early Childhood Years, 

Columbus, Merrill, 1979.
LARKIN, D., Art Learning and Teaching, Ireland, 

Wolfhound Press, 1981.
LASKY, L. & MUKERJI, R., Art, Basic for Young 

Children, Connecticut, NAEYC, 1982.

EDN183 Early Childhood 
Environmental Studies 
Across the Curriculum

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject will consist of two topics. In the 
first, content related to science will be considered. 
Students will be made aware of the importance of the 
natural environment in fostering science experiences 
through which young children can develop the scien
tific skills of observation, generalisation, discrimina
tion, classification and problem solving. The role of 
science in facilitating young children’s understanding 
of their environment and environmental issues will be 
considered.

In the second topic, the role of young children’s play 
in developing their understanding and skills related to 
co-operative living will be considered.
Assessment: Two Assignments each 25 per cent; Ex
amination 50 per cent.
References:
HARLAN, J., Science Experiences for the Early Child

hood Years, Merrill, 1980.
SEEFELDT, C., Social Studies for the Pre-School - 

Primary School, (2nd edn.), Merrill, 1984.
SEEFELDT, C., Science Experiences for Young Chil

dren, NAEYC, 1982.
SPODEK, B., Teaching in the Early Years, Prentice- 

Hall, 1980.

EDN184 Early Childhood Music 
and Movement

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject will consist of two topics. The 
first will be a study of nursery rhymes, action games, 
finger plays, mime, basic movement activities, non
tuned and tuned percussion instruments. The role of 
parents and educators in developing an awareness of 
the elements of music and enjoyment of music will be 
considered. The second topic will consist of a practical 
study of the Glokenspeil. Students will be expected to 
use this instrument for accompanying musical and 
movement activities.
Assessment: Assignment 30 per cent; Practical Per
formances 20 per cent; Examination 50 per cent. 
References:
BIRKENSHAW, L., Music for Fun - Music for Learn

ing, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, (3rd edn.), 1983 
COX, L., Music Movement and Drama Through the 

Singing Game, Cox, 1980.
MATTERSON, E., This Little Puffin, Puffin, 1984. 
NYE, V., Music for Young Children, W.M. Brown, 

1979.

EDN185 Early Childhood 
Mathematics

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: In this subject, four major topics will be 
considered, viz, learning mathematics with under
standing; creating and utilising experiences which 
develop ideas of quantity; mathematical language 
development and planning mathematics programs for 
pre-school. Within these topics, stress will be placed on 
the role of children’s play as a means of developing 
mathematical skills and understanding, such as recog
nition of likeness and differences, and early spatial 
concepts. The inter-relationship between language 
and mathematics will be explored. This course will 
focus on the stages children pass through in their 
understanding of mathematical ideas and students 
will be expected to use a child-centred, developmental 
approach to their planning of mathematics programs 
for pre-school.
Assessment: Examination 50 per cent; preparation of 
teaching materials 30 per cent; completion of work
shop activities 20 per cent.
References:
BARA'TTA-LORTON, M., Mathematics Their Way, 

Addison-Wesley, 1983.
BARATTA-LORTON, M., WorkjobsII, Addison-Wesley, 

1983.
COPELAND, R.W., How Children Learn Mathemat

ics, (4th edn.), Methuen, 1985.
PAYNE, J.N., Mathematics Learning in Early Child

hood, NCTM, 1975.
UNDERHILL, R., Teaching Elementary School Mathe

matics, Merrill, 1981.

EDN186 Issues in Australian History 
A: Towards 
Multi-culturalism

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: A study of the contribution to Australia’s 
development of both 19th and 20th century voluntary 
and enforced migration schemes with reference to 
their impact on social policies, and maintenance of sub 
culture attitudes and affinities, and the implications 
for the current debates on multi-culturalism. Among 
migration schemes to be considered will be German 
immigration to South Australia, the importation of 
Kanaks, early post World War 2 European migration 
and post Vietnam Asian immigration. Attention will 
be paid to the impact migration has had on both 
migrants and host culture with particular reference to 
the impact of European migration on Aboriginal life 
and culture. Students will be given the opportunity to 
study the expression of this impact through European 
and Aboriginal art and literature.
Assessment: Research project: 40 per cent; Examina
tion: 60 per cent.
References:
ENCEL, S. (Ed.), The Ethnic Dimension, Papers on 

Ethnicity and Pluralism, Sydney, Allen and Un
win, 1981.

HEALEY, J. J., Literature and the Aborigine in Austra
lia, 1770-1975, St. Lucia, QUP, 1978.
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EDN187 Issues in Australian History 
B: Wealth and Poverty

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: A study of the origins of wealth and poverty 
in Australia with specific reference to the development 
of a squattocracy, the gold rushes, urban slums and 
women in the work force. Discussion of economic 
inflationary and contractionary factors with specific 
reference to the 18908 and 1920-308, and an investiga
tion into changing views as to the courses of poverty 
and their effect on state and voluntary organisational 
efforts to alleviate hardships. Material in the lecture 
program will focus on Victoria and New South Wales 
but through the seminar program students will be able 
to investigate the above aspects as they pertain to 
another State of their choice.
Assessment: Seminar paper: 40 per cent; Examination: 
60 per cent.
References:
BOEHM, E.A., Twentieth Century Economic Develop

ment in Australia, Melbourne, Longman, 1979.
CROWLEY, F., Documentary History of Australia Vol. 

3, Melbourne, Nelson, 1980.

EDN201 Studies in Child 
Psychology 3

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDNIOI and EDN102.
Syllabus: This course is a culmination of the course 
undertaken in the first year. It familiarises students 
with the three areas of child development: physical, 
social and emotional, and cognitive development. The 
major emphasis is on the period of middle childhood. 
Theories and recent research findings relevant to this 
period of development are discussed. Children’s learn
ing is also studied. A related framework program 
provides the opportunity to increase understanding of 
theory.
Assessment: Examination: 50 per cent; Fieldwork 
Folio: 50 jier cent.
References:
BERGER, K.S., The Developing Person Through Child

hood and Adolescence, (2nd edn.). New York, Worth 
Fhiblishers Inc., 1986.

WOOLFOLK, A.E., Educational Psychology, (3rd edn.). 
New Jersey, Prentice Hall Inc., 1987.

EDN202 Studies in Child 
Psychology 4

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN 101 and EDN102.
Syllabus: This course is a progression from the previ
ous semester’s course. The emphasis is on the period 
of late childhood and adolescent development. Topics 
of particular importance to this stage are discussed 
along with relevant theories. There is also a detailed 
investigation into the psychology of the learning and 
the teaching of children.
Assessment: Examination: 50 per cent; Fieldwork 
Folio: 50 per cent.
References:
BERGER, K.S., The Developing Person Through Child- 

hoodand Adolescence, (2nd edn.). New York, Worth 
Publishers Inc., 1986.

WOOLFOLK, A.E., Educational Psychology, (3rd edn.). 
New Jersey, Prentice Hall Inc., 1987.

EDN205 The School and the 
Community

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The subject includes discussion and com
parison of the concepts of society, community and 
neighbourhood, and education and schooling. Visits to 
schools and other case study material will enable 
discussion of issues related to school—community rela
tionships. These issues include the effects of poverty or 
wealth, location, community attitudes, and social status 
on performance at school, parent participation, utilisa
tion of community resources and changing relation
ships between schools, regions, and the Ministry of 
Education.
Assessment: One project: 50 per cent; One examina
tion: 50 per cent.
References:
Ministerial Papers l-€, Victorian Govern me nt Printer, 

1983, 1984.
PETTIT, D., Opening up Schools, Pelican, 1980.
AACE, 1980, Plus: Community Participation and Learn

ing, Vols 1-6, Victorian Education Department, 
1979.

EDN206 The School and the 
Individual

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The social context of schools in Australia; 
relationships between the school and the individual 
with particular regard to the needs of the gifted, the 
disabled, the economically disadvantaged and the 
racially or culturally different; the nature of changing 
technologies in relation to the school, the teacher and 
the child.
Assessment: Minor assignment: 40 per cent; Examina
tion: 60 per cent.

BROWNE, R.K. & FOSTER, L.E. (Eds.), Sociology of 
Education, (3rdedn.),Melbourne,Macmillan, 1983.

LEIBERT, R.M. et al. The Early Window: Effects of 
Television on Children and Youth, New York, 
Pergamon, 1982.

SCHOOLS COMMISSION, Commonwealth of 
Australia, Australian Children and Their Schools, 
Canberra, 1979.

EDN211 Early Childhood 
Teaching 3

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester for the 
on-campus program.
Syllabus: Strand A (on campus): Topics will include 
the following aspects of planning and teaching: estab
lishing aims and content; determining lesson objec
tives; grouping for instructions; utilising space and 
time; selecting and using resources; assessment and 
evaluation. Amongst the teaching methods and strate-
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gies considered will be introductory procedures and 
closures; explaining, questioning, reinforcement, and 
post lesson evaluation.

Strand B (off-campus): Practical teaching sessions 
of 18-20 days of classroom observation and participa
tion. Individual child study and basic teaching with 
children in the junior grades of the primary school. 
Assessment: Strand A: Assignment 25 per cent; Stu
dent Presentation 25 per cent. Strand B: Assessment 
of Practice Teaching 50 per cent.
References:
BURNS, R.W., New Approaches to Behavioural Objec

tives. W.C. Brown, 1972.
GOOD, T.L. & BROPHY, J.S., Looking in Classrooms, 

Harper & Row, 1984.
POPHAM, W.J., Establishing Instructional Goals, 

Prentice-Hall, 1970.
TURNEY, C., Sydney Micro Skills Series 2, Sydney 

University Press, 1983.

EDN212 Early Childhood 
Teaching 4

Contact: Two hours per week for the semester for the 
on-campus program.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Strand A: This will include consideration of 
classroom management and, in particular, preventing 
problems and coping with problems. Also included will 
be strategies for improving classroom teaching.

Strand B: Practice teaching sessions of 20-25 days 
of guided teaching and classroom management with 
children in the middle and senior level classes in the 
primary school.
Assessment: Strand A; Assignment 15 per cent; Tuto
rial 15 per cent; Examination 20 per cent. Strand B: 
Assessment of Practice Teaching 50 per cent. 
References:
GALLOWAY, D., Case Studies in Classroom Manage

ment, Longmans, 1976.
GOOD, T.L. & BROPHY, J.E., Looking in Classrooms, 

Harper & Row, 1978.
McCULLA, N. & WALSHE, R.D., Balance in the Class

room, Primary English Teaching Association, 1981. 
TELFER, R. & REES, J., Teacher Tactics, Symes, 

1975.

EDN213 Early Childhood 
Education 3

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The chief emphasis of this subject is on 
developing students’ understanding of changes in 
Australian education in general and primary educa
tion in particular from a sociological viewpoint. Socio
logical concepts of role, groups, systems and institu
tions are introduced with particular reference to the 
family as a social group, and the school as a social 
system. A special topic will be the impact of mass 
communication and technology on the family and school 
from a sociological perspective. Students will also be 
introduced to sociological methodology.
Assessment: Minor assignment: 40 per cent; Examina
tion: 60 per cent.
References:
BROWNE, R.K. & FOSTER, L.E., Sociology of Educa

tion, (3rd edn.), Macmillan, 1986.

CONNELL, R.W. et al, Making the Difference, Allen 
and Unwin, 1982.

LEIBERT, R.M. et al. The Early Window: Effects of 
Television on Children and Youth, New York, 
Pergamon, 1982.

EDN214 Early Childhood 
Education 4

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject relates the historical and socio
logical developments discussed in the previous sub
jects to developments in Australian primary educa
tion. Specific topics will include social pressures and 
curriculum innovations, minority groups and educa
tion, and community participation in education. 
Assessment: Research Paper 50 per cent; Examination 
50 per cent.
RcfcT'CTiCCSl

CLAYDON, L., KNIGHT, T. & RADO, M., (Eds.), 
Curriculum and Culture, Allen, Unwin, 1977.

D’URSO, S., & SMITH, R.A. (Eds.), Changes, Issues 
and Prospects in Australian Education, (2nd edn.). 
University of Queensland, 1979.

Report of the National Inquiry into Teacher Education, 
Government Printer, 1980.

Ministerial Papers 1-6, Government Printer, Mel
bourne, 1984.

EDN215 Child Development 3
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The subject pursues the same aims, direc
tion and thrust of the previous ones, but now the period 
of development under study will be middle childhood. 
Assessment: As for EDN214.
References: As forEDN214, plus:
LAMB, M.E. & CAMPOS, J.J., Development in In

fancy, Random House Inc., 1982.

EDN216 Child Development 4
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The subject maintains the same direction 
and thrust of the previous subjects. The period of 
development under study will be late childhood. 
Assessment: As for EDN215.
References: As for EDN215, plus:
NADIEN, M.B., The Child's Psychosocial Development 

(from Birth to Early Adolescence), Avery, 1980.

EDN217 Primary Language Across 
the Curriculum 1 (Reading 
Across the Curriculum)

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The theoretical basis for the teaching of 
reading focuses on the factors that affect the develop
ment of reading, the major skills and strategies in
volved in reading for meaning and the relationship 
between reading, other language skills and the broader 
curriculum.

Students examine a variety of approaches includ-
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ing language experience, shared reading and basal 
reading.

The development of reading competence in chil
dren and the means whereby children requiring spe
cial assistance can be cater^ for in the reading pro
gram are studied.
Assessment: Tests 50 per cent; Assignments 50 per 
cent.
References:
BURNS, D. & PAGE, G., Insights and Strategies for 

Teaching Reading, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 
1985.

WINCH, J. & HOOGSTAND, V., Teaching Reading: A 
Language Experience, Macmillan, 1985.

EDN218 Primary Language Across 
the Curriculum 2 
(Children’s Literature and 
Writing Across the 
Curriculum)

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Student’s knowledge and appreciation of 
children’s literature are developed. The literature 
studied is also used as a stimulus for oral and written 
language. Particular attention is paid to the writing 
process and the means by which the teacher can best 
develop the child’s written language across the cur
riculum.
Assessment: Assignments 50 per cent; Tests 50 per 
cent.
References:
GRAVES, D.H., Writing: Teachers and Children at 

Work, London, Heinemann, 1983.
LUKENS, R.J., A Critical Handbook of Children’s 

Literature, (2nd edn.), Illinois, Scott, Foresman, 
1982.

PARRY, J. & HORNSBY, D., Write On: A Conference 
Approach to Writing, Sydney, Horwitz Grahame 
Books, 1985.

EDN221 Studies in Teaching 3
Contact: Two hours per week for on-campus studies, 
plus practicum of 16 days.
Ib^erequisite: EDN121.
Syllabus: A course consisting of two complementary 
strands:

Strand A off-campus program provides students 
with the opportunity to practise basic teaching skills, 
including multi-group teaching in the middle level pri
mary grades. The on-campus Strand A introduces the 
more complex teaching and class management tasks 
using multi-group teaching simulation and post-simu
lation conferences. Preparation of teaching aids; allo
cation of time; efficient supervision and correction 
strategies.

Strand B further examines curriculum issues re
lating to classroom

oi^anisation and to the interaction between teacher 
and pupil.
Assessment: Strand A (Off-Campus) Practice Teaching 
48 per cent; Strand A (On-Campus) Practical Class 
Exercise 22 per cent; Strand B (On-Campus) Examina
tion 30 per cent.
References:

BOWD, A., Exceptional Children in Class, Melbourne, 
Hargreen, 1986.

DORA, J., Integrating Disabled Children into Regular 
Schools, (Film), Melbourne, Chisholm Institute 
EDU, 1987.

DORA, J. & RENISON, V., Education for the Disabled, 
(Nepean School), (Film), Chisholm Institute EDU, 
1987.

GOOD, T.L. & BROPHY, J.E., Looking in Classrooms, 
New York, Harper and Row, 1984.

EDN222 Studies in Teaching 4
Contact: Two hours per week for on-campus studies, 
plus practicum of 16 days in selected primary schools. 
Prerequisite: EDN221.
Syllabus: A course consisting of two complementary 
strands:

Strand A off-campus program involves a wide range 
of teaching and class management responsibilities for 
the middle level primary grades, both within the class
room and in outdoor and special education settings. 
The on-campus sessions explore problems affecting 
teacher-pupil/ teacher—parent/teacher—administrator 
relationships.

Strand B program continues the study of curricu
lum issues, school-based curriculum decision-making; 
the curriculum and the knowledge explosion; core cur
ricula; polity; program activities.
Assessment: Strand A (Off-Campus) Practice Teaching 
48 per cent; Strand A (On-Campus) Practical Class 
Exercise 20 per cent; Strand B (On-Campus) Examina
tion 32 per cent.
References:
BRADY, L., Curriculum Development, (2nd edn.). New 

York, Prentice Hall, 1987.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF VICTORIA, The 

Primary School Curriculum -A Manual for Victo
rian Schools, Melbourne, Publications Branch, 
1979.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF VICTORIA, Cur
riculum Framework P-12 -An Introduction, Mel
bourne, Curriculum Branch, 1985.

TELFER, R. & REES, J., Teacher Tactics, Sydney, 
Symes, 1975.

EDN231 Art Education 1
Contact: Three hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: After completing this subject the students 
should have developed an understanding of the se
quential nature of the visual symbols produced by 
children; have had experience with a wide variety of art 
media; have an understanding of some basic art and 
craft processes; have developed some skills in the 
planning and execution of art lessons; have an under
standing of the links between art design, craft and 
technology and have consulted a wide variety of texts 
and be aware of contributions made by educational 
theorists and others to the understanding and teach
ing of child art.
Assessment: Two assignments each of 50 per cent; 80 
per cent minimum attendance.
References:
DARBY, M., Images in Life, Melbourne, Ministry of 

Education, 1986.
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GARDNER, H., Artful Scribbles: TTie Significance of 
Children's Drawing, New York, Basic Books, 1980.

EDN236 Computers in Education 1
Contcwt: Three hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Computer awareness; development of a 
conceptual model of a computer system, types of com
puters, types of processing, computer applications and 
implications. The role of computers in Primary Educa
tion; teaching about computers; teaching with comput
ers, computer related curricula.

Computer literacy; the development of user skills 
in the applications associated with teaching/leaming 
in the primary classroom environment.
Assessment: End of subject examination: 70 per cent; 
Progressive practical exercises: 30 per cent; 80 per cent 
attendance requirement at laboratory sessions. 
References:
BELL, S. & SCOTT, I., Springboards-Ideas for Using 

Computers in the Classroom, Melbourne, Nelson, 
1985.

OLIVER, R., Using Computers in Schools, A Guide for 
Teachers, Perth, Heron, 1986.

EDN239 Mathematics Education 3
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN139, EDN140.
Syllabus: The subject includes a study of the sequen
tial development of rational and decimal fractions. 
Competence in the four processes with fractions is 
developed before teaching techniques for these are 
explor^. Percentages and ratio are examined to
gether with the application of the calculator. Measure
ment topics include those related to the metric number 
system.
Assessment: Examination: 80 per cent; Assignment: 
20 per cent; Attendance of 80 per cent minimal. 
References:
ASHLOCK, et al. Guiding Each Child’s Learning of 

Mathematics, Columbus, Ohio, Merrill, 1983.
CRUICKSHANK, D. & SHEFFIELD, L.J., Mathemat

ics for Elementary Children: A Foundation for the 
Future, Columbus, Ohio, Merrill, 1988.

HEDDENS, J.W., Today’s Mathematics, (6th edn.), 
Chicago, SRA, 1988.

EDN240 Mathematics Education 4
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Fh-erequisites: EDN139, EDN140.
Syllabus: Areas of study include problem solving, error 
analysis, remediation and assessment procedures. 
Teaching techniques and methods aimed at making 
mathematics more realistic and applicable to everyday 
use are given special emphasis. Measurement topics 
covered include area and volume.
Assessment: Examination: 80 per cent; Assignment: 
20 per cent; Attendance of 80 per cent minimal. 
References:
ASHLOCK, R.B., Error Patterns in Computation, 

Columbus, Ohio, Merrill, 1986.
CRUICKSHANK, D. & SHEFFIELD, L.J., Mathemat

ics for Elementary Children, Columbus, Ohio, 
Merrill, 1988.

HILL, T.H., Work It Out, Melbourne, Oxford Univer
sity Press, 1987.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, The Mathematics 
Frameworks P-10, Curriculum Branch, Ministry of 
Education - Victoria, 1988.

EDN241 Music Education 2
Contact: Three hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN141.
Syllabus: An extension of musical notation and termi
nology which will enable students to consolidate their 
practical performance on a variety of musical instru
ments, in particular the glockenspeil.

A study and comparison of current approaches to 
music education: Dalcroze, Kodaly, Orff, Schafer, Self 
and Up Beat, culminating in the planning of a thematic 
unit suitable for use in the primary school.
Assessment: Assignment: 30 per cent; Practical: 20 per 
cent; Examination: 50 per cent.
References:
CHOKSY, L., Teaching Music in the Twentieth Cen

tury, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice Hall, 
1986.

VICTORIAN EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, A Guide 
to Music in the Primary School, Victoria, 1981.

EDN242 Physical Education 2
Contact: Three hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN142.
Syllabus: This subject continues with the development 
of teaching procedures and resource material in spe
cific selected elective areas such as: Australian Teacher 
of Swimming Certificate, St. John Senior First Aid 
Certificate, organisation and implementation of a basic 
camping program or the development of specific skills 
and techniques related to an outdoor pursuit activity, 
i.e. Orienteering, Bushwalking or Bike Touring.

A school based teaching program which includes 
skill teaching evaluation, clinical task analysis on 
student behaviour and teacher behaviour will be in
cluded.

Assessment: (a) Theory examination - Australian 
Teacher of Swimming Certificate, or, (b) Assignment 
on an aspect of bike education or road safety; (c) Group 
teaching assignment/evaluation and work requirement. 
References:
ANDERSON, W.G., Analysis of Teaching Physical 

Education, St. l^uis, C.V. Mosby, 1980.
BLANKSBY, B.A. (Ed.), Austswim: The Teaching of 

Swimming and Water Safety, Melbourne, 
Austswim, 1986.

EDN251 Sports Studies 3
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Historical development of sport in general in 
Australia and of selected sports in particular; specta
tor sports in Australia; sport and the Australian woman; 
sport and the Australian child; sport and politics in 
Australia; Australia’s role in the international sports 
scene; sport and the disabled. Participation in selected 
physical activities.
Assessment: Theory unit: Written assignment: 60 per 
cent; Practical unit: Skills and knowledge test: 40 per 
cent.
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References:
BROWN, E., WARD BRANT A, C J., Competitive Sports 

for Children and Youth, Champaign, Human Ki
netics, 1988.

SEGRAVE, J.O. & CHU, D., The Olympic Games in 
Perspective, Champaign, Human Kinetics, 1988.

SHERRILL, C., Sport and Disabled Athletes, Cham
paign, Human Kinetics, 1986.

WELLS, C.L., 'Women, Sport and Performance, Cham
paign, Human Kinetics, 1985.

EDN252 Sports Studies 4

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN152.
Syllabus: Nutrition: The base for human performance; 
energy for physical activity; systems of energy delivery 
and utilisation; enhancement of energy capacity; work 
performance and environmental stress; body composi
tion, energy balance and weight control; aging and 
health related aspects of exercise. Participation in 
selected physical activities.
Assessment: Theory unit: Written assignment: 60 per 
cent; Practical unit: Skills and knowledge test: 40 per 
cent.

BORER, k.T., EDINGTON, D.W. & WHITE, T.P., 
Frontiers of Exercise Biology, Champaign, Human 
Kinetics, 1983.

HAYMES, E.M. & WELLS, C.L., Environment and 
Human Performance, Champaign, Human Kinet
ics, 1986.

KOMI, P.V., Exercise and Sport Biology, Champaign, 
Human Kinetics, 1983.

McARDLE, W.D., KATCH, F.I. & KATCH, V.L., Exer
cise Physiology: Energy, Nutrition and Human 
Performance, Philadelphia, Lea andFebiger, 1981.

EDN253 Recreation Studies 3

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Recreation for people with mental distur
bances. Recreation for people with physical disabili
ties. Recreation for people who are elderly. Recreation 
for people who are socially deviant. Recreation for 
people with sensory impairments. Recreation in a 
multi-cultural society. Recreation integration. Field 
study of a selected group in a particular community. 
Assessment: Written Assignment: 50 per cent; Field 
Study Report: 50 per cent.
R^fcrcrtc^si
DEPARTMENT OF ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS, Abo

riginals and Recreation, Commonwealth Depart
ment of Sport, Recreation and Tourism, Canberra, 
1986.

DEPARTMENT OF SPORT, RECREATION AND 
TOURISM, The Aged and Recreation, AGPS, 
Canberra, 1985.

DEPARTMENT OF SPORT, RECREATION AND 
TOURISM, Recreation and Residents of New 
Housing Estates, AGPS, Canberra, 1986.

WEHMAN, R., Recreation Programming for Develop
mentally Disabled Persons, Baltimore, University 
Park, 1983.

EDN254 Recreation Studies 4

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Study of lands in the public domain and their 
historical, current and potential use for outdoor recrea
tion. Analysis of land, bush and water and their 
recreational use. Demand for outdoor recreation. 
Multiple-use concept of natural resources. Economics 
of outdoor recreation. Future of outdoor recreation in 
Australia. Field study of the recreational land use of a 
specific area in Victoria.
Assessment: Written Assignment: 50 per cent; Field 
Study Report: 50 per cent.

NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE DIVISION OF 
THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
FORESTS AND LANDS, Lysterfield State Park: 
Recreation Use Plan, Government Printer, Mel
bourne, 1986.

PIGRAM, J., Outdoor Recreation and Resource Man
agement, St. Martin’s Press, New York, 1983.

SEARLE, G.A.C., Recreational Economics and Analy
sis, Longman, New York, 1985.

SHARPE, G.W., ODEGARRD, C.H. & SHARPE, W.F., 
Outdoor Recreation Management, New York, John 
Wiley, 1983.

EDN257 Language Studies - 
German 3

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN157 and EDN158.
Syllabus: Language and culture study at a more 
advanced level, together with use of additional written 
and audio-visual materials. Extensive use of German 
language in the classroom. Beginning reading of 
German language writing by selected authors. (Po
etry, short stories.)
Assessment: In-Class Tests (4): 100 per cent. 
References:
HAAS, W., Die Deutschen und die Osterreicher.
LOF, S., Die Bundesrepublik Deutschland, London, 

Longman, 1975.
LOF, S., Die Deutsche Demokratische Republik, Lon

don, Longman, 1974.
RADO, M., Begegnungen von A bis Z, Melbourne, 

Heinemann, 1978.
NEUNER, SCHMIDT, WILMS, SCHERLING, 

Deutsch-aktiv Neu 1, Berlin, Langenscheidt, 1987.

EDN258 Language Studies - 
German 4

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN257.
Syllabus: This semester course continues the lan
guage study begun with EDN257, together with fur
ther reading of German literary texts.
Assessment: In-Class Test: 80 per cent; Assignment: 20 
per cent.
References:
HAAS, W., Die Deutschen und die Osterreicher.
LOF, S., Die Bundesrepublik Deutschland, London, 

Longman, 1975.
LOF, S., Die Deutsche Demokratische Republik, Lon

don, Longman, 1974.
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RADO, M., Begegnungen von A bis Z, Melbourne, 
Heinemann, 1978.

NEUNER, SCHMIDT, WILMS, SCHERLING, 
Deutsch-aktiv Neu 1, Berlin, Langenscheidt, 1987.

EDN261 Music Studies 3

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN161 or EDN162 and EDN163. 
Syllabus: (a) Music in the Life of Man: Art music, 
Man’s use of music as a form of aesthetic expression. 
Through a detailed consideration of a number of repre
sentative works from the last 300 years this component 
studies how composers have modified their use of the 
elements of music to reflect the values and concerns of 
their contemporary society, (b) Practical studies, (c) 
Choral/instrument ensemble, (d) Creative Workshop 
continue to develop technique, reading, aural and 
interpretative skills, and repertoire.
Assessment: One from Group B. One from Group C. 
One from Group D. (See Assessment Policy). 
References:
HOFFER, C., The Understanding of Music, (5th edn.), 

Wadsworth Publishing Co. Inc., Belmont, Califor
nia, 1987.

POLITOSKE, D., Music, (2nd edn.). New Jersey, Pren
tice Hall, 1979.

RAST, L., Keyboard Magic Bk. 2, Atlanta, Educational 
Production Inc., 1975.

EDN262 Music Studies 4

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN161 or EDN162 and EDN163. 
Syllabus: (a) Music in the Life of Man: Traditional and 
Folk Music. How the ‘ordinary man’ has used simple 
easily understood music for self expression and recrea
tion. It includes a study of characteristics of traditional 
folk music and influences which lead to the develop
ment of an Australian Folk Tradition, (b) Practical 
studies, (c) Choral/ Instrumental ensemble work to 
develop instrumental and vocal repertoire, interpreta
tive, aural, reading, technical and ensemble skills, (d) 
Creative Music Workshop includes more extensive use 
of electronic instruments and computer music, simple 
arrangements using seventh chords, appropriate to 
melodic, non-melodic percussion, keyboard and guitar. 
Assessment: Two from Group B. One from Group D. 
(See Assessment Policy).
References:
MEREDITH, J. & ANDERSON, H., Folk Songs of 

Australia, Walkabout Pocket Books, Sydney, Ure 
Smith, 1967.

POLITOSKE, D., Music, (2nd edn.). New Jersey, Pren
tice Hall, 1979.

RAST, L., Keyboard Magic Bk. 2, Atlanta Educational 
Productions Inc., 1974.

XANADU, Musicom Software.

EDN266 Studio Arts - Ceramics 3

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Satisfactory completion of EDN167. 
Syllabus: The aim of this subject is to broaden and 
deepen the skills of students in ceramic methods of 
production. After completing this subject students 
should be able to use handbuilding and wheel forming 

techniques to a competent standard; understand simple 
glaze technology, and decorate and fire primitive pot
tery pieces.
Assessment: One assigned task: 20 per cent; One 
research assignment: 40 per cent; A folio of work in 
progress: 40 per cent.
References:
CASSON, M., The Craft of the Potter, London, British 

Broadcasting Commission, 1977.
COLBECK, J., Pottery, the Art of Throwing, London, 

B.T. Batsford, 1974.
HERD, D., et al. Glaze Recipe Booklet, Melbourne, 

Victorian Ceramic Group, 1987.

EDN267 Studio Arts - Ceramics 4

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Satisfactory completion of EDN266.
Syllabus: The aim of this subject is to develop students’ 
creativity and expression through the use of clay. After 
completing this subject students should have further 
developed handbuilding skills; have extended and 
improved wheel throwing methods, and have devel
oped an understanding of the place of ceramics in 
society.
Assessment: One seminar report: 20 per cent; One 
history of ceramics essay: 20 per cent; A folio of com
pleted works: 60 per cent.
References:
MANSFIELD, J., et al. The Potter’s Art: An Australian 

Collection, Melbourne, Cassell, 1981.
RIEGGEL, H., Primitive Pottery, New York, Van 

Nostrand Rinehold, 1972.
WILLIAMS, G., et al. Studio Pottery Book, New York, 

Van Nostrand Rinehold, 1978.

EDN268 Studio Arts - Fabric 
Studies 3

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN168, EDN169.
Syllabus: After completing this subject students should 
have an appreciation of traditional and modern tech
niques of Batik resist dyeing, and be able to articulate 
original ideas in this medium; have a working knowl
edge of a variety of screen printing processes; under
stand the creative potential of using mixed media; be 
aware of the three dimensional possibilities of fibres 
and fabrics; show a development in drawing expertise, 
and be familiar with, and be able to present a visual 
artist’s work.
Assessment: Textile folio: 60 percent; Drawing folio: 10 
per cent; Assignment related to course work: 30 per 
cent.
References:
BELFER, N., Designing in Batik and Tie Dye, Mass., 

Davis Pub. Inc., 1972.
BELFER, N., Designing in Stitchery & Applique, Mass., 

Davis Pub. Inc., 1972.
RISLEY, C., Machine Embroidery, London, Studio 

Vista, Cassell Ltd., 1973.
TURNER, S., Screenprinting Techniques, London, 

Batsford Ltd., 1976.
Journals:
Craft Australia; Fibre Forum; Craft Arts.
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EDN269 Studio Arts - Fabric 
Studies 4

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN168, EDN169, EDN268.
Syllabus: After completing this subject students should 
be able to interpret original designs into a weaving, 
and construct fibres and fabric through more complex 
spinning and weaving techniques; be able to interpret 
own designs as a printed fabric using a combination of 
screen printed and handpainted processes; compe
tently articulate ideas for textiles through drawings; 
be able to confidently discuss a visual artist’s work, and 
have a comprehension of terminology involved in more 
complex fibre construction and surface manipulation 
processes.
Assessment: Textile folio: 60 per cent; Drawing folio: 10 
per cent; Assignment related to course work: 30 per 
cent.
References:
BELFER, N., Weaving: design and expression, Mass., 

Davis Pub., 1975.
TURNER, S., Screen Printing Techniques, London, 

Batsford Ltd., 1976.
WILLCOX, D., New Designs in Weaving, New York, 

Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1970.
Journals: Craft, Australia; Fibre Forum; Craft Arts.

EDN270 Studio Arts - Painting 3

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of EDN171. 
Syllabus: After completing this subject students should 
have made visual notes based upon a wide range of 
landscape stimuli; had some experiences with figure 
drawing; begun to arrange ideas for painting composi
tions, and developed an understanding of composition, 
colour and tone.
Assessment: One assignment on composition: 30 per 
cent; One assignment on drawing: 30 percent; Submis
sion of source material and prospective painting work
ing sketches: 40 per cent.
References:
SAVAGE, E., Painting Landscapes in Pastel, London, 

Pitman, 1972.
SMYTH, R., How to Draw and Paint What You See, 

London, Nelson, 1984.
SUFFUDY, M., Sketching Technique, New York, 

Watson Guptill, 1985.
VARLEY, H. , et al. Colour, London, Marshall Editions, 

1983.

EDN271 Studio Arts - Painting 4

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Completion of EDN270.
Syllabus: The aim of this subject is for each student to 
complete several paintings based upon source material 
gathered in EDN270 by using a variety of painting 
media.

Students should now have sufficient ideas to be 
able to develop finished paintings. Therefore, after 
completing this subject, students should have pro
duced at least six finished works.
Assessment: One study/research assignment: 25 per 
cent; A folio of six finished works: 75 per cent. 
References:

DAVAL, J.L., Oil Painting, Geneva, Skira, 1985.
HAYES, C., The Complete Guide to Painting and Draw

ing, Oxford, Phaidon Press, 1979.
MEYER, S., 40 Watercolours and How They Work, 

London, Pitman, 1976.

EDN275 Environmental Science 3: 
Human Ecology

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN175, EDN176.
Syllabus: The human species is examined as one 
competing with others for environmental resources, 
while exerting various pressures on the environment. 
Causes and effects of these pressures are considered, 
particularly as they relate to the growth and distribu
tion of populations. The correlation between popula
tion growth and resource availability is explored. 
Displacement of natural communities which has ac
companied the growth of human societies is examined. 
The threat to ecosystems posed by various forms of 
pollution and non-biological indicators of pollution are 
considered. Attention is given to the deleterious effects 
of certain resources in the human environment such as 
alcohol, drugs and radiation, etc.
Assessment: Laboratory Reports: 30 per cent; Assign
ment: 40 per cent; Examination: 30 per cent 
References:
GUTTMAN, B.S. & HOPKINS, J.W., Understanding 

Biology, New York, Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, 
1983.

MILLER, G.T., Living in the Environment, (4th edn.), 
Belmont, California, Wadsworth Inc., 1982.

EDN276 Environmental Science 4: 
Ecosystems

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN175, EDN176.
Syllabus: Ecosystems: The ecosystem concept is fur
ther developed through a study of the following topics: 
structure of ecosystems, energy flows, biogeochemical 
cycling and limiting factors. The techniques of field 
survey introduced in earlier studies are extended and 
applied in selected ecological case studies of such areas 
as the Edithvale Wetlands, Western Port Bay, Cardinia 
Creek. Field surveys lead to taxonomic work on fauna 
and flora. The impact of humans on the area is 
assessed. At least one of the sites selected will be the 
subject of current controversy involving conservation 
pressure groups and students will be expected to argue 
certain aspects of the case after the collection and 
interpretation of relevant data.
Assessment: Assignment: 60 percent; Examination: 40 
per cent.
References:
HAWES, J., MacINNIS, P., MEYER, R. & STANBURG, 

P., Biology Data & Resource Book, Melbourne, 
Longman Cheshire, 1983.

SHAPIRO, M.A., Westernport Bay Environmental 
Study, 1973—4, Melbourne, Ministry for Conserva
tion, 1975.

EDN281 Primary Science
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: In this subject, students will be expected to
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identify and pursue primary science objectives through 
participation in activities, and view of video-taped 
lessons.
Students will participate in a sampling of topics drawn 
from across the primary science curriculum, used to 
demonstrate various strategies — expository teaching 
and demonstration, individual and group experiment/ 
investigation, ‘guided discovery’, short excursions, 
games, group discussions drawingout children’s ideas.

This subject will include examination, use, and 
assessment of resources in the Curriculum Materials 
Centre. There will also be planning and demonstration 
of activities and lessons by students.
Assessment: Assignment (lesson plans) 40 per cent; 
Examination 60 per cent.
References:
CARIN, A.A. & SUND, R.B., Teaching Modem Science, 

Ohio, Merrill, 1980.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF VICTORIA, Sci

ence in the Primary School, (5 parts), Melbourne, 
Education Department of Victoria, 1981-82.

MACDONALD EDUCATIONAL, Science 5/13, (26 
titles), London, Schools Council, throughMacdonald 
Educational, 1972.

NEW ZEALAND DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, 
Science Resource Units and Teachers’ Handbook 
for Primary Science, Wellington, Department of 
Education, 1980.

OSBORNE, R. & GREYBERG, P., Learning in Science 
- the Implications of Children’s Science, Auckland, 
Heinemann, 1985.

EDN282 Art Education (Primary)
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN182 Art Education (Early Child
hood).
Syllabus: The following topics will be considered in 
this subject:

The nature of art — its meaning and function; 
creativity, developing artistic creativity; art process 
and art product; child development in art; explana
tions for artistic growth in children, ‘deviation’, barri
ers to growth, motivation; child art in other cultures; 
perception, ‘awareness’; art basics and design; art 
appreciation; visual education; constructing classroom 
art programs; rationales, objectives, skills, processes; 
sequencing in art programs; methods of teaching art 
(e.g., thematic approach, correlation and integration, 
etc.); evaluating child art; art in the classroom - re
sources, materials, organisation, ordering, environ
ments, field trips, etc.

Practical work, designed to direct students’ atten
tion to the importance of the activities for children in 
terms of individual learning and growth situations, 
and to establish the student’s own confidence in the 
ability to work freely and creatively in a range of art/ 
craft, materials, will also be undertaken.
Actual activities will examine methods of: discovery 
and experimentation in terms of media tools and equip
ment; problem solving - pupil/teacher orientated; 
organisation of materials, equipment and the room, 
sequential and thematic approaches; evaluation of 
programs and students’ results; flexibility in terms of 
total programming of activities.
Assessment: Assignments 50 per cent; Project 50 per 
cent.
References:
DORN, C. (Chairman), Report of the NARA Commis

sion on Art Education, (2nd edn.), Reston, NAEA, 
1979.

GENTLE, K., Children and Art Teaching, Sydney, 
Croom Helm, 1985.

LOVELL, M. (Ed.), Art is Elementary, Mitcham, Van 
Nostrand, Reinhold, 1980.

EDN283 Primary Social Science
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Students will:
• examine the relationship between the social sci

ence disciplines and social studies;
• analyse and practise inquiry — teaching strategies 

applicable to social studies;
• plan and teach sequences of lessons which aid 

children to develop concepts, skills, values and 
action;

• examine critically, various programs of social stud
ies specifically developed for primary schools.

Assessment: Plan and teach a social studies unit 40 per 
cent; Examination 60 per cent.
References:
FRAENKEL, J.R., Helping Students Think and Value: 

Strategies for Teaching the Social Studies, (2nd 
edn.), Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, 1980.

HUNKINS, F.P., Social Studies in the Elementary 
Schools, Columbus, Charles E Merrill, 1982.

JOYCE, W.W. & ALLEMAN-BROOKS, J.E., Teaching 
Social Studies in the Elementary and Middle 
Schools, NY, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1979.

MARSH, C. (Ed.), Teaching Social Studies in Austra
lian Schools, Sydney, Prentice Hall, 1976.

MICHAELIS, J.U., Social Studies for Children in a 
Democracy, NJ, Prentice-Hall, 1976.

EDN284 Primary Music
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: In this subject the approaches of Orff, Kodaly, 
Dalcroze and Schafer to creative music making activi
ties will be examined. Musical plays and mimes, 
rhythmic and melodic accompaniments, related listen
ing activities will be considered.

The development of a balanced music program 
suitable for use in junior/middle and upper primary 
levels will also be considered. Advanced work on 
glockenspeils as a musical instrument will be included. 
Assessment: Assignment 30 per cent; Practical Per
formance 20 per cent; and Examination 50 per cent. 
References:
COX, L., Let’s Get Moving, Cox, 1980.
HOLT, D. & THOMPSON, K., Developing Competen

cies to Teach Music in the Elementary Classroom, 
Merrill, 1980.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF VICTORIA, A Guide 
to Music in the Primary School, 1981.

FARMER, B., Springboards: Ideas for Music, Burwood 
State College, 1982.

EDN285 Primary Mathematics 1
ContCLct: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The subject will commence with considera
tion of the beginning of counting and the emergence of 
number in young children. Consideration will be given
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to how these aspects of mathematics can be fostered in 
the junior primary program. Work on operations, the 
development of number systems, mathematical ideas 
such as equations, applied number, mathematical ideas 
such as equations, applied number, fractions and spatial 
relationships will be presented through activities 
designed to increase students’ own understanding and 
skill while acquiring appropriate teaching strategies. 
Assessment: Examination 50 per cent; Development of 
teaching materials 30 per cent; Completion of work
shop activities 20 per cent.
References:
COPELAND, R.W., Mathematics and the Elementary 

School, (4th edn.), Methuen, 1985.
UNDERHILL, R., Elementary School Mathematics, 

Merrill, 1981.
DUBISCH, R., Basic Concepts of Mathematics for 

Elementary Teachers, Addison-Wesley, 1981.
WILLIAMS, E. & SHU ARD, W., Primary Mathematics 

Today, Longmans, 1984.

EDN286 Primary Mathematics 2
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Teaching emphasis on this subject will be on 
planning effective mathematics programs. Procedures 
for the evaluation of a child’s performance in mathe
matics will be considered along with strategies for 
enrichment programs. The use of games and calcula
tors in the classroom will be discussed. Teacher- 
designed and commercially produced diagnostic mate
rials will be assessed.
Assessment: Tests 50 per cent; Development of teach
ing materials 30 per cent; Completion of workshop 
activities 20 per cent.
References: As for Primary Mathematics 1.

EDN287 Human Movement
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This unit is concerned with the development 
of teaching procedures and material that is relevant to 
the primary school child in the area of physical educa
tion.

The content includes a consideration of the theo
retical as well as the practical aspects of teaching 
physical education. Theoretical areas include defini
tions, innovations, planning concepts, acquisition of 
motor skills, teaching techniques, remedial and per
ceptual motor programs, fitness, measurement and 
evaluation. Practical areas include sessions in dance, 
gymnastics, athletics, minor games, ball handling, 
major games, swimming, peer group teaching.
Assessment: Assignment 50 per cent; Development of 
a Teaching Resource Folio 50 per cent.
References:
DODD, G.D. & MILLER, J.N., Physical Education, 

Part 1 and Part 2, Kingswood, Physical Education 
Books, 1973.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, Physical Education - 
A Suggested Course of Study for Primary Schools, 
No 1 Equipment and Facilities, No 2 Gymnastics, 
No 3 Dance, No 4 Ball Handling, No 5 Athletics, No 
6 Swimming.

EDN288 Computer Education
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The course is an introduction to the use of 
computers and computer-related technology in teach
ing and learning with special reference to the early 
years of structured education. It will include the 
following two major topics:

Computer awareness: The development of a con
ceptual model for a computer system together with an 
understanding of its mode of operation; user skills; 
care of a computer, its media and associated peripheral 
devices.

Computers in early childhood and primary educa
tion: Teaching/leaming about computers; teaching/ 
learning with computers; methodologies and resources; 
computers across the curriculum.
Assessment: Examination 70 per cent. Cumulative 
Practical Exercises 30 per cent.
References:
BELL, S. & SCOTT, I., Springboards-Ideas for Using 

Computers in the Classroom, Nelson, 1986.
COLBURN, J. et al.. Practical Guide to Computers in 

Education, Addison Wesley, 1981.
NEVILLE, L. & DOWLING, C.,Lcfs Talk Apple Turtle, 

Prentice Hall, 1983.
PAPERT, S., Mindstorms - Children, Computers and 

Powerful Ideas, Harvester Press, 1984.

EDN289 Period Study A: Towards an 
Australian Perspective: The 
1890s

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDNl^, EDN187.
Syllabus: An interdisciplinary study of the factors 
which contributed to the growth of Australian nation
alism in the 18908. Topics will include the major 
strikes of the 1890s and their influence on the Union 
Movement and the Labor Party; the “Women’s Move
ment’ and its involvement in social issues through both 
radical and conservative organisations; the Federation 
debate and its role in developing a national identity; 
the expression of nationalism through popular jour
nals such as the Bulletin, Boomerang and the Dawn, as 
well as through the literature of Furphy, A.B. Paterson 
and Lawson, and the art of the “Heidelberg School’. 
Assessment: Seminar paper: 40 per cent; Examination: 
60 per cent.
References:
CANTRELL, L., The 1890s: Stories, Verse and Essays, 

St. Lucia, QUP, 1977.
CROWLEY, F., A Documentary History of Australia, 

Vol. in, Melbourne, Nelson, 1980.

EDN290 Period Study B: A Changing 
Australian Perspective: The 
1920s

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN186, EDN187.
Syllabus: An examination of various facets of Austra
lian culture and social experimentation with particu
lar reference to changing attitudes to the poor and the 
state’s responsibility for alleviating hardship; chang
ing perspectives on folk heroes - the role of sport and
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sporting achievers; use of foreign enemies as a means 
of social control — bolshevism; the creative vision of the 
period with reference to Slessor, Vance Palmer and 
Pritchard.
Assessment: Seminar paper: 40 per cent; Examination: 
60 per cent.
References:
CROWLEY, F.R., Modern Australia in Documents Vol. 

1, Melbourne, Wren, 1973.
DUTTON, C. (Ed.), The Literature of Australia, (Rev. 

edn.). Ringwood, Penguin, 1976.

EDN298 Language Education 3: 
Foundations of Literacy

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Nil.
Syllabus: An examination of the Reading and Writing 
(including spelling and handwriting) processes. Strate
gies used by young children in the reading and writing 
processes. Techniques used in the observation and 
evaluation of young children’s Reading and Writing. 
Teaching strategies to assist young children in learn
ing to read and write across the curriculum. An 
examination of a variety of computer software (word 
processing; problem-solving games) for use in early 
Reading and Writing. An introduction to narrative 
and non-narrative literature, including Aboriginal myth 
and legend, suitable for young children. An examina
tion of the following teaching approaches: Process 
Writing; Shared Reading; Language Experience; Lit
erature Based Reading; Basal Reading.
Assessment: Class Test: 50 per cent; Assignment: 50 
per cent.
References:
HANCOCK, J. & HILL, S., Literature-Based Reading 

Programs at Work, Melbourne, Australian Read
ing Association, 1987.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, Schools Division - 
Victoria, The English Language Frameworks P-10, 
Language For Living, Melbourne, Curriculum 
Branch, 1988.

EDN299 Language Education 4: 
Development of Literacy

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Nil.
Syllabus: Reading and Writing in the Content Areas. 
Knowledge of both fiction and non-fiction resources 
from Aboriginal and other cultural sources available 
for use in the middle and upper levels of the Primary 
School. Strategies used in the development of Reading 
and Writing across the curriculum. An examination of 
a variety of computer software (word processing; prob
lem-solving games) for use in the Reading and Writing 
programs in the middle and upper grades of the Pri
mary School. Formal and informal techniques used in 
the diagnosis of the individual needs of children’s 
Reading and Writing development. Strategies used in 
catering for the individual literacy needs of children. 
Assessment: Class Test: 50 per cent; Assignment: 50 
per cent.
References:
BUTLER, A. & TURBILL, J., Towards a Reading 

Writing Classroom, Rozelle, PETA, 1984.
GRAVES, D., Writing: Teachers and Children at Work, 

Exeter, Heinemann, 1983.

EDN300 Language Education 5: 
English as a Second 
Language

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Nil.
Syllabus: Lectures will centre around the following 
areas:

The ESL Setting in Australia, a Multi-cultural 
Society. First and Second Language Acquisition Theo
ries. Teaching the Three Major Language Skills. De
signing an ESL Program for the Classroom — different 
approaches. The Integrated Approach as most useful. 
Testing and Evaluating ESL Achievement. Official 
Attitudes and Policies to ESL as Part of the National 
Language Policy.
Assessment: In-class Test: 75 per cent; Research Es- 
sayZProject: 25 per cent.
References:
AIRD, E. & LIPPMANN, D., English is Their Right, 

Educa Press, 1983.
HOOD, S. & SOLOMON, N., Focus on Reading: Hand

book for Teachers, National Curriculum Resource 
Centre, 1985.

EDN301 Issues in Contemporary 
Developmental Psychology

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDNIOI, EDN102, EDN201, EDN202. 
Syllabus: The course continues the study of Life Span 
Development begun in the first two years of the course 
and thus progresses from Child and Adolescent Devel
opment to Adult Development. It also focuses on 
current issues in Developmental Psychology that are of 
particular relevance to primary school teachers.
Assessment: Assignment: 50 percent; Examination: 50 
per cent.
References:
BOWD, A., Exceptional Children in Class, Melbourne, 

Hargreen, 1986.
KAPLAN, P.S., The Human Odyssey-Life Span Devel

opment, St. Paul, West Publishing Co., 1988.
WESTWOOD, P., Commonsense Methods of Children 

with Special Needs, London, Groom Helm, 1987.

EDN302 School-Community 
Relationships (Option)

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN103, EDN104, EDN2O3, EDN204. 
Syllabus: The elective consists of an investigation of 
the underlying arguments for increased 
school—community interaction, and development of 
the skills necessary for increased activity to succeed. 
Issues investigated include the development of com
munity participation in schools; ways in which the 
community can participate; legislative developments; 
problem-solving; community resources; needs assess
ment; programs and processes.
Assessment: Annotated Bibliography: 30 per cent; 
Major Project: 70 per cent.
References:
MINZEY, J.D. & LE TARTE, C., Community Educa

tion: From Program to Process to Practice, Pendell, 
1979.

MINZEY, J.D. & TOWNSEND, A.C., Core Plus Educa-
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tion: A Model for School of the Future, Ypsilanti, 
Eastern Michigan Uni., 1983.

TOWNSEND, A.C., School-Community Relationships: 
A Practical Handbook, AACF, 1984.

EDN303 Philosophical Issues in 
Education (Option)

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN201, EDN202, EDN203, EDN204. 
Syllabus: The course deals with concepts that arise at 
the coal face of schooling. The concepts of‘the individ
ual’, ‘the school’, and ‘society’ are first examined. Then 
the concepts of‘equality’, ‘diversity’ and ‘need’ in school
ing are taken up along with that of‘social man’. Fur
ther, the concepts of ‘individuality’ and ‘liberty’ are 
more intensively studied with the critical reading of 
J.S. Mill Essay on Liberty. The course is open to the 
study of other alternative issues, e.g., education for 
girls, racism, moral education.
Assessment: Essay/Project: 100 per cent. 
References:
BARROW, R., The Philosophy of Schooling, Suffolk, 

Wheatsheaf Books, 1981.
COMMONWEALTH SCHOOLS COMMISSION, The 

National Policy for the Education of Girls in Aus
tralian Schools, Canberra, Commonwealth Schools 
Commission, 1987.

D’CRUZ, J.V.D. & HANNAH, W. (Ed.), Perceptions of 
Excellence, Melbourne, The Folding Press, 1979.

MILL, J.S., Essay on Liberty, (Ed. by Gertrude Him- 
melfab), Hammondsworth, Penguin, 1982.

EDN304 Communication in 
Education (Option)

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN103, EDN104, EDN203, EDN204 
Syllabus: The relationship between communication 
and instruction; communication barriers in the class
room; personal attributes which facilitate communica
tion; verbal and non-verbal classroom communication; 
communication research and the classroom environ
ment; learning package construction and validation 
documents.
Assessment: Tutorial exercises: 40 per cent; Major 
assignment: 60 per cent.
RcfcrcTtccst
DAVIS, R.W. ALEXANDER, L.T. & YELON, S.L., 

Learning System Design: An Approach to the Im
provement of Instruction, New York, McGraw-Hill, 
1974.

DEVITO, J.A., Communicology:An Introduction to the 
Study of Communication, (2nd edn.). New York, 
Harpxjr and Row, 1982.

HANSFORD, B., Teachers and Classroom 
Communication, Sydney, Harcourt, Brace, Jova- 
novich, 1988.

EDN305 Politics and Education 
(Option)

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN103, EDN104, EDN203, EDN204. 
Syllabus: A theoretical and practical study of the key 
political concepts relating the political and educational 
processes. These include the development of the 

Westminster system, Australian Federalism, Section 
96 grants, state aid in theory and practice, pressure 
(interest) groups and the Schools’ Commission. There 
is a heavy emphasis placed on investigating the ‘work
ing out’ of these concepts in local schools in fieldwork 
situations.
Assessment: Major assignment: 100 per cent. 
References:
Australia. Interim Committee for the Australian 

Schools Commission, Schools in Australia: Report 
of the Interim Committee for the Australian Schools 
Commission, Chairman: P. Karmel, Canberra, 
Australian Government Printing Services, 1973.

MINISTER OF EDUCATION, Ministerial Papers 1-6, 
Melbourne, Government Printer, 1983, 1984.

EDN306 Sociology and Education 
(Option)

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This is an introductory course in the sociol
ogy of education. It seeks to help students develop 
sociological concepts and research skills with which to 
understand how knowledge is transmitted in the social 
context. Topics include consensus and conflict theo
ries, education and social stratification, organizations 
and institutions. Teaching mode will be lectures and 
research seminars.
Assessment: Examination: 60 per cent; Research As
signment: 40 per cent.
References:
FOSTER, L.E., Australian Education: A Sociological 

Perspective, Prentice Hall, 1981.
KING, R.J.R. & YOUNG, R.E., A Systematic Sociology 

of Australian Education, Allen and Unwin, 1986.

EDN307 Professional Issues in 
Education

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN103, EDN104, EDN203, EDN204 
and two of EDN302, EDN303, EDN304, EDN305, 
EDN306.
Syllabus: At the beginning of the semester key current 
social context issues are determined by staff and stu
dents. Groups of four or five students are then as
signed to work in close contact with a member of staff 
on a particular issue. Each group is to produce a 
seminar paper. Using, where appropriate, fieldwork, 
readings and critical discussions employing the meth
odological skills acquired in the previous units this 
seminar paper attempts to resolve the issue tackled. 
At the end of the subject the group is required to 
present its paper to the whole class in an appropriate 
manner.
Assessment: Seminar Paper: 100 per cent. 
References: There are no specific references for the 
subject. Groups determine their own reading lists.

EDN311 Early Childhood Teaching 5
Contact: Two hours per week per semester for the on- 
campus program.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Strand A: This strand will build on the 
program planning introduced in Early Childhood 
Teaching 2. Topics related to planning will include
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planning for individual children setting long and short 
term objectives, developing routines in the pre-school 
program, wet day programs, selecting and implement
ing special events such as excursions and visits.

Strand B: Twenty to 30 days of supervised practice 
teaching including 10 days at the commencement of 
the pre-school year. In addition, students will under
take 30 hours of voluntary teaching in such capacities 
as teacher’s aid within pre-schools and play leaders 
within hospital play programs. Students will also 
carry out observations and field tasks at pre-schools for 
one day per week for eight weeks.
Assessment: Strand A: Practice Teaching Folio 10 per 
cent; Assignment 20 per cent; Test 20 per cent. Strand 
B: Assessed Teaching Practice 50 per cent.

BUTLER, A., GOTTS, E. & QUISENBERRY N., Early 
Childhood Programs, Merrill, 1975.

DAY, B., Early Childhood Education: Creative Learn
ing Activities, Macmillan, 1983.

FEENEY, S., CHRISTENSEN, D. & MORAVCIK, D., 
Who Am I in the Lives of Children? An Introduc
tion, (2nd edn.), Merrill, 1983.

LILLEE, D., Early Childhood Education: An Individu
alized Approach to Development Instruction, SRA, 
1975.

MELLOR, E.J. (Ed.), Working in Kindergarten: A 
Resource Book for Beginning Teachers in Victoria, 
(2nd edn.). Pre-school Policy and Placement Liai
son Committee, 1986.

EDN312 Early Childhood Teaching 6

Contact: Two hours per week, per semester for the on- 
campus program.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Strand A: This strand will contribute 
further to students’ programming skills through con
sideration of such topics as multi-age groupings and 
their teaching/management implications; the selec
tion and implementation of special activities which 
reflect cultural traditions particularly festivals, gifts 
and language. Consideration will also be given to the 
incorporation of TESL within pre-schools.

Strand B: A further 15 days of supervised practice 
teaching in pre-schools, plus 10 days of supervised 
practice teaching in child care centres. Students will 
also carry out observations, field trips and volunteer 
teaching in services associated with very young chil
dren.
Assessment: Strand A: Observation Folio 20 per cent; 
Teaching Plan Folio 20 per cent; Test 10 per cent. 
Strand B: Assessed Teaching Practice 50 per cent. 
References:
BULLIVANT, B.M., Race, Ethnicity and Curriculum, 

Macmillan, 1986.
CELCE-MURCIA, S. & MACINTOSH, K. (Eds.), The 

Teaching of English as a Second or Foreign Lan- 
guage, Newbury House, 1979.

SEBASTIAN, P., Handle With Care, Hargreen, 1986. 
WEISNER, M., Group Care and Education of Infants 

and Toddlers, CV Mosby, 1982.

EDN313 Early Childhood 
Education 5

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Fh'erequisite: Nil.

Syllabus: This subject will provide students with the 
opportunity to apply their primary and pre-school 
teaching experiences to issues of curriculum design. In 
particular, the need for curricula to be responsive to 
changing societal needs and expectations will be dis
cussed. The role of technology within the pre-school 
and primary school will be included. The material in 
this subject will also complement the work on pre
school program planning developed through the on- 
and off-campus strands of Early Childhood Teaching 5. 

The role of evaluation in education will be dis
cussed, with particular emphasis on the various issues 
associated with the evaluation and recording of chil
dren’s behaviour.
Assessment: Tests 50 per cent; Seminar Paper 30 per 
cent; Resource Folio 20 per cent.
References:
GRONLUND, N.E., Measurement and Evaluation in 

Teaching, (4th edn.). Collier Macmillan, 1981.
LAMBERT, B., CLYDE, M. & REEVES, K., Planning 

For Individual Needs in Early Childhood Services, 
Parts I & n, AECA, 1985.

SEEFELDT, C., A Curriculum for Pre-Schools, (2nd 
edn.), Merrill, 1980.

Curriculum Development Centre, Core Curriculum for 
Australian Schools, What it is and why it is needed, 
Canberra, 1980.

EDN314 Early Childhood 
Education 6

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The material in this subject is designed to 
complement the subjects Child Care Studies andFamily 
Studies and to provide additional theoretical back
ground to the Childcare practice teaching component 
of Early Childhood Teaching 6. It draws u pon material 
presented in the Studies in Child Development sub
jects, especially that related to infant development. 
Issues involved in various current formal infant train
ing programs will be explored. The strengths and 
weaknesses of less formal programs such as play
groups and toddler groups will be examined.

The chief emphasis of the subject will be the com
plex interaction between professional educators/care 
givers and families in the development of very young 
children.

This subject will conclude the Studies in Early 
Childhood Education major by relating the roles of 
professional educators/care givers and families in in
fant education to current societal priorities and values. 
Assessment: Observation folio based on students’ 
participation/observation in a range of infant pro
grams and parent interviews 50 per cent; tests 50 per 
cent.
References:
LUCAS, J. & HENDERSON, A., Pre-School Play 

Groups, A Handbook, Allen and Unwin, 1981.
SEBASTIAN, P., Handle with Care, Hargreen, 1986. 
Discussion Paper of the Inter-Departmental Commit

tee, Part 1. State Day Nurseries, Victorian Govern
ment, 1986.

Handbook for Day Care, (2nd edn.), AECA, 1986.

EDN315 Exceptional Children 1
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester.
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Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The concept of exceptionality will be exam
ined in conjunction with contemporary issues associ
ated with the identification and classification of excep
tional children. Various causes of exceptionality will 
be discussed, with particular emphasis on research 
relating to the effects of smoking, alcohol, drugs and 
car accidents. Behaviour characteristics of the emo
tionally, physically, intellectually, visually and learn
ing disabled will be discussed along with their teaching 
implications.

This subject will include excursions to institutions 
offering specialist services for exceptional children. 
Assessment: Research Paper 30 per cent; Tutorial 
Paper 20 per cent; Examination 50 per cent. 
References:
BOWD, A., Exceptional Children in Class, Hargreen, 

1986.
COOK, R. & ARMBRUSTER, V., Adapting Early 

Childhood Curriculum, Mosby, 1983.
HALLAHAN, D.P. & KAUFFMAN, J.M., Exceptional 

Children, Prentice Hall, 1978.
RUTTER, M., Helping the TYouhled Child, Pan, 1976. 
Selected journal articles.

EDN316 Exceptional Children 2
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: In this subject four topics will be considered 
including gifted children, learning for disabled chil
dren, integration of exceptional children and working 
with the families of exceptional children.

The development of teaching strategies appropri
ate to gifted children will be considered as will informa
tion relevant to the diagnosis and remediation of learn
ing disabilities in children. Consideration will be given 
to the psychological factors associated with both gift
edness and learning failure. Issues and strategies 
associated with integration will be considered, with a 
view to accommodating, where possible, exceptional 
children in the normal pre-school and primary school 
environment. This subject will conclude with consid
eration of the effects an exceptional child can have on 
its family and the services available to such families. 
Assessment: As for EDN315 Exceptional Children 1. 
References: As for EDN315 Exceptional Children I 
plus:
ADELMAN, H.S. & TAYLOR, L., Learning Disabili

ties in Perspective, Scott, Foresman and Co., 1982. 
HART, V., Mainstreaming Children with Special Needs, 

Longmans, Cheshire, 1982.
REES, R.J. & IRVINE, J.W. (Eds.), Responding to 

Need. Special Education in the 1980s, University 
of New England, 1980.

Ministerial papers and selected journal articles.

EDN317 Child Health and Safety 1
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject consists of an examination of 
the incidence of child abuse nationally and locally. 
Students will be trained in positive, proven educa
tional skills and strategies for stopping child abuse and 
other crimes of violence against people.

The meaning of health and health education will be 
considered as will planning considerations for health 
education, teaching techniques and methods, selected 

health topics, diet, stress, exercise, environmental 
hazards, medical problems in the classroom, accident 
statistics in schools, evaluation of health education 
programs, resource information and materials, devel
oping teaching units.
Assessment; Full participation in training course, 
assignment 50 per cent; tests 50 per cent. 
References:
FLANDREAU WEST, P., Protective Behaviours: Anti 

Victim Training for Children, Adolescents and 
Adults. Protective Behaviours Inc, Madison, 1984. 

HASLAM, R.H.A. & VALLETUTTI, F J. (Eds.), Medi
cal Problems in the Classroom, Baltimore Univer
sity Park Press, 1979.

SOROCHAN, W.D. & BENDER, S.J., Teaching Ele
mentary Health Science, (2nd edn.), Addison- 
Wesley, Reading, 1979.

EDN318 Child Health and Safety 2
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The subject will consider management of a 
casualty in life-threatening situations by performing 
CPR, controlling profuse bleed and also caring for an 
unconscious patient, care of superficial wounds, bangs, 
bumps, bruises and burns. Use of the RICE technique, 
common fractures, care of the ill patient, preparation 
of written messages and demonstrating a caring atti
tude to all casualties treated.

In the second half of the subject, the following 
topics will be considered:

Why teach bike education, what is bike education, 
types of bikes, roadworthy certificate, emergency brak
ing, resource material, the role of the police, program 
implementation, basic maintenance procedures, for
mation riding, on-road activities, a cycling experience 
ride.
Assessment: Completion of the Senior St John First 
Aid Certificate. Practical and theory test 100 per cent.

HASLAM, R.H.A. & VALLETUTTI, F.J. (Eds.), Medi
cal Problems in the Classroom, Baltimore Univer
sity Park Press, 1979.

ORDER OF ST JOHN, Australian First Aid, St John 
Ambulance Association, Melbourne 1984.

ROAD TRAFFIC AUTHORITY, The Bike Education 
Course, Melbourne.

EDN321 Studies in Teaching 5
Contact: Two hours per week for on-campus studies, 
plus practicum of 20 days in selected primary schools. 
Prerequisite: EDN222.
Syllabus: A course consisting of two complementary 
strands.

Strand A: The off-campus program emphasises 
senior level primary grades, and provides students 
with the opportunity to undertake (within the class
room and community - including outdoor, overseas 
and special education settings) a wide range of teach
ing and class management responsibilities. Multi
group teaching; extending themes and topics over two 
or more sessions, and full control sessions up to one 
week.

Strand A: The on-campus program concentrates 
on the preparation and compilation of a School Policy 
Handbook.

Strand B: This focuses on the knowledge and skills
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needed by the teacher functioning as a decision-maker 
in a school-based curriculum decision-making process. 
Key elements are Policy, Program and Activities, and 
their inter-relationships.
Assessment: Strand A (Off-Campus) Practical Teach
ing 48 per cent; Strand A (On-Campus) Practical Class 
Exercise 27 percent; Strand B (On-Campus) Examina
tion 25 per cent.
References:
BRADY, L., Curriculum Development, (2nd edn.). New 

York, r^ntice Hall, 1987.
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT CENTRE, Core 

Curriculum for Australian Schools, Canberra, 1980. 
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF VICTORIA, The 

Primary School Curriculum - a Manual for Victo
rian Schools, Melbourne, Publications Branch, 
1979.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF VICTORIA, Cur
riculum Framework P-12 -An Introduction, Mel
bourne, Curriculum Branch, 1985.

EDN322 Studies in Teaching 6
Contact: One and a half hours (average) per week for 
on-campus studies, plus practicum of 25 days in se
lected primary schools.
Prerequisites: EDN321.
Syllabus: This subject continues the off-campus pro
gram emphasising the senior level primary grades, 
including the opportunity to practise advanced lesson 
planning, teaching and class management, with full 
control sessions up to two weeks. Other activities 
include a School Camp program and voluntary partici
pation in Special Education and community services. 
Assessment: Practical Teaching 50 per cent; School 
Camp involvement 10 per cent; Examination (Case 
Study Analyses) 40 per cent.
References:
DORA, J., Beginning to Teach, Melbourne, Chisholm, 

1988.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF VICTORIA, The 

Primary School Curriculum: A Manual for Victo
rian Schools, Melbourne, Publications Branch, 
1974.

Induction materials (as provided).

EDN323 Primary School Curriculum 
Project

Contact: One and a half hours per week (average) for 
one semester.
Prerequisite: EDN321. 
Co-requisite: EDN322.
Syllabus: A practical exercise involving a simulated 
piece of school- based curriculum decision-making, 
focusing upon one nominated Victorian Ministry of 
Education core curriculum framework.
Assessment: Project 100 per cent. 
References:
BRADY, L., Curriculum Development, (2nd edn.). New 

York, F^ntice Hall, 1987.
Core Curriculum for Australian Schods, Canberra, 

Curriculum Development Centre, 1980.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF VICTORIA, Cur

riculum Framework P-12 — An Introduction, Mel
bourne, Curriculum Branch, 1985.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF VICTORIA, The 

Primary School Curriculum -A Manual for Victo
rian Schools, Melbourne, Curriculum Branch, 1979.

EDN331 Art Education 2
Contact: Three hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN231.
Syllabus: After completing this subject students should 
have developed an understanding of the nature of art 
- its meaning and function; the characteristics, quali
ties and development of child art; development of child 
art in other cultures; methods of developing classroom 
programs in art education; the components of mean
ingful art education programs; methods of teaching art 
and methods of evaluating child art.

Have developed the ability to work freely and crea
tively in the range of art/craft materials (clay, con
structions, drawing, painting, fibres and fabrics, 
printmaking, puppetry) to be found in the primary 
school, and have produced a workable art program 
suitable for use with a nominated grade level for at 
least one year.
Assessment: Art program 100 per cent; Minimum 
attendance 80 per cent.
References:
DARBY, M., Images in Life, Melbourne, Ministry of 

Education, 1986.
DOVER, H. et al. Artmaps, Melbourne, Ministry of 

Education, 1986.
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, Victoria, Frameworks 

Curriculum Documents Arts, Technology, Mel
bourne, 1988.

EDN332 Computers in Education 2
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN236.
Syllabus: The educational advantages and implica
tions associated with the use of computers in the 
teaching/learning processes. Experience in using Logo 
and other commonly used packages in the areas of data 
bases, interactive fiction, word processing, communi
cations, and problem solving together with examples of 
CAL software related to specific curriculum areas.

Evaluation and selection of software and hard
ware.
Assessment: End of subject examination: 70 per cent 
Progressive practical exercises: 30 per cent 80 per cent 
attendance requirement at laboratory sessions 
References:
BROWNELL, G., Computers and Teaching, St. Paul, 

West, 1987.
OLIVER, R., Using Computers in Schools, A Guide for 

Teachers, Perth, Heron, 1986.
Various periodicals and occasional publications of the 

Ministry of Education: Co mputalk;Comput-About; 
Case Studies.

EDN339 Mathematics Education 5
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN239, EDN240.
Syllabus: A detailed examination of courses of study, 
curriculum guides and handbooks that teachers re
gard as resource material. The development of work 
programs suitable for all levels of the primary school. 
A study of diagnostic procedures applicable to the 
upper primary school. Use of commercial tests and the
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construction of survey and diagnostic tests. The devel
opment of remediation and acceleration programs. 
This work will include the development of work cards, 
activity sheets and games.
Assessment: Examination: 75 per cent; Assignment: 
25 per cent.
References:
ASHIjOCK, R.B., Error Patterns in Computation, 

Columbus, Ohio, Merrill, 1986.
ASHLOCK, R.B. et al. Guiding Each Child’s Learning 

of Mathematics, Columbus, Ohio, Merrill, 1983.
CRUICKSHANK, D. & SHEFFIELD, L.J., Mathemat

ics for Elementary Children, Columbus, Ohio, 
Merrill, 1988.

HILL, T.H., Work It Out, Melbourne, Oxford Univer
sity Press, 1987.

EDN343 Science Education 2
Contact: Three hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN143.
Syllabus: This subject builds on Science Education 1, 
and on the students’ experience in practice teaching. 
Examination and analysis of various curriculum mate
rials and program designs for primary school science 
and technology. A selection of topics drawn from the 
breadth of the science curriculum to illustrate various 
teaching and management strategies, unit planning 
and evaluation, and use of resources. Consideration of 
some key concepts in science as relevant to the topics 
chosen.
Assessment: Class presentation, class exercises, and 
final test.
References:
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, NZ, A Teacher’s 

Handbook for Primary Science and Science Re
source Units, Wellington, Dept. ofEducation, 1980. 

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF VICTORIA, Sci
ence in the Primary School, Melbourne, Education 
Department ofVirtoria, 1981.

MACDONALD EDUCATIONAL, Science 5/13 (26 
titles), London, Schools Council 1972-5.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, The Science Frame
work P-10, Science for Every Student, Melbourne, 
Curriculum Branch, Ministry ofEducation, Victo
ria, 1988.

OSBORNE, R. & FREYBERG, P., Learning in Science 
- the Implications of Children’s Science, Auckland, 
Heinemann, 1985.

EDN344 Social Education 2
Contact: Three hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN144.
Syllabus: This subject builds upon the principles and 
methods introduced in EDN144 and extends their 
application to knowledge, skills, values, attitudes and 
appropriate action to senior primary grades studying 
society. Emphasis will be placed on designing social 
studies units of work which incorporate key concepts, 
advanced inquiry skills, values and a multi-cultural 
perspective. Special attention will be paid to the 
inclusion of Aboriginal Studies in school curricula. 
Assessment: Major Assignment: 50 per cent; Class 
Presentation and Examination: 50 per cent. 
References:
BRADY, L., Curriculum Development in Australia, 

Sydney, Prentice Hall, 1983.

HUNKINS, F.P., Social Skills in the Elementary School, 
Columbus, Charles E. Merrill, 1982.

MARSH, C. (Ed.), Teaching Social Studies, Sydney, 
Prentice Hall, 1987.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, The Social Education 
Framework P-10, Melbourne, Curriculum Branch, 
Ministry of Education, Victoria, 1987.

EDN351 Sports Studies 5
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Principles of motor skill learning and per
formance; underlying dimensions of sports perform
ance; socio-psychological nature of sport; psychology of 
competition; personality dimensions of sport and of 
sports participants; aggression in sport; affiliation in 
sport, motivation in sport. Participation in selected 
physical activities.
Assessment: Theory unit: Written assignment: 60 per 
cent; Practical unit: Skills and knowledge test: 40 per 
cent.
References:
HAYWOOD, K.M., Life Span Motor Development, 

Champaign, Human Kinetics, 1988.
GILL, D.L., Psychological Dynamics of Sport, Cham

paign, Human Kinetics, 1986.
MARTENS, R., Coach’s Guide to Sport Psychology, 

Champaign, Human Kinetics, 1987.
ROBERTS, G.C. et al. Learning Experiences in Sport 

Psychology, Champaign, Human Kinetics, 1986.

EDN352 Sports Studies 6
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN152, EDN252.
Syllabus: Ergogenic aids and sports performance: 
including vitamins, caffeine, anabolic steroids, blood 
doping, amphetamines, hypnosis, stress management, 
warm-up. Scientifically based training and condition
ing programs as a means of preventing sports injuries. 
Soft tissue injuries: causes, treatment, therapeutic 
modalities. Application of computer technology to 
sports and sports performance. Participation in se
lected physical activities.
Assessment: Theory unit: Written examination: 60 per 
cent; Practical unit: Skills and knowledge test: 40 per 
cent.
References:
AUSTRALIAN SPORTS MEDICINE FEDERATION, 

Controversial Issues in Sports Medicine, proceed
ings of 1987 National Annual Scientific Confer
ence, ASMF, Canberra, 1988.

DORVAN, P., Sports Injuries: a trainer’s guide, St. 
Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 1985.

PUHL, J .L. et al. Sport Science Perspectives for Women, 
Champaign, Human Kinetics, 1988.

TAYLOR, P.M. & TAYLOR, D.K., Conquering Athletic 
Injuries, Champaign, Human Kinetics, 1988.

EDN353 Recreation Studies 5
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Study of the principles of urban planning 
and renewal and the provision of recreation space. 
Study of the requirements, modern design and man
agement patterns of a variety of recreation facilities
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including community centres, indoor sports complexes, 
fitness centres, playing fields, playgrounds, parks, 
trails. Field study of the design, usage and manage
ment patterns of selected recreation facilities in a 
particular community.
Assessment: Written Assignment: 50 per cent; Field 
Study Report: 50 per cent.
References:
BLENK, H., “Acting on Your Playground Assessment 

Findings; Playground design specifications". Play
ground Safety Week Seminar, October 24-25,1985 
F’roceedings, Playgrounds and Recreation Associa
tion of Victoria, 1985.

HUNT, G., “Changing Trends in Leisure Centres”, 
Recreation Planning Newsletter, Government 
Printer, Sydney, 1986.

MERCER, D. & HAMILTON-SMITH, E., (Eds.), Rec
reation Planning and Social Change in Urban 
Austrcdia, Melbourne, Longman, 1981.

DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH, SPORT AND 
RECREATION, Public Swimming Pools Planning 
Manual, Melbourne, 1979.

SLOCOMBE, M.G. et al, “Approaches to Field Studies”, 
Outdoor Educator, Vol. 5, No. 3, 1986.

EDN354 Recreation Studies 6
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Study of the general principles to be used in 
the promotion of safety and in accident prevention in a 
variety of recreational activity areas, including camp
ing, sailing, canoeing, SCUBA, mountaineering, skiing, 
bushwalking, individual, dual and team sports, swim
ming. Consideration of the roles to be played by 
recreational administrators and supervisors, parents, 
participants and other agencies in the promotion of 
safety in recreation. Field study of safety promotion in 
a selected recreational area or activity.
Assessment: Written Assignment: 50 per cent; Field 
Study Report: 50 per cent.

AUSTRALIAN SPORTS MEDICINE FEDERATION, 
The Hazards of Outdoor Sports and Recreation. 
(Proceedings of the 17th Annual Scientific Confer
ence, Hobart, 1980).

PLAYGROUNDS AND RECREATION ASSOCIA
TION OF VICTORIA, Playground Safety: Six basic 
requirements. The Association, Melbourne, 1985.

TINDALE, J. & FRASER, K., “Early Childhood: What 
to Look for in a playground for preschoolers: safety, 
design and play value”. Playground Safety Week 
Seminar, October 24—25, 1985: proceedings. Play
grounds and Recreation Association of Victoria, 
1985.

EDN357 Language Studies - 
German 5

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN2M.
Syllabus: Language and culture study using desig
nated text, plus additional written and visual materi
als. Communicative competence approach, plus regu
lar conversation times and CAI sessions.
Assessment: In-Class Tests: 80 per cent; Assignment: 
20 per cent.
Text:

NEUNER, SCHMIDT, WILMS, ZIRKEL, Deutsch-aktiv 
2.

References:
Deutschland-Germany-Allemagne, London, Prisma, 
1986.
RADO, M., Begegnungen von A bis Z, Melbourne, 
Heinemann, 1978.

EDN358 Language Studies - 
German 6

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN357.
Syllabus: Further progress using designated text, plus 
relevant additional written and visual materials and 
CAI sessions. A brief study of German speakers in 
Australia will be made. Significant use of German 
language as means of communication in classroom.
Assessment: Final Examination: 50 per cent; In-Class 
Tests: 50 per cent.
Text:
NEUNER, SCHERLING, WILMS, ZIRKEL, Deutsch- 

aktiv 2.
References:
MEYER, C., The German Speakers of Australia, VISE, 

Melbourne, 1981.
RADO, M., Begegnungen von A bis Z, Melbourne, 

Heinemann, 1978.

EDN361 Music Studies 5
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN261 and EDN262.
Syllabus: (a) Aesthetics and Music in Contemporary 
Society. Topics include: How contemporary society 
perceives the role of music, the music of contemporary 
society, viz. traditional serious music, 20th century 
composers and their ‘new’ music, jazz and popular 
music, (b) Practical studies, (c) Choral/instrumental 
ensemble are further developed and include individual 
and ensemble performances. Students are encouraged 
to arrange, organise and conduct ensembles, (d) Crea
tive Music Workshop expands sound as an expressive 
medium; synthesizers and electronic instruments are 
used as direct sound sources and modifiers of sound; 
arrangements include secondary sevenths and pro
gressions, chord symbol terminology.
Assessment: One from Group B. One from Group C. 
(See Assessment Policy).
References:
APPLETON & PERERA, R., The Development and 

Practice of Electronic Music, New Jersey, Prentice 
Hall, 1975.

MANOFF, T., Music - A Living Language, New York, 
W.W.. Norton & Co., 1982.

REIMER, B., A Philosophy of Music Education, New 
Jersey, IVentice Hall, 1970.

Manuals, Software or magazines as indicated in ses
sions.

EDN362 Music Studies 6

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN261 and EDN262.
Syllabus: (a) Music in contemporary society - stu
dents elect to study and present papers on topics 
selected from: jazz, popular music, commercial music, 
film music, music for the stage, music for special
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groups, (b) Practical studies, (c) Choral/instrumental 
ensemble are developed and include a variety of styles, 
solo and ensemble performances, (d) Creative music 
workshop includes original compositions and arrange
ments employing a variety of electronic and/or acoustic 
media. Arrangements are expanded to include combi
nations such as recorders, treble voices, piano and 
percussion.
Assessment: One from Group B. One from Group C. 
(See Assessment Policy)
References:
AUSTRALIAN MUSIC CENTRE 1985 PUBLICA

TIONS: Catalogue of Australian Brass and Con
cert Band Music. Catalogue of Australian Choral 
Music. Directory of Australian Composers. Direc
tory of Australian Music Organisations. AMC 
News - Magazines.

CALLAWAY, F. & TUNLEY, D., Austrcdian Music in 
the 20th Century, Melbourne, Oxford University 
Press, 1978.

RAST, L., K^board Magic Bk. 3, Atlanta, Educational 
Production Inc., 1974.

Magazines, Journals as indicated in sessions.

EDN366 Studio Arts - Ceramics 5

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Satisfactory completion of EDN267. 
Syllabus: The aim of this subject is to further build on 
the skills and understanding gained in Studio Arts: 
Ceramics 1, 2, 3 and 4. After completing this subject 
students should have begun to show a particular style 
of expression in clay; understand kiln design construc
tion and firing methods, and have completed a series of 
pieces which encompass special interests and creative 
use and ceramic skills.
Assessment: One assignment: 20 per cent; One collec
tion of projected design ideas: 20 per cent; A folio of 
works in progress: 60 per cent.
References:
COCKELL, et al. The Gas Kiln Book, New Zealand 

Potters Society, 1984.
BRODIE, R., The Energy Efficient Potter, New York, 

Watson-Guptill, 1982.
DE BOOS, J., Glazes for the Australian Potter, North 

Ryde, NSW, Methuen, 1983.
GREGORY, L, Kiln Building, Bath, U.K., Pittman 

Publishing, 1977.

EDN367 Studio Arts - Ceramics 6

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Satisfactory completion of EDN366. 
Syllabus: The aim of this subject is to promote creative 
development through individual and sensitive use of 
clay. After completing this subject students should be 
able to work in a creative manner showing a competent 
degree of skill and craftsmanship, and be competent in 
glazing techniques and firing procedures.
Assessment: One assignment: 25 per cent; A folio of 
completed works: 75 per cent.
References:
DE BOOS, J., et al. Handbook for Australian Potters, 

Melbourne, Methuen, 1984.
CHAPPELL, J., The Potters Complete Book of Clay and 

Glazes, New York, Watson-Guptill, 1977.
CURRIE, I., Stoneware Glazes, Queensland, Bootstrap 

Press, 1985.

LITTLEMOOR, A. & CARLSON, K., Nine Artist Potters, 
Sydney, Murray Book Distributors, 1978.

EDN368 Studio Arts - Fabric 
Studies 5

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Fh-erequisites: EDN168, EDN169, EDN268, EDN269. 
Syllabus: After completingthis subject students should 
be able to originally interpret a given theme; be ac
quainted with the technique of patchwork; compe
tently articulate ideas for textiles through drawing, 
and be able to produce finished drawings, and have the 
skills to plan a sequential fibre curriculum for primary 
grades.
Assessment: Textile folio: 60 per cent; Drawing folio: 10 
per cent; Assignment related to course work: 30 per 
cent.
References:
BUHLER, BRONWEN, A., LARSEN, J., SOLYOM, G., 

The Dyer’s Art, New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold 
Company, 1976.

CONSTANTINE, M., LARSEN, J., Beyond Craft: the 
Art Fabric, New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold 
Company, 1980.

Journals: Craft Australia; Fibre Forum; Craft Arts.

EDN369 Studio Arts - Fabric 
Studies 6

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN168, EDN169, EDN268, EDN269, 
EDN368.
Syllabus: After completingthis subject students should 
be able to make original visual images; be able to refine 
and selectively use skills and techniques; be able to 
pursue any of the studied fibre areas without further 
formal tuition; have reached a mature stage in draw
ing, and have acquired the ability to analyse a visual 
artist’s work.
Assessment: Textile folio: 60 per cenV,Drawing folio: 10 
Assignments related to course work: 30 per cent. 
References:
CONSTANTINE, M., LARSEN, J., Beyond Craft: The 

Art Fabric, New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold 
Company, 1980.

CONSTANTINE, M., LARSEN, J., The Art Fabric: 
Mainstream, New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold 
Company, 1982.

LARSEN, J., The Dyer’s Art: Ikat, Batik, Plangi, New 
York, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1976.

Journals: Craft Australia; Fibre Forum; Craft Arts

EDN370 Studio Arts - Painting 5

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Completion of EDN271.
Syllabus: After completingthis subject students should 
have demonstrated that they have reached an individ
ual mode of expression and show a preference for a 
particular medium or combination of media. Students 
are expected to display a degree of self-determination 
through chosen projects which explore areas of individ
ual interest. Drawing as a class exercise will continue. 
Drawing will be done both to consolidate skills and to 
increase visual perceptual information.
Assessment: One seminar presentation on an exhibi-
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tion visited by the student: 30 per cent; Folio presenta
tion: 70 per cent.

FABY, R., Colour, New York, Watson Guptill, 1967. 
SILVERMAN, B., Painting People, New York, Watson 

Guptill, 1978.
SUFFUDY, M., et al. Still Life Painting Techniques, 

New York, Watson Guptill, 1985.

EDN371 Studio Arts - Painting 6

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of EDN370. 
Syllabus: After completingthis subject students should 
have produced a folio of finished self-motivated art 
works. Students are expected to develop a coherent 
series of paintings associated with their sketch book of 
ideas and motivational material. Painting sessions 
allow for individual assistance, direction and critiques. 
Individual development will be stressed and encour
aged. Weekly drawing classes will be conducted to 
provide a useful tool for selection of concepts and 
communication of ideas.
Assessment: One research assignment: 25 per cent; 
One folio of work: 75 per cent.
References:
MILLS, J., Materials and Techniques of Acrylic Paint

ing, London, Frederick Warne, 1981.
ROUKES, M., Acrylics Bold and New, New York, 

Watson Guptill, 1986.
SMITH, S., et al. How to Draw and Paint, Melbourne, 

Oxford Books, 1981.
SMITH, S., et al. The Painter’s Handbook, London, 

QED Publishing, 1984.

EDN375 Environmental Science 5: 
Earth Studies

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN175, EDN176, EDN275, EDN276. 
Syllabus: The land surface is seen as a product of past 
and present forces acting on various rock masses. The 
nature of the forces and the rock materials is exam
ined.

Students are introduced to the basics of palaeontol
ogy and its use in establishing age relationships. A 
general overview of the geology and major physiogra
phic units of Victoria is provided.

Coastal geomorphology, especially as observable 
on the Mornington Peninsula, is studied. Studies of 
soil formation and variation in type according to such 
factors as geology, climate, etc., and the relationships 
between various physical factors such as climate and 
soil on vegetation type are also included.

Conservation problems are studied in the field 
situation. The subject is designed to make maximum 
use of the diversity of natural features which are 
readily accessible on the Mornington Peninsula and in 
the nearby ranges. The emphasis is on individual 
investigations and research, supported by class work 
in techniques and background material.
Assessment: Laboratory Reports: 50 per cent; Exami
nation: 50 per cent.
RcfcrcTtccst
COSTERMANS, L.F., Native Trees and Shrubs of 

South-eastern Australia, Adelaide, Rigby, 1981.
HILLS, E.S., Physiography of Victoria, Melbourne, 

Whitcombe and Tombs, 1975.

EDN376 Environmental Science 6: 
Environmental Problems 
and Prospects

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN175, EDN176, EDN275, EDN276. 
Syllabus: In this option knowledge gained by students 
in studies previously undertaken is drawn together 
and applied to two major topics: the future of the 
human species and the future of the environment.

Included in consideration of the former are such 
matters as population control, eugenics, human clon
ing, genetic engineering, radiation hazards, and the 
social responsibilities of the scientist. In dealing with 
the latter, students consider environmental manage
ment techniques and projects made necessary because 
of the extensive alterations the human species has 
made to its physical and biological environments and 
the resultant series of ecological problems with pos
sible global effects in the near future.
Assessment: Tutorial Presentation: 50 per cent; As
signment: 50 per cent.
References:
JONES, B., Sleepers, 'Wake!, Melbourne, Oxford Uni

versity Press, 1982.
RE CHER,H.F.,ANaZuraZ Legacy: Ecology in Australia, 

Sydney, Pergamon Press, 1986.

EDN377 Environmental Science 7: 
Behavioural Ecology

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN175, EDN176, EDN275, EDN276. 
Syllabus: Studies involving selected examples of vari
ous animal groups illustrate the wide range of behav
iours found in any one group and the behavioural 
differences between groups. Factors underlying the 
development of behaviour and the origin of certain 
behaviour patterns found in humans are investigated. 
The option is essentially practical in nature. Sessions 
develop the student’s powers of specialised measuring 
and recording equipment. Instruction is given in the 
relevant statistical methods. Visits are also made to 
animal sanctuaries and research institutes, and to 
various selected sites for habitat studies.
Assessment: Laboratory Reports: 30 per cent; Assign
ment: 40 per cent; Examination: 30 per cent. 
References:
MANNING, A., An Introduction to Animal Behaviour, 

(3rd edn.), London, Edward Arnold, 1979.
SILBY, R.M. & SMITH, R.H., Behavioural Ecology, 

Oxford, Blackwell Scientific Publication, 1985.

EDN378 Environmental Science 8: 
Microbiology

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester.
Prerequisites: EDN175, EDN176, EDN275, EDN276. 
Syllabus: Topics include: the roots of microbiology; the 
nature of micro- organisms; microbial growth and its 
control; infection and immunity; decomposition; the 
spread of diseases; viruses and viral diseases; environ
mental, water, food, agricultural and industrial micro
biology.
Assessment: Laboratory Reports: 30 per cent; Assign
ment: 40 per cent; Examination: 30 per cent. 
References:
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TORTORA, G.J., FUNKE, B.R. & CASE, C.L., Micro
biology: An Introduction, Mento Park, California, 
Bexyamin/Cummings Publishing Co. Inc., 1986.

VOLK, W.A. & WHEELER, MJ., Basic Microbiology, 
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott, 1980.

EDN383 Early Childhood 
Administration

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject is designed to complement and 
supplement material considered as part of the related 
subjects. Working In the Community and Child Care 
Studies. It focuses on three main topics, viz., adminis
trative tasks, management strategies and working 
with committees. In the first of these topics, adminis
trative tasks common to the educator such as basic 
bookkeeping, record keeping, letter and report writing, 
as well, as timetabling will be discussed. Office man
agement and staff deployment will be considered as 
part of management strategies. The functions of 
committees and, in particular, committees of manage
ment, will be considered along with an introduction to 
meeting procedures.
Assessment: Tutorial paper 25 per cent; Assignments 
25 per cent; Examination 50 per cent.
References:
MELLOR, E. (Ed.), Working in Kindergartens, (2nd 

edn.), Pre-School Policy and Placement Commit
tee, 1986.

O’SULLIVAN, B., Guide Book for Kindergarten Com
mittees in Victoria, Municipal Pre-School Associa
tion, 1972.

SIMONS, J., Administering Early Childhood Services, 
Institute of Early Childhood Studies, 1986.

EDN384 Working in the Community
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject will investigate the arguments 
for and against increased community involvement 
within children’s services in general and educational 
services in particular. Means of ascertaining the 
cultural, sociological and economic characteristics of a 
community will be discussed as a means of determin
ing community needs and resources.

Strategies for determining what services are avail
able within a community and their adequacy to meet 
local needs will also be considered. Topics such as how 
communities gain services and how these services are 
funded and delivered will be included. The chief 
emphasis of this subject will be the role of educators in 
facilitating the development of appropriate services 
and interacting with such services on behalf of children 
and their families.
Assessment: Case study 30 per cent; Tutorial Paper 20 
per cent; Examination 50 per cent.
References:
CROFT, D.J., Parents and Teachers: A Resource Book 

for Home, School and Community Relations, 
Wadsworth, 1979.

MORRISON, G., Parent Involvement in the Home, 
School and Community, Merrill, 1978.

PETTIT, D., Opening Up Schools, Penguin, 1980.
Future Directions for Children’s Services in Victoria - 

Report of the Review of Early Childhood Services, 
1983.

Ministerial Papers 1—4, Government Printer, Mel
bourne, 1983.

EDN385 Child Care Studies
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject will relate the administration 
competencies and skills developed in the Early Child
hood Administration subject to child care centres.

Funding and organisational matters at Common
wealth, State and local levels will be considered, as will 
the various child-minding, day care and building regu
lations. Particular emphasis will be placed on those 
inter-personal skills necessary to create a happy envi
ronment for staff.

Communication and negotiation skills will be 
stressed. Students will be helped to apply the pro
gramming and teaching skills developed in the Studies 
in Teaching subjects, as well as the understanding of 
the children and their families developed in the Stud
ies in Child Development sequence and Family Studies 
subject, to meeting the needs of children and their 
families through child care.
Assessment: Tests 60 per cent; Resource Folio 20 per 
cent; Student Presentation 20 per cent.
Rcfcrdtccs *
LANGENBACH, M. & NSKORA, T.W., Day Care 

Curriculum Considerations, Merrill.
SEBASTIAN, P., Handle with Care, Hargreen, 1986. 
WEISNER, M., Group Care and Education of Infants 

and Toddlers, CV Mosby, 1982.
Handbook for Day Care, f2nd edn.), AECA, 1986.

EDN386 Family Studies
Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Syllabus: The material in this subject will build upon 
the work on families contained within the Studies in 
Child Development subjects, as well as relate to Early 
Childhood Teaching 5 and Child Care Studies.

Students will be required to become familiar with 
contemporary Australian research on families and 
their needs through investigation of the impact of such 
societal factors as technology, women in part-time 
employment, un-employment and ethnicity of family 
functioning. This subject will also present an introduc
tory overview of current legislation pertaining to 
families such as divorce and custody laws. Emphasis 
will be placed on the role of the teacher in assisting 
families and, in particular, facilitating their participa
tion in their children’s education.
Assessment: Seminar paper 20 per cent; Research 
paper 20 per cent; Examination 50 per cent. 
References:
STORER, D. (Ed.), Ethnic Family Values, Prentice 

Hall, 1985.
WALLAT, C. & GOLDMAN, R., Home /School!Com

munity Interaction, Merrill, 1979.

EDN387 Advanced Curriculum 
Project 1

Contact: The equivalent of two hours per week for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Students will identify a possible project and 
then consult with appropriate staff in order to prepare 
a project proposal for submission to the School of
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Education Program Committee. Projects may take the 
form of research into current trends or content on a 
specified curriculum area, preparation of curriculum 
materials for use in a pre-school or primary school, a 
school/pre-school based investigation into the teaching 
of an aspect of a curriculum area or any other form 
recommended by the Program Committee and ap
proved by the School of Education School Board. 
Assessment: Project Report 100 per cent.

CHISHOLM INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, School 
of Education Project Manual, (1986 edn.)

Journal articles in the curriculum area selected for the 
Project will be required reading.

EDN388 Advanced Curriculum 
Project 2

Contact: The equivalent of two hours per week for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Students will identify a possible project and 
then consult with appropriate staff in order to prepare 
a project proposal for submission to the School of 
Education Program Committee. Projects may take the 
form of research into current trends or content on a 
specified curriculum area, preparation of curriculum 
materials for use in a pre-school or primary school, a 
school/pre-school based investigation area or any other 
form recommended by the Program Committee and 
approved by the School of Education School Board. 
Assessment: Project Report 100 per cent.
RcfCT'CTtC^S ’

CHISHOLM INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, School 
of Education Project Manual, (1986 edn.)

Journal articles in the curriculum area selected for the 
Project will be required reading.

EDN389 Language Education 6: 
Program Design and 
Evaluation

Contact: Two hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Nil.
Syllabus: Integration of curriculum areas to promote 
language development. Discussion of literature suit
able for use as the stimulus for language experiences. 
Structuring situations and experiences which cater for 
pupils’ language development across the curriculum. 
Practical organisation of the classroom as an environ
ment conducive to the child’s language development. 
Assessment: Class Test: 50 per cent; Assignment: 50 
per cent.
References:
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, Schools Division - 

Victoria, The English Language Frameworks P-10, 
Language for Living, Melbourne, Curriculum 
Branch, 1988.

HILL, S., Books Alive! Using Literature in the 
Classroom, Melbourne, Nelson, 1986.

EDN390 Health Education
Contact: Three hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The major non-accidental killers of young 
Australians will be addressed by training all students 

in the Protective Behaviours program which enables 
teachers to safely and effectively approach such issues 
as verbal abuse, physical and sexual assault, neglect, 
substance abuse, domestic violence, self-destructive 
behaviours, AIDS prevention, danger from strangers 
and coping with stress.

Quality-of-life issues such as housing, nutrition, 
leisure activities, personal and public hygiene, the 
health professions, body mechanics and functions, safe 
practices at work and play will be examined as appro
priate.

Current documentation pertinent to health, safety 
and welfare of school-age children and their teachers 
will be examined.
Assessment: Assignment: 50 per cent; Examination: 50 
per cent.
References:
Never My Child, Carlyon/Gillespie Film Production, 

Melbourne, 1987.
WEST, P., Protective Behaviours: Anti-Victim Train

ing, Brunswick, Victoria, Globe Press, 1987.

EDN404 Looking in Classrooms
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Techniques for looking in classrooms: narra
tive descriptions, checklists, time samples, rating scales, 
interaction analysis; classroom evaluation; classroom 
support/specialist facilities; individualisation; factors 
affecting performance; stress; management problems; 
parent interviews and reporting; legal aspects — par- 
ent/teacher/child rights and duties; teacher image; 
grouping; facility and resource management.
Assessment: Seminar presentation: 40 per cent; Major 
assignment: 60 per cent.
References:
GOOD, T.L. & BROPHY, J.E., Looking in Classrooms, 

(3rd edn.). New Yor-k, Harper and Row, 1985.
WOODS, PETER, Inside Schools: Ethnography in 

Educational Research, London, Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, 1986.

EDN405 Critical Teaching Problems

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN404.
Syllabus: This subject is designed to extend and apply 
the studies of EDN404 Looking in Classrooms to par
ticular and general problems in the classrooms of 
participating students. Such problems may include 
teacher and student stress, student and teacher behav
iour, teacher/teacher relationships, the design, use 
and evaluation of teaching strategies and learning 
materials, and any local concern identified by schools 
and their staff. The areas offered may reflect staff 
resources.
Assessment: Assignment: 50 per cent; Identifying and 
remediating a stress causing work factor. Open Book 
Examination or Test: 50 per cent.
References:
OTTO, R., Teachers Under Stress, Melbourne, Hill of 

Content, 1986.
SCOTT, D., How to Put More Time in Your Life, Signet, 

New York, 1981.
WEST, P., Protective Behaviours, Melbourne, Globe 
Press, 1984.
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EDN406 School Organisation and 
Management 1

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The course consists of a study of the basic 
administrative concerns of those charged with running 
efficient and effective schools. It comprises the theory 
and practice associated with such matters as leader
ship, morale, motivation, and effective communica
tion.
Assessment: A case study: 50 per cent; A class paper: 
50 per cent.
References:
HOY, W. & MISKEL, C., Educational Administration: 

Theory, Research and Practice, (3rd edn.). New 
York, Random House, 1987.

OWENS, R.S., Organisational Behaviour in Schools, 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice Hall Inc., 
1970.

EDN407 School Organisation and 
Management 2

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN406.
Syllabus: The course continues the study commenced 
in EDN406 but with a practical emphasis. Particular 
study is made of the administrative concerns of indi
vidual students. Specific emphasis is given to the 
administration of school reviews and the implementa
tion of curriculum change.
Assessment: A case study: 50 per cent; A class paper: 
50 per cent.
References:
BOYAN, NJ. (Ed.), Handbook of Research on Educa

tional Administration, Melbourne, Longman, 1988.

EDN408 Studies in Teaching 7: Field 
Studies

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester.
Fh-erequisites: Either Advanced Studies in Education 
or Advanced Studies in Curriculum at Semester 7 
level. EDN407 Technology Education taken at Semes
ter 8 level.
Syllabus: A series of sessions and workshops that 
identify issues relating to action research, including 
the role of research in education, types of research and 
research design, selecting research problems, search
ing and reviewing the literature, test and research 
instrument solution, basic statistical procedures, re
porting research.
Assessment: Workshop Exercises: 50 per cent; Mini
research Report: 50 per cent.
References:
BORG, W.R., Applying Educational Research - A 
Practiced Guide for Teachers, New York, Longman, 
1981.
HUSTLER, D. et al. Action Research in Classrooms 

and Schools, London, Allen and Unwin, 1986.
TUCKMAN, B.W., Conducting Educational Research, 

New York, Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, 1978.

EDN409 Studies in Teaching 8: 
Project

Contact: The equivalent of four hours per week for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: EDN408.
Syllabus: An independent investigation or field work 
program relating to previous studies and/or profes
sional responsibilities, carried out in the field under 
supervision.
Assessment: Project Report: 80 per cent; Seminar 
Presentation of Project Structure and Conclusions: 20 
per cent.
References:
BORG, W.R., Applying Educational Research - A 

Practiced Guide for Teachers, New York, Longman, 
1981.

TUCKMAN, B.W., Conducting Educational Research, 
New York, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1978.

WOODS, P., Inside Schools - Ethnography in Educa
tional Research, London, Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, 1986.

EDN411 Assisting Children with 
Special Needs 1

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The identification of the characteristics and 
needs of children requiring special assistance in the 
primary school. These include children experiencing 
difficulties in language and/or mathematics; children 
with emotional problems and/or problems of socialisa
tion; children requiring curriculum modification or ex
tension. Covers the whole spectrum of special needs in 
curriculum in schools.

The implications of special assistance for curricu
lum development and evaluation. The role of school
based evaluation in adapting the curriculum to meet 
special needs.

The delineation of a variety of strategies of identi
fication, diagnosis and teaching to meet the special 
needs identified above. Special emphasis is placed on 
utilising specific curriculum areas to meet special 
needs, including language and mathematics, music, 
art and movement, science and social studies.
Assessment: One Seminar Paper: 50 per cent; One 
Group Project: 50 per cent.
References:
BOWEN, Special Educational Needs and Human 

Resource Management, New York, Methuen, 1988.
WESTWOOD, P., Commonsense Methods for Children 

with Special Needs, North Ryde, Methuen, 1987.

EDN412 Assisting Children with 
Special Needs 2

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject is a logical extension of studies 
from the previous semester. An examination of the 
techniques and strategies used in the identification, 
diagnosis and helping of children with special social 
and emotional needs. An examination of the basic 
counselling techniques and strategies to use with chil
dren, their parents, other professionals and para-pro
fessionals, and other members of the greater commu-
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nity. A detailed examination of how each component of 
the total curriculum could be used to assist children 
with special needs. The main focus is on the following 
curriculum areas and their constituent programs and 
activities: Music; Art; Human Movement and Recrea
tion; Science; Social Studies. The application of the 
concepts and skills developed in the preceding semes
ter to the analysis of given case studies. The applica
tion of the concepts and skills acquired in the previous 
semester to fieldwork experience.
Assessment: One Fieldwork Folio: 50 per cent; One 
Seminar Paper: 50 per cent.
References:
CICCHELLI, T.& ASHLY-DAVIS, C., Teaching Ex

ceptional Children and Youth in the Regular Class
room, Syracuse, University Print, 1986.

GALLOWAY, D. & GOODWIN, C., The Education of 
Disturbed Children, London, Longman, 1987.

EDN413 Advanced Studies in School 
and Community

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: An advanced study of the political and social 
context of schools within a changing society. Issues 
considered include: The Concept of Community Educa
tion, School Councils, the structure of education, edu
cation and the future, parent involvement, school based 
curriculum development and the role of the Principal. 
Assessment: Annotated Bibliography: 30 percent Major 
Project: 70 per cent.
References:
Ministerial Papers 1-6, Vic. Govt. Printer, 1983,1984. 
MINZEY, J.D. & LE TARTE, C., Community Educa

tion: From Program to Process to Practice, Pen dell, 
Michigan, 1979.

EDN414 Theory and Practice of 
School-Community 
Development

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN413.
Syllabus: This subject puts emphasis on the knowl
edge and understanding of the practical skills required 
to develop school-community relations. Issues consid
ered include community involvement, leadership, group 
work skills, meetings, goal setting, policy develop
ment, needs assessment, program development, plan
ning, staffing, funding and evaluating community 
activities and public relations.
Assessment: Tutorial/Workshop: 40 per cent; Major 
Project: 60 per cent.
References:
MINZEY, J.D. & TOWNSEND, A.C., Core Plus Educa

tion: A Model for School of the Future, Ypsilanti, 
Eastern Michigan, Win., 1983.

TOWNSEND, A.C., School Community Relationships: 
A Practitioner’s Handbook, Melbourne, AACE, 
1984.

EDN415 Advanced Studies in Early 
Childhood Education: 
Children and Their 
Families

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject develops two inter-related 
themes, viz. (1) the early childhood educator’s role viz 
a viz families and their special needs, and (2) the 
application of principles of curriculum design to the de
velopment of early childhood programs which are re
sponsive to families. Topics include how parents and 
professionals can support each other; psychological 
and sociological perspectives on family vulnerability; 
current trends in family formation and function as 
they pertain to the early childhood educator.
Assessment: One seminar paper: 40 per cent; One 
curriculum project: 60 per cent.
References:
BRADY, L., Curriculum Development in Australia: 

presage, process, product, Sydney, Prentice Hall, 
1983.

BURNS, A. et al. The Family in the Modern World, 
Sydney, Allen and Unwin, 1983.

Relevant material from the Australian Institute of 
Family Studies.

EDN416 Advanced Studies in Early 
Childhood Education: Issues 
in Early Childhood Services

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Fhrerequisite: EDN415.
Syllabus: A detailed study of contemporary develop
ments and issues in early childhood services with par
ticular reference to the education v. care debate; fac
tors which have affected government policies as to the 
type and funding of early childhood services; the influ
ence of demographic and social change on early child
hood services; recent experimental programs and proj
ects with specific reference to the provision of services 
for country children.
Assessment: Seminar: 40 per cent; Research paper: 60 
per cent.

BRENNAN, D. & O’DONNEL, L. (Eds.), Caring for 
Australian Children, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1986.

SIMONS, J., Administering Early Childhood Services, 
Sydney, Institute ofEarly Childhood Services, 1986.

EDN439 Music Education 3
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN141, EDN241, or the equivalent of 
these two subjects.
Syllabus: An advanced study of the approach to music 
education as advocated by Emile Jaques Dalcroze. The 
three main areas of study will be (1) Eurhythmies - 
movement activities; (2) Sof-fege - vocal activities; (3) 
Improvisation — practical music activities including 
the use of tuned and non-tuned percussion instru
ments and the piano. These activities will be suitable 
for use in the primary school and also at the students’ 
own achievement level.
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Assessment: Assignment:40 percent;Practical: 30per 
cent; Group Performance: 30 per cent.
References:
CHOKSY, L., Teaching Music in the Twentieth Cen

tury, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice Hall, 
1986.

DAIjCROZE, E.J., Rhythm, Music and Education, 
London, Dalcroze Society (Inc.), 1973.

EDN443 Science Education 3: 
Teaching and Leai*ning in 
Science

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN143 and EDN343 (or equivalent). 
Syllabus: This subject extends the teacher’s under
standing of current educational bases for approaches 
to teaching methodology, and program and curriculum 
design in science. Examination of contemporary re
search findings on the nature of children’s learning in 
science. Development, implementation and evaluation 
of teaching strategies in the classroom. The develop
ment of school science policies and programs.
Assessment: Seminar presentation and school-based 
project.
References:
DRIVER, R., GUESNE, E. & TIBERGHIEN, A., Chil

dren’s Ideas in Science, (Bucks.) Philadelphia, Open 
University Press, 1985.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION (VICTORIA), Frame
works P-10, The Science Framework P-10, Mel
bourne, Curriculum Branch, Ministry of Educa
tion, 1987.

OSBORNE, R. & FREYBERG, P., Learning in Science, 
The Implications of Children’s Science, Auckland, 
Heinemann, 1985.

EDN444 Science Education 4: 
Science Content & Concepts

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN143 andEDN343 (or equivalent). 
Syllabus: The needs of individual participants are 
identified in terms of understanding of subject matter 
and practical skills, as necessary for effective teaching 
of a range of science topics. Appropriate strategies are 
used to develop the participants’ concepts, understand
ing and skills as necessary within the following areas: 
living things and their environments; the nature of 
matter; various types of change; time and space; en
ergy and forces; the functioning of common machines 
and devices.
Assessment: Seminar presentation, written and prac
tical tests.
References: To be advised.

EDN445 Social Education 3

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject provides practising teachers 
with experiences which will assist in the development 
of advanced abilities in planning, implementation and 
co-ordination in prep to year ten Social Education. The 
ways in which Social Education can be integrated with 
other curriculum areas, for example, science, health, 
language, music and art will be examined.

A critical examination of the Ministry of Education 
- Victoria Social Education Framework P-10 docu
ment.

An examination of the extent to which the stu
dents’ schools implement the Ministerial guidelines 
and an analysis of the ways in which schools apply the 
guidelines.
Assessment: Assignment: 50 per cent; Tutorial Presen
tation: 50 per cent.
References:
BRADY, L., Curriculum Development in Australia, 

Sydney, Prentice Hall, 1983.
HUNKINS, F., Curriculum Development: Program 

Improvement, Ohio, Merrill, 1980.
MARSH, C. (Ed.), Teaching Social Studies, Australia, 

Prentice Hall, 1987.
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION - VICTORIA, The So

cial Education Framework P-10, Curriculum 
Branch, Ministry of Education, Victoria, 1987.

EDN446 Social Education 4: Cultural
Studies

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN445.
Syllabus: This subject provides practising teachers 
with cross-cultural knowledge which will allow them to 
develop curricula for multi-cultural studies in prep to 
year ten Social Education. Emphasis will be placed on 
the following areas: The way in which culture is shaped 
by the physical environment from which it emanated. 
An examination of how historical events have helped 
shape culture. How imported cultures have been 
changed with transportation to Australia. How Abo
riginal culture has changed in response to the arrival 
of foreign cultures and peoples. A comparison of 
contemporary cultures in source countries with cur
rent cultural patterns in Australia.
Assessment: Assignment: 50 per cent; Tutorial Presen
tation: 50 per cent.
References:
CIGLAR, M. (Ed.), Australian Ethnic Heritage Series, 

Melbourne, Australian Education Press, 1983-1988.
CLAYDON, C.F., KNIGHT, L.T. & RADO, M., Cur

riculum & Culture: Schooling in a Pluralistic 
Society, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1977.

FRANCIS, RUSSELL J.C., Teach to the Difference, 
Cross Cultural Studies in Australian Education, 
St. Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 1981.

GARNER, MARK (Ed.), Community Languages: Their 
Role in Education, Melbourne, River Seine Publi
cations, 1984.

ROWLEY, C.D., Aboriginal Policy and Practices (A 
Trilogy) 1. The Destruction of Aboriginal Society, 
Harmondsworth. Penguin, 1972.
2. Outcasts in White Australia, Harmondsworth, 
Penguin, 1972.
3. The Remote Aborigines, Canberra, Australian 
National Uni Press, 1972.

EDN448 Art Education 3

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN331.
Syllabus: The subject aims to assist the student in 
understanding the role of art and craft for the child 
with special needs and to develop strategies for dealing 
with the art needs of handicapped persons.
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After completing this subject students should have 
an understanding of the broad nature of handicaps 
likely to be found in children with special needs; have 
had experience in working with children with special 
needs; have experienced working with media and 
processes which could be used by special needs chil
dren; have developed art activities and craft objects 
which are suitable for children with special needs.

The areas of study will include art therapy technol
ogy as a means of communication and one to one teach
ing; exploration of conventional art materials for 
methods of enabling children with limited mobility and 
self motivation to participate in creative self expres
sion; the nature of disabilities both mental and physi
cal which are likely to be encountered in the primary 
school and special development schools and external 
visits to, and supervised teaching experiences with, 
children with special needs.
Assessment: Submission of Essay 40 percent; Submis
sion of an Art Resource File of Art Activities for Individ
ual Children 60 per cent; Minimum attendance 90 per 
cent.
References:
DALLEY, TESSA, et al. Art as Therapy: An Introduc

tion to the Use of Art, New York, Methuen, 1984.
OSTER, GERALD, D., Using Drawings in Assessment 

and Therapy, New York, Brunner, 1987.

EDN449 Art Education 4
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN331.
Syllabus: The subject aims to enrich students’ under
standing and enthusiasm for child art by encouraging 
wide reading and dialogue about art education, and 
encouraging students to explore innovative programs 
in art education. After completing this subject the 
student should have read current art education jour
nals and have developed an understanding of current 
issues and concerns; have planned and carried out 
short programs to test ideas about art education; have 
visited a range of primary art rooms and looked at art 
programs in practice and have met and worked with 
local art consultants.
Assessment: E ssay 50 per cent; Practical Project Evalu
ation 50 per cent; Minimum Attendance 90 per cent.

AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL FOR EDUCATIONAL 
RESEARCH, Australian Educational Index, 
Hawthorn, ACER.

ERIC (Educational Resources Information Centre) on 
Compact Disc - read only memory, Palo Alto, 
Dialog Information Services, 1988.

EDN450 School Based Curriculum 
Development and 
Evaluation

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Participants in this subject will explore ways 
in which school communities can review and develop 
appropriate policies and curricula.
After examining current government policy and sev
eral case studies of school based curriculum develop
ment, participants will apply the skills developed in a 
project of their own choice. Students will have the 
opportunity to work as individuals or in teams. The 

subject will take a workshop focus and participants are 
expected to take an active part in small-group discus
sion as well as seminar presentations. Topics covered 
in the semester include: concepts and rationales for 
curriculum development and evaluation, curriculum 
diagnosis, content selection, experience selection, cur
riculum implementation, curriculum evaluation, cur
riculum maintenance and managing curriculum 
change.
Assessment: Plan for curriculum development and 
evaluation in a field setting: 40 per cent; School based 
curriculum project: 60 per cent.
References:
ANDERSON, R., “School Level Planning” in Marsh, 

C J. (Ed.), Teaching Social Studies, Sydney, Pren
tice-Hall, 1987.

HUNKENS, FRANCIS P., Curriculum Development 
Program Improvement, Columbus, Ohio, Charles 
E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1980.

EDN451 Sports Studies 7
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Sports Studies 5 and Sports Studies 6 or 
an approved equivalent.
Syllabus: Specific topics might vary from semester to 
semester, but include those related to: administration 
in sport; sports coaching and training; drug control in 
sport; women in sport; children and sport; sport and 
politics; Olympic (James; sport as entertainment, and 
professionalism in sport.
Assessment: Tutorial presentation: 30 percent; Litera
ture review: 35 per cent; Field Study Report: 35 per 
cent.
References:
COAKLEY, J.J., Sport in Societies: Issues and Contro

versies, St. Louis, C.V.. Mosby, 1985.
HARGREAVES, J. (Ed.), Sport, Culture and Ideology, 

London, Routledge and Kegan Pub., 1982.
Selected articles from professional journals and other 

contemporary and
relevant sports reports.

EDN452 Sports Studies 8
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN451.
Syllabus: Consideration will be given to the completed 
and required research in areas of sports considered in 
EDN451: Problems, Trends and Issues in Sport. These 
include: administration in sport; sports coaching and 
training; drug use and control in sport; women in sport; 
children and sport; sport and politics; Olympic Games; 
sport as entertainment, and professionalism in sport. 
Assessment: Participation in group preparation for 
field study of a particular problem in sport: Hurdle 
Requirement. Field Study: Hurdle Requirement. 
Written Report on Field Study: 1(X) per cent. 
References:
SAFRIT, M.J., An Introduction to Measurement in 

Physical Education and Exercise Science, St. Louis, 
C.V. Mosby, 1986.

Selected articles from professional journals and other 
contemporary and relevant sports reports.

EDN453 Recreational Studies 7
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester.
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Prerequisites: Recreation Studies 5 and Recreation 
Studies 6 or an approved equivalent.
Syllabus: Topics for consideration may vary from 
semester to semester and include: understanding the 
meaning of recreation; recreation as an area of social 
concern; changed view of leisure and recreation; per
sonal and social values of recreation; economic impact 
of recreation; government role in recreation; expanded 
services for special populations, and growing environ
mental concerns.
Assessment: Tutorial presentation: 30 percent; Litera
ture Review: 35 per cent; Field Study Report: 35 per 
cent.
References:
ESLER, D. & SOUTHERN, B., Future Environments: 

Leisure, Sydney, Cassell Australia, 1980.
JENKINS, C. & SHERMAN, B., The Leisure Shock, 

London, Eyre Methuen, 1981.
PARKER, S., Leisure and Work, London, George Allen 

and Unwin, 1983.
Selected articles from professional journals.

EDN454 Recreation Studies 8

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN453.
Syllabus: Functions of evaluation and research in 
recreation; research on staff functions and perform
ance; research dealing with facilities and equipment; 
evaluation of participant behaviour and program re
sults; program evaluation. Methods of preparing a 
proposal for research in recreation, of completing an 
associated review of related literature and of collection 
of data in a group project.
Assessment: Participation in group preparation for 
field study of a particular problem in recreation: Hurdle 
Requirement Field Study: Hurdle Requirement Writ
ten Report of Field Study: 100 per cent.
References:
ISMAIL, A.H., ‘Statistics for physical-education, health 

and recreation’. Journal of American Statistical 
Association, 71, 531-32, 1978.

Research Methods in Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation, Washington, AAHPERD Pub., 1980.

Selected articles from professional journals.

EDN457 Language Studies - 
German 7

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Major Study in German.
Syllabus: This post-graduate course examines the 
representative literary works of a particular period in 
German literature - the 19th century, as well as 
examiningthe socio/political context in which the works 
were written.
Assessment: Essay: 70 percent; Seminar Presentation: 
30 per cent.
References:
BARK, J., Biedermeier, Vormarz, Burgerlicher Realis- 

mus, Stuttgart, Klett Verlag, 1984.
BERTL, K. & MULLER, U., Vom Naturalismus zum 

Expressionismus, Stuttgart, Klett Verlag, 1984.
GRANT, D., The Critical Idiom. Realism, London, 

Methuen, 1970.

EDN458 Language Studies - 
German 8

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN457.
Syllabus: The examination and interpretation of se
lected 20th century German literary works plus their 
social and political context.
Assessment: Essay: 70 percent; Seminar Presentation: 
30 per cent.
References:
CALANDRA, D., The New German Dramatists, Lon

don, Macmillan, 1983.
FURNESS, R., The 20th Century, German Lit., Lon

don, Croom-Helm, 1978.
THOMSON, P., Modern German Poetry, Sydney, Wiley, 

1975.

EDN461 Advanced Studies in Music: 
Approach to World Musics

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Detailed studies are made of various musics 
in their own context and in relation to Australia. 
Students are given a background in how to study music 
of cultures outside their own and are made familiar 
therefore with different musical behaviour of musics 
relevant to modem Australia. Topics for detailed 
study are selected from: Afro-American Music, Austra
lian Aboriginal Music, Musics of Java and Bali (Indo
nesia), Musics of South East Asia, Music of China, 
Music of Japan, Music of South America, Eastern 
European Folk Music.
Assessment: One from Group C. Two from Group D. 
(See Assessment Policy).
References:
MAY, E., (Ed.), Music of Many Cultures: An Introduc

tion, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1980.
MALM, W.P., Music Cultures of the Pacific, Near East 

and Asia, Englewood Cliffs, Prentice Hall, 1967.
VULLIAMY, G. & LEE, E., Pop, Rock and Ethnic 

Music in School, Cambridge, Cambridge Univer
sity Press, 1982.

EDN462 Advanced Studies in Music: 
Studies in Community 
Music

Contact: The equivalent of four hours per week for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Students will investigate and study and/or 
participate in an approved area on community musical 
activity. Activities such as the following will be consid
ered for approval: Music programs for children and 
youth, e.g., Frankston Community Music School, 
Peninsula Youth Orchestra, School’s Band/Orchestra 
programs; Music programs for special groups, e.g., 
mentally and physically disadvantaged, geriatrics, mi
grants, gifted; Music ensembles, choral societies or 
musical theatre groups.
Assessment: One from Group B. One from Group C. 
(See Assessment Policy).
References: To be advised.
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EDN463 Advanced Studies in Music: 
Contemporary Australian 
Society

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: A detailed study of contemporary Australian 
musicians and their music. Australian music is stud
ied in its own context and in relation to current world 
movements. Students elect from the following topics: 
The "Traditionalists’, The ‘Experimentalists’, Jazz, 
Theatre Music, Film Music, Popular Music, Commer
cial Music, Electronic Music. Personalities include: 
John AntiU, David Ahearn, Ros Bandt, Don Burrows, 
Cohn Brumby, Bruce Clark, George Dreyfus, George 
Golla, Percy Grainger, Brian May, Richard Meale, 
Bruce Rollands, John Sangster, Peter Sculthorpe, Bruce 
Smerton, Margaret Sutherland, Martin Wesley-Smith, 
Malcolm Williamson.
Assessment: One from Group C. Two from Group D. 
(See Assessment Policy).
References:
AUSTRALIAN MUSIC CENTRE, 1985 Publications: 

Catalogue of Australian Brass and Concert Bands. 
Catalogue of Australian Choral Music. Directory 
of Australian Composers. Directory of Australian 
Music Organisations.

BISSET, A., Black Roots, White Flowers - a History of 
Australian Jazz, Sydney, Golden Press, 1979.

CALLAWAY, F. & TUNLEY, D., Australian Music in 
the 20th Century, Melbourne, Oxford University 
Press, 1978.

Magazines, Journals as indicated in sessions.

EDN465 Technology Education B
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The philosophy of school technology as the 
application of knowledge and skills to solve problems 
generated by students or posed by teacher. Extension 
of repertoire of practical skills to include woodworking, 
metalwork, electrical wiring, use of computer interface 
in the control of models. The development of suitable 
intellectual problems which can be solved by practical 
investigations; the theory behind such problems. The 
use of report-writing skills to describe the nature of the 
investigation and its result.
Assessment: Examination: 30 per cent; Assignments 
(3): 70 per cent.
References:
EVANS, P., Technology in the Primary School, Letch

worth, Herts, Garden City Press, 1977.
WILLIAMS, P. & JINKS, D., Design and Technology 

5-12, London, The Falmer Press, 1985.

EDN466 Studio Arts - Ceramics 7
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Satisfactory completion of EDN367. 
Syllabus: After completing this subject students should 
have prepared designs, drawings and shown progress 
towards completing a folio of work for exhibition, and 
show an individual style which indicates competency 
with the medium.
Assessment: A proposal for a folio: 20 per cent; Re

search assignment into exhibition and display: 20 per 
cent; A folio of works in progress: 60 per cent. 
References:
AXEL, J. & McCready, K., Porcelain Traditions and 

New Visions, New York, Watson Guptill Publica
tions, 1981.

DE BOOS, J., et al. Handbook for Australian Potters, 
Sydney, Methuen, 1984.

FRITH, D., Mould Making for Ceramics, Pennsylva
nia, Chilton Book Company, 1985.

SHAFTER, T., The Professional Potter, New York, 
Watson Guptill, 1978.

EDN467 Studio Arts - Ceramics 8
Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Participation in EDN466.
Syllabus: After completing this subject students should 
have completed a coherent folio of ceramic works with 
related drawings and renderings and have worked 
with other students to organise and exhibit their folios 
for public viewing.
Assessment: The final folio of work will be assessed by 
a panel which will include the lecturer, a member of 
the School of Art and Design, and a member of the 
School of Education. 70 per cent Folio Pieces; 30 per 
cent Support Material.
Periodicals:
Ceramic Review, London, UK, 6 issues per year.
Ceramics Monthly, Columbus, Ohio, USA, Microfiche 

and originals.
The New Zealand Potter, Wellington, NZ, 2 issues per 

year.
Pottery in Australia, Sydney, Australia, 4 issues per 

year.
Craft Australia, Sydney, 4 issues per year.

EDN468 Studio Arts - Fabric 
Studies 7

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN369 or approved equivalent. 
Syllabus: After completingthis subject students should 
be able to independently develop an individual, well- 
resolved textile folio which contains (1) original visual 
images; (2) selective and confident use of skills and 
techniques.

Students are expected to develop a folio of prelimi
nary material, such as working and finished drawings, 
ideas, layouts and experiments to accompany the works 
in progress.
Assessment: A proposal for a folio: 10 per cent; Re
search assignment into exhibition and display of a folio 
of supportive material: 30 per cent; A folio of works in 
progress: 60 per cent.
References:
CONSTANTINE, M. & LARSEN, J., Beyond Craft: 

The Art Fabric, New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold 
Company, 1980.

CONSTANTINE, M. & LARSEN, J., The Art Fabric: 
Mainstream, New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold 
Company, 1982.

LARSEN, J., The Dyer’s Art: Ikat, Batik, Plangi, New 
York, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1976.

Journals:
Craft Australia; Fibre Forum; Craft Arts.
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EDN469 Studio Arts - Fabric 
Studies 8

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN369 or approved equivalent. 
Syllabus: After completing this subject students should 
be able to independently complete an individual well- 
resolved textile folio which contains (1) original visual 
images; (2) selective and confident use of skills and 
techniques; have produced a folio of supportive mate
rial, and have indicated that they can work with other 
students to organise and exhibit their folios for public 
exhibition.

Class visits to exhibitions and fibre artists’ studios, 
critical slide and video lectures and a guest speaker 
program are incorporated into the course to broaden 
students’ awareness of the potential of the medium. 
Assessment: An exhibition of student work drawn from 
all studio arts areas takes place during November. The 
completed folios of fibre art and support material is 
assessed at this time by a panel which includes the 
lecturer in charge of the study, a member of the School 
of Art and Design, and a member of the School of 
Education. Folio: 70 percent; Support material: 30 per 
cent.
References:
CONSTANTINE, M. & LARSEN, J., Beyond Craft: 

The Art Fabric, New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold 
Company, 1980.

CONSTANTINE, M. & LARSEN, J., The Art Fabric: 
Mainstream, New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold 
Company, 1982.

LARSEN, J., The Dyer’s Art: Ikat, Batik, Plangi, New 
York, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1976.

Journals:
Craft Australia; Fibre Forum; Craft Arts.

EDN470 Studio Arts - Painting 7

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
F*rerequisites: EDN371 or approved equivalent. 
Syllabus: After completing this subject students should 
have reached a degree of self-motivation in which ideas 
can be translated freely to a two dimensional surface. 
Students will continue to work to use this unit and the 
following EDN471 to complete a set of works for a class 
exhibition. The processes of the preparation of an 
exhibition will involve not only the works themselves, 
but hanging space, framing, catalogues, advertising, 
invitations, etc. Once a contract has been agreed 
between the lecturer and the student, the class time 
will be used for consultation and assistance to produce 
the works for exhibition.
Assessment: Assignment: 50 per cent; Pre-exhibition 
sketches: 50 per cent.
References: 
GOLDSMITH, L., Watercolour Bold and Free, New

York, Watson Guptill, 1980.
KLAYMAN, T., The Artist’s Survival Manual, New 

York, Charles Scribner, 1984.
WOODS, M., Mounting and Framing Pictures, Lon

don, Batsford, 1981.

EDN471 Studio Arts - Painting 8

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN470.
Syllabus: After completing this subject students will 

have exhibited a folio of work for public viewing and 
criticism. The student will use this time to make the 
final adjustments to the folio material, framing, docu
mentation, photographing the works, preparation of a 
catalogue and negotiations with other exhibitors. Stu
dents should view a number of exhibitions and talk to 
gallery directors to gain knowledge of the process of 
public display of art works. The student will consult 
regularly with the lecturer both during class time and 
whenever necessary in order that the exhibition ar
rangements are proceeding to plan.
Assessment: Final folio to be assessed by an invited 
panel which will include the lecturer, a representative 
of the School of Art and Design, and one other member 
of the School of Education. Exhibited Works: 70 per 
cent; Support Material: 30 per cent.
References:
BLONDSTEIN, L., Picture Framing and Hanging, 

London, Pelham Books, 1980.
KLAYMAN, T., The Artists’ Survival Manual, New 

York, Charles Scriber, 1984.
MAYER, R., The Artists’ Handbook, New York, Viking 

Press, 1976.

EDN473 Computers in Education 3

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN332 or equivalent.
Syllabus: Programming as a discipline; stages of 
program development and implementation.

Data types and data structures. File types and file 
structures. Programming algorithms in a high level 
language.
Assessment: End of semester examination: 60 percent; 
Progressive practical exercises: 40 per cent. 
References:
BROWNELL, G., Computers and Teaching, St. Paul, 

West, 1987.
GOLDSCHLAGER, L. & LISTER, A., Computer Sci

ence: a Modern Introduction, New Jersey, Pren
tice-Hall, 1982.

HIRSCHBUHL, J., Computers in Education, Conn., 
Duskin, 1988.

EDN474 Computers in Education 4

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: EDN332.
Syllabus: The development of competency in the use of 
software tools including word processors; spreadsheets; 
data bases; graphics packages; integrated packages. 
Consideration of the applications across the primary 
curriculum. Issues in educational computing: equity, 
disadvantaged students, ergonometrics, security. 
Assessment: End of semester examination: 60 percent; 
Progressive practical exercises: 40 per cent. 
References:
DAINES, D., Databases in the Classroom, London, 

Castle House Publications, 1984.
WILLIAMS, R.E., The Power of Appleworks, New 

Jersey, Prentice Hall, 1984.

EDN475 Environmental Science 9: 
Advanced Studies in 
Environmental Science

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester.
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Prerequisites: EDN175, EDN176, EDN275, EDN276 
or any two of EDN375, EDN376, EDN377, EDN378 or 
approved equivalent.
Syllabus: Environmental problems cannot be ade- 
qu ately understood from a single discipline background, 
hence this subject incorporates studies in biological, 
physical and geographical sciences; law; economics 
and politics. Topics studied are examined from a 
diversity of perspectives in order to develop a greater 
understanding of decisions made by various sectors of 
the conununity when dealing with environmental 
questions. Environmental issues considered range 
from those relevant to the individual in terms of health, 
such as cancer, to global considerations of issues such 
as populations and energy.
Assessment: Two Assignments: 50 per cent each.

GUTTMAN, B.S. & HOPKINS, J.W., Understanding 
Biology, New York, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 
1983.

MILLER, G.T., Living in the Environment, (4th edn.), 
Belmont, Wadsworth, 1985.

EDN476 Environmental Science 10: 
Advanced Studies in 
Environmental Science

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN175, EDN176, EDN275, EDN276 
and any two of EDN375, EDN376, EDN377, EDN378 
or approved equivalent.
Syllabus: Students carry out, as members of a team, an 
investigation of a specific environmental issue. During 
this investigation students are expected to identify the 
various disciplines relevant to the selected issue and to 
gather appropriate information. Data collected by in
dividuals is analysed, interpreted and integrated with 
information obtained by other members of the team in 
the production of an integrated group report. 
Assessment: Two Assignments: 50 per cent each.

HAWES, J., MacINNES, P., MEYER, R. & STANBURG, 
P., Biology Data and Resource Book, Melbourne, 
Longman Cheshire, 1983.

WRATTON, S.D. & FRY, G.L.A., Field and Laboratory 
Exercises in Ecology, London, Arnold, 1980.

EDN480 Literacy Through 
Literature

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Nil.
Syllabus: Survey of literature, both fiction and non
fiction, available for use with children. Discussion of 
the elements of writing and literature. Presenting 
literature to children. Integration of literature with 
various areas of the curriculum. Strategies for liaising 
with other teachers on literature, curriculum planning 
and strategies for developing literacy. Developing, 
planning and evaluating school based curriculum with 
particular attention to literacy.
Assessment: Action Research Paper: 60 per cent; An 
Examination: 40 per cent.
RcfCT'CTtCCS^

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, Schools Division - 
Victoria, The English Language Frameworks P-10, 
Language for Living, Melbourne, Curriculum 
Branch, 1988.

EDN486 Colonial Adaptation and 
Change

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: EDN186, EDN187.
Syllabus: A study of the transposition of social institu
tions, art, music, architecture and literature from 
Britain to the Australian colonies between 1800-1880, 
with particular reference to how British social institu
tions and legislation were adapted to meet the needs of 
colonial life. Consideration of the devolution of political 
authority from the British parliament to the Austra
lian colonies will also be included.
Assessment: Research project: 40 per cent; Examina
tion: 60 per cent.
References:
INGLIS, R.S., The Australian Colonists: An Explana

tion of Social History 1788-1870, Melbourne Uni. 
Press 1974

WARD, R. & ROBERTSON, J., Such Was Life, Vols. II 
and III, Sydney, 1982.

EDN487 Historical Research and 
Publication

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Consideration of issues and methods in 
historiography including an introduction to guidelines 
for publishing and legal considerations in publications. 
It is anticipated that as a result of this unit, students 
will carry out a major piece of research in an interdis
ciplinary mode to publication standard. 
Assessment: Major research project: 100 per cent. 
References:
OSBORNE, G. (Ed.), New History: Studying Australia 

Today, Sydney, Allen and Unwin, 1982.
PASCOE, R., Manufacturing Australian History, 

Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 1979.

EDN601 Aesthetics and the Arts
Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The aim of this subject is to help students 
define and understand aesthetic response to the arts 
and, in particular, their own responses to specific 
works. To develop students’ capacity to evaluate artis
tic work, through appreciation of the elements of artis
tic expression.

After completing this subject students should have 
developed an understanding of the notions of aesthetic 
language and philosophy; have established a discrimi
nating aesthetic appreciation which includes having 
formulated criteria for the analysis and judgement of 
artworks; be able to recognise expressions of similar 
concepts in differing art forms and different cultural 
contexts, and have developed a range of strategies for 
implementing aesthetic education in the classroom 
situation.
Assessment: Work Requirements: Regular attendance 
and participation at sessions designated as participa
tory, including tutorials and sessions where guest 
lecturers are involved, excursions. Attendance 80 per 
cent.

A written report consisting of six items worth 10
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per cent, each assessed progressively during the year: 
60 per cent. The written report should record and 
critically analyse at least six artistic events such as art 
exhibitions, concerts or dramatic presentations. Pres
entation of a class paper: 40 per cent. The class paper 
is to deal with a chosen topic relating to the subject. 
Discussion is to be of at least 30 minutes duration. The 
presentation of a class paper and the written reports 
are spaced at regular intervals in the semester to 
enable the lecturer to monitor student progress. 
References:
BRONOWSKI, J., The Visionary Eye, Cambridge, MIT 

Press, 1978.
KHATCHADOURIAN, H., Music, Film and Art, New 

York, Gordon and Breach, 1985.
MARTIN, F.D. & JACOBUS, L.E., The Humanities 

Through the Arts, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1975. 
WOLLHEIM, R., Arts and Its Objects, (2nd edn.), 

Cambridge University Press, 1980.

EDN605 Program Development in 
Art Education

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The aim of this subject is to provide students 
with the knowledge and skills required for the satisfac
tory development of art/craft curricula to fit the needs 
of the particular situation as art/craft specialists, art 
co-ordinators (within the school or region) or art educa
tion officers.

The subject content is based on the following areas: 
historical developments in art education, the relation
ship between society, art and education; curriculum 
diagnosis and development, including content selec
tion, and experience selection; creative activity and art 
education, including approaches to teaching and evalu
ating art.

The practical considerations of the planning and 
organisation of an arts program within the school and 
regional framework is discussed, with specific refer
ence to children’s motor-skill development and general 
experience, and the school or region’s facilities and 
curriculum concerns.

Particular emphasis will be placed on curriculum 
conceptualisation and legitimisation; the relationship 
of art and technology and methods of evaluating the art 
program.
Assessment: Work Requirements: Regular attendance 
at sessions designated as participatory, including tuto
rials and sessions where guest speakers are involved. 
Attendance: 80 per cent.

Assigned work relating to the effects of one of the 
areas of concern dealt with in the lectures: 25 per cent. 
Tutorial presentation of material directly related to a 
scheduled lecture/seminar topic: 25 per cent. An art 
program for use in a specific situation: 50 per cent. 
These are regularly spaced in the semester to enable 
students to monitor their academic progress. 
References:
DARBY, M., Images in Life, Melbourne, Ministry of 

Education, 1986.
DOVER, H., Artmaps, Melbourne, Ministry of Educa

tion, 1986.
HUNKINS, F., Curriculum Development: Program Im

provement, Columbus, Ohio, Merrill, 1980.
Documents:
Ministerial Paper No. 6, 1984 Ministry of Education, 

(Schools Division) Frameworks - Art, Melbourne, 
Ministry of Education, 1988 Journal of Australian 
Institute of Art Education, AIAE, Sydney.

EDN608 Education and Change

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisites: Nil.
Syllabus: Implementing Change in Schools: An exami
nation of how change can be implemented in schools 
and the role of the teacher or administrator in this. 
An examination of teacher responses to change and the 
factors that affect this response. This will include such 
topics as teacher stress and teacher support.

An Historical Overview: An examination of some 
significant changes that have occurred in education in 
the past. This part of the subject will focus on Victorian 
education and deal with the factors that affected the 
change, the process of change and the implications of 
the change for teachers, the school and the curriculum.

Technology and Education: The importance of 
technology in today’s society and in the education of its 
members will be used as a current example of the 
change process and how it affects teachers, schools and 
the curriculum.

This part of the study will involve the students in 
developing their own experience with technology and 
problem-solving activities as well as an investigation 
of how this can be or is being done in the school 
environment.
Assessment: Work Requirements: 80 per cent Atten
dance and participation in discussion and workshop 
activities.

Assignment 100 per cent. Students are able to 
select an assignment in one of the major topics of the 
subject. Examples of these are:

(a) a literature survey on the implementation of 
change in education;

(b) a report on a change that has affected education 
in the past, highlighting its effects on people and the 
curriculum;

(c) a case study of how a teacher or a school has 
reacted to a particular change;

(d) an investigation into how a teacher or school is 
reacting to the need to increase children’s experience 
with technology.

Students are required to submit parts of the as
signment at least once prior to the due date so that the 
lecturer can monitor the student’s progress. 
References:
HUBERMAN, A.M. & MILES, M.B., Innovation Up 

Close: How School Improvement Works, New York, 
Plenum Press, 1984.

OTTO, R., Teachers Under Stress, Melbourne, Hill of 
Content, 1986.

EDN609 Research and Field Studies

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisites: EDN608. At least two strand studies. 
Syllabus: Designing investigations in field settings.

Examination of various research methodologies. 
Although a number of research methodologies will be 
examined (e.g., case study, experimental design), the 
emphasis will be on action research.

Computer and bibliographical search techniques 
in the selection of literature.
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Introductory statistical procedures. This part of 
the subject will include topics such as: frequency distri
bution, central tendency, variability, standard scores, 
correlation and t-test.

Preparation of a research proposal .
Students will be assigned a supervisor who has 

some expertise in the student’s chosen field of re
search. In the final two weeks of the semester students 
will present this proposal to the class for group discus
sion and modification before the Special Study is 
undertaken.
Assessment: Work Requirements: 80 per cent atten
dance and participation in class sessions and desig
nated fieldwork. This includes the sessions where 
students’ proposals are presented for discussion.

Completion of a series of worksheets relating to the 
major topics of the subject: 50 per cent. A proposal 
document relating to a piece of field research that will 
be the subject of a Special Study: 50 per cent. 
References:
BORG, W., Applying Educational Research: A Practi

cal Guide for Teachers, New York, Longman, 1987. 
HENRY, C. & KEMMIS, S., “A Point to Point Guide to 

Action Research for Teachers”, The Australian 
Administrator, 6 (4), 1985.

EDN610 Special Study
Contact: The equivalent of four hours per week for one 
semester.
Prerequisites: EDN609. At least three strand studies. 
Syllabus: This subject is designed as an investigation 
or fieldwork project that relates to the student’s area of 
specialisation and professional interests as well as to 
the subject Research and Field Studies.

Students will be free to determine the topic of their 
investigation or fieldwork project with the guidance 
and approval of the lecturer(s) taking the subject. 
Assessment: Work Requirements: Regular attendance 
at meetings arranged by the supervisor and at the 
seminars held towards the end of the semester. A 
written report of about 8,000 words (or equivalent) of 
the investigation or fieldwork project. This will be 
graded PQ (no higher grade available in this subject) or 
N (Fail).
References:
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, Guidelines for the Special 

Study, Chisholm Institute of Technology, 1988.

EDN631 Major Studio Study I:
Ceramics

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Students are encouraged to develop studio 
production and projects of special interest within their 
background experience and capabilities. It is antici
pated that during the course a refined and personal 
form of expression will develop. Research and planning 
is carried out in consultation with the lecturer in 
charge. Any specialised techniques which are unfamil
iar to the student are demonstrated and discussed as 
requested, while studio practices and techniques of a 
general nature, such as casting, silk screen transfers 
and on-glaze lustres, are explained and demonstrated 
during the course. During the semester, students are 
given the opportunity to construct and fire experimen

tal kilns, for specific purposes, using a variety of fuels. 
In developing concepts, forms and designs for practical 
projects it is expected that a rough sketchbook be used 
for pre-planning. Throughout the course ceramic his
tory and philosophy and aesthetics are covered using 
film, video and slide lectures as well as visits to galler
ies and public lectures.
Assessment: See EDN632.
References:
BATES, S., Pottery Teaching Today, New York, 

Batsford, 1980.
DE BOOS, J., Handbook for Australian Potters, 

Methuen, Sydney, 1984.
FIRTH, D., Mould Making for Ceramics, Chilton Book 

Co., Pennsylvania, 1985.
Journals:
Craft Australia; Craft Arts.

EDN632 Major Studio Study 11: 
Ceramics

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: EDN631.
Syllabus: This subject is a continuation of the study 
undertaken in EDN631.
Assessment: Work Requirements: Students are ex
pected to work towards an exhibition of selected work 
completed during the year. The number of pieces is 
decided upon in consultation with the lecturer in charge. 
A folio of supportive material, working and finished 
drawings, source ideas, layouts and technical experi
ments should accompany the completed works. 80 per 
cent attendance at designated sessions. Regular visits 
to exhibitions and other field outings. Presentation of 
Folio of Work with supportive evidence: 100 per cent. 
Regular reviews of student work are held throughout 
the year to monitor progress. Work is assessed on 
originality of design, standard of craftsmanship appro
priate for the type of work, and progressive develop
ment. The exhibition of the folio of work for the Major 
Studio Study takes place during November. The work 
is assessed by a panel consisting of the lecturer in 
charge of the study, the co-ordinator of the Graduate 
Diploma in Education Studies (Art Education Speciali
sation), and an outside expert in the chosen area. 
References: See EDN631.

EDN633 Major Studio Study I: 
Fibre Arts

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Students choose one aspect of textiles, e.g., 
weaving, embroidery, dyeing and printing techniques. 
They individually plan their course in consultation 
with the lecturer in charge of the study. During the 
first part of the year students are encouraged to experi
ment with materials and combinations of media and 
advanced skills, including computer generated images 
and Xerox images. They should understand and appre
ciate the traditional and experimental possibilities of 
various materials and techniques so that they can 
choose those most suited to their own particular needs. 
Demonstrations will be given in a wide range of tech
niques. In order to establish a discriminating aesthetic 
language, students are introduced to works of contem-
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porary fibre artists through class visits to exhibitions, 
artists’ studios, critical discussion of work in slide and 
video sessions and lectures. Students are expected to 
familiarise themselves with contemporary work in 
their chosen area by making independent visits to 
exhibitions, studying craft journals and where pos
sible, making contact with artists. Influence and 
philosophies are to be noted in a reference book. 
Assessment: See EDN634.
References:
CONSTANTINE, M. & LARSEN, J., Beyond Craft: the 

Art Fabrics, New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 
1980.

CONSTANTINE, M. & LARSEN, J., The Art Fabric: 
Mainstream, New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 
1982.

LARSEN, J., The Dyer’s Art: Batik, Plangi, New York, 
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1976.

Journals:
Craft Australia; Fibre Forms; Craft Arts.

EDN634 Major Studio Study II: 
Fibre Arts

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: EDN633.
Syllabus: This subject is a continuation of the study 
undertaken in EDN633.
Assessment: Work Requirements: Students are ex
pected to work towards an exhibition of selected work 
completed during the year. The number of pieces is 
decided upon in consultation with the lecturer in charge. 
A folio of supportive material, working and finished 
drawings, source ideas, layouts and technical experi
ments should accompany the completed works. 80 per 
cent attendance at designated sessions. Regular visits 
to exhibitions and other field outings. Presentation of 
Folio of Work with supportive evidence: 100 per cent. 
Regular reviews of student work are held throughout 
the year to monitor progress. Work is assessed on 
originality of design, standard of craftsmanship appro
priate for the type of work, and progressive develop
ment. The exhibition of the folio of work for the Major 
Studio Study takes place during November. The work 
is assessed by a panel consisting of the lecturer in 
charge of the study, the co-ordinator of the Graduate 
Diploma in Education Studies (Art Education Speciali
sation), and an outside expert in the chosen area. 
References: See EDN633.

EDN635 Major Studio Study I: 
Glass Studies

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Students are expected to develop their skills 
and concepts to a high personal level. Students plan 
their study in consultation with the lecturer in charge, 
and are expected to make contact with artists working 
in their area. Students investigate the properties of 
the materials being used and, if applicable, carry out 
experimental work in their area. Class visits to exhi
bitions, glass studios, slide and video lectures, and a 
guest speakers program are incorporated into the 
course to broaden students’ awareness and under
standing of the potential of the medium.

Assessment: See EDN636.
References:
ELSKUS, A., The Art of Painting on Glass, Schribner, 

New York, 1980.
SOMERS, R.,Language of Stained Glass, Timber Press, 

Oregon, 1981.
ZIMMER, J., Stained Glass in Australia, Oxford Uni. 

Press, Melbourne, 1984.
Journals:
Craft Australia; Craft Arts.

EDN636 Major Studio Study II: 
Glass Studies

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: EDN635.
Syllabus: This subject is a continuation of the study 
undertaken in EDN635.
Assessment: Work Requirements: Students are ex
pected to work towards an exhibition of selected work 
completed during the year. The number of pieces is 
decidedupon in consultation with the lecturer in charge. 
A folio of supportive material, working and finished 
drawings, source ideas, layouts and technical experi
ments should accompany the completed works. 80 per 
cent attendance at designated sessions. Regular visits 
to exhibitions and other field outings. Presentation of 
Folio of Work with supportive evidence: 1(X) per cent. 
Regular reviews of student work are held throughout 
the year to monitor progress. Work is assessed on 
originality of design, standard of craftsmanship appro
priate for the type of work, and progressive develop
ment. The exhibition of the folio of work for the Major 
Studio Study takes place during November. The work 
is assessed by a panel consisting of the lecturer in 
charge of the study, the co-ordinator of the Graduate 
Diploma in Education Studies (Art Education Speciali
sation), and an outside expert in the chosen area. 
References: See EDN635.

EDN637 Major Studio Study I: 
Metal Crafts

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Students are expected to develop the various 
metal techniques studied in previous years into a more 
complex, refined and personal form of expression. 
Students are encouraged to develop project/s of special 
interest, as the result of experimentation and prefer
ence in a specific technique or style. The emphasis is 
placed on the aesthetic and functional aspects of the 
design. The individual student plans his/her course in 
consultation with the lecturer in charge. During the 
year the students are involved in experimental work 
and in learning advanced skills. Experimentation is 
not limited to traditional materials and techniques 
only, but may be extended to materials which are 
typical of our times, e.g., plastics, stainless steel, etc. 
Students are expected to complete a series of design 
developments directed towards major pieces of jewel
lery. The display of work for assessment must be 
accompanied by:
• working drawings to scale 1:1;
• explanation and justification of creative choice of 
form and of material;
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• a list of techniques applied.
Class visits to exhibitions and metalcraft studios, 

slide and video lectures and a guest speaker program 
are incorporated into the course to broaden students’ 
awareness of the potential of the medium. 
Assessment: See EDN638.
References:
GARNER, P., Decorative Arts 1940 to the Present Day, 

Oxford Press, 1980.
HUGHES, R. & ROWE, M., The Colouring, Bronzing 

and Patination of Mentals, Crafts Comal Lon., 1982. 
STEATLEY, D., HMoware Techniques: Basic Meth

ods, Watson, Guptill, New York, 1979.
Journals:
Craft Australia; Craft Arts.

EDN638 Major Studio Study 11: 
Metal Crafts

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: EDN637.
Syllabus: This subject is a continuation of the study 
undertaken in EDN637.
Assessment: Work Requirements: Students are ex
pected to work towards an exhibition of selected work 
completed during the year. The number of pieces is 
decided upon in consultation with the lecturer in charge. 
A folio of supportive material, working and finished 
drawings, source ideas, layouts and technical experi
ments should accompany the completed works. 80 per 
cent attendance at designated sessions. Regular visits 
to exhibitions and other field outings. Presentation of 
Folio of Work with supportive evidence: 100 per cent. 
Regular reviews of student work are held throughout 
the year to monitor progress. Work is assessed on 
originality of design, standard ofcraftsmanship appro
priate for the type of work, and progressive develop
ment. The exhibition of the folio of work for the Major 
Studio Study takes place during November. The work 
is assessed by a panel consisting of the lecturer in 
charge of the study, the co-ordinator of the Graduate 
Diploma in Education Studies (Art Education Speciali
sation), and an outside expert in the chosen area. 
References: See EDN637.

EDN639 Major Studio Study I: 
Painting

Contact: Four hours per week for one semester. 
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Students are given the opportunity to extend 
their involvement and experimentation in painting. 
Students, in consultation with the lecturer in charge, 
will be expected to work independently on projects to 
develop their artistic potential. The investigation of 
drawings as a primary method for the development 
and communication of ideas. A wide range of materi
als, techniques and conceptual approaches are em
ployed. An investigation ofcontemporary artists/styles 
are related to the painting style developed by the 
individual student. Gallery visits and discussion of 
works form an important part of the subject. 
Assessment: See EDN640.
References:
JOHNSON, E.H. (Ed.), American Artists on Art 

1940-1980, New York, Harper and Row, 1982.

SMITH, S. & HOLT, H. (Eds.), The Artists’ Manual, 
London, Macdonald, 1980.

VARLEY, H. (Ed.), Colour, London, Mitchell Beazley, 
1980.

EDN640 Major Studio Study II: 
Painting

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: EDN639.
Syllabus: This subject is a continuation of the study 
undertaken in
EDN639.
Assessment: Work Requirements: Students are ex
pected to work towards an exhibition of selected work 
completed during the year. The number of pieces is 
decided upon in consultation with the lecturer in charge. 
A folio of supportive material, working and finished 
drawings, source ideas, layouts and technical experi
ments should accompany the completed works. 80 per 
cent attendance at designated sessions. Regular visits 
to exhibitions and other field outings. Presentation of 
Folio of Work with supportive evidence: 100 per cent. 
Regular reviews of student work are held throughout 
the year to monitor progress. Work is assessed on 
originality of design, standard ofcraftsmanship appro
priate for the type of work, and progressive develop
ment. The exhibition of the folio of work for the Major 
Studio Study takes place during November. The work 
is assessed by a panel consisting of the lecturer in 
charge of the study, the co-ordinator of the Graduate 
Diploma in Education Studies (Art Education Speciali
sation), and an outside expert in the chosen area. 
References: See EDN639.

EDN641 Major Studio Study I: 
Printmaking

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Students are expected to develop their own 
graphic skills and concepts to a high personal level. 
They plan their course individually with the lecturer in 
charge of the subject. Monoprinting intaglio, relief and 
seriographic methods are available and students are 
encouraged to experiment with plates, grounds, paper, 
inks as well as explore recent technological develop
ments appropriate to Printmaking, such as computer 
generated images and Xerox prints. Drawing is em
phasised.

Students are expected to visit special exhibitions. 
Collections of prints will be discussed in class, and 
lectures will be given by visiting graphic artists. Where 
possible, students are expected to make contact with 
practising printmakers.
Assessment: See EDN642.
References:
MARA, T., Screen Printing, London, Thomas and 

Hudson, 1979.
SACILOTTO, D. & SAFE, D., Printmaking, USA, Holt, 

Rinehart and Winston, 1978.
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EDN642 Mgyor Studio Study II: 
Printmaking

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: EDN641.
Syllabus: This subject is a continuation of the study 
undertaken in EDN641.
Assessment: Work Requirements: Students are ex
pected to work towards an exhibition of selected work 
completed during the year. The number of pieces is 
decided upon in consultation with the lecturer in charge. 
A folio of supportive material, working and finished 
drawings, source ideas, layouts and technical experi
ments should accompany the completed works. 80 per 
cent attendance at designated sessions. Regular visits 
to exhibitions and other field outings. Presentation of 
Folio of Work with supportive evidence: 100 per cent. 
Regular reviews of student work are held throughout 
the year to monitor progress. Work is assessed on 
originality of design, standard of craftsmanship appro
priate for the type of work, and progressive develop
ment. The exhibition of the folio of work for the Major 
Studio Study takes place during November. The work 
is assessed by a panel consisting of the lecturer in 
charge of the study, the co-ordinator of the Graduate 
Diploma in Education Studies (Art Education Speciali
sation), and an outside expert in the chosen area. 
References: See EDN641.

EDN643 School and Community

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisites: Nil.
Syllabus: Current trends in educational thought about 
the role of community participation in educational 
activities; the elements of effective schools and the role 
of administrators in fulfilling them; the leadership role 
in balancing statewide and local community needs; 
developing effective strategies for school council meet
ing efficiency, collaborative goal setting and policy 
development, parent and student involvement in 
appropriate decision making activities and school 
involvement in community development; skill develop
ment tasks including meeting procedures, submission 
writing, community involvement techniques, group 
work skills, planning community events, working with 
volunteers, and participative evaluation techniques; 
case studies of successful school- community activities, 
such as the Protective Behaviours Program, Safety 
House and other activities that have raised the profile 
of the school within the wider community.
Assessment: Work Requirements: 80 per cent atten
dance and participation in class sessions and work
shops. Completion of an annotated bibliography in the 
area of school-community relations: 30 per cent; A 
major project which traces the planning process of a 
school-community activity of the student’s choice: 70 
per cent,
RcfcvcTtccs'
MINZEY, j.D. & TOWNSEND, A.C., Core Plus Educa

tion: A Model for Schools of the Future, Ypsilanti, 
Eastern Michigan University, 1983.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR PARENT INVOLVE
MENT IN EDUCATION, Home-School Partner
ships for Student Success, San Diego, California 
State Department of Education, 1987.

TOWNSEND, A.C., School-Community Relations: A 
Practitioner’s Handbook, Frankston, Australian 
Association for Community Education, 1984.

EDN644 Material and Process 
Studies

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: This subject aims to develop the skills and 
knowledge of processes and materials which may have 
been covered in pre-service education, including areas 
which the student has only briefly encountered; and to 
provide an overview of the type and variety of skills and 
approaches available.

The subject will also develop students’ ability to 
make considered decisions in the planning of an arts 
program in regard to the suitability of materials and 
processes and skills attainment according to the age 
and development of the child and the specific school 
facilities and concerns.

After completing this subject students should have 
a general technical knowledge of methods and materi
als; be able to apply appropriate processes to material 
types, and be able to adapt these skills to the classroom 
situation.
Assessment: Work Requirements: Satisfactory atten
dance and participation in all areas of study. Atten
dance: 80 per cent. A resource/notebook is required to 
be submitted at the conclusion of the subject. Students 
are advised of their progress through regular reviews 
of the resource/notebook. This subject is graded PQ (no 
higher assessment available in this subject) or N (fail). 
References:
WILLIAMS, C, (Ed,), Studio Potter Book, Van Nos

trand Reinhold, New York, 1978.
GERARD, C., Practical Guide to Pottery, Barrons 

Educational Series, 1977.
SAN CASCIAM, B.T., The Technique of Decorative 

Stained Glass, Batsford, London, 1985.
EDWARDS, R., TTie Technique of Jewellery, Batsford, 

London, 1979.
SIMPSON, I. et al. Painters Progress, Penguin Books, 

London, 1983.
DAWSON, J., (Ed.), The Complete Guide to Prints and 

Printmaking, Phaildon Ptcss, London, 1981.

EDN645 Program Planning and 
Evaluation

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Through case studies, students will be intro
duced to successful modes of planned change in school- 
basedcurriculum. Techniques for the review andevalu- 
ation of curriculum will be studied and applied in the 
student’s own setting. A detailed study will be under
taken of factors influencing curriculum development, 
including the philosophy and policy of governments, 
regions and schools, the role of government agencies, 
financial and resource constraints and participation of 
the local community and school staff in curriculum 
review and development. The administrator’s role in 
facilitating staff development will also be highlighted. 
An emphasis throughout the subject will be on leader
ship in the successful management of the process.
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Assessment: An exercise in which students select a 
curriculum problem in a field setting and carry out a 
review and plan a curriculum development strategy: 
100 per cent. Students will submit this work during 
the semester for advice before the final submission for 
assessment.
References:
AT^ERSON, R., “School Level Planning” on Marsh, 

C J. (Ed.), Teaching Social Studies, Sydney, Pren
tice Hall, 1987.

MARSH, C. & STAFFORD, K., Curriculum Practices 
and Issues, (2nd edn.), Sydney, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1988.

HUNKINS, F.P., Curriculum Development, Program 
Improvement, Columbus, Ohio, Charles E. Merrill 
Publishing Co., 1980.

PRINT, M., Curriculum Development and Design, 
Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1988.

EDN651 Reading Behaviour
Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisites: Nil.
Syllabus: An outline of the reading process focusing on 
the interaction between the child and print.

An examination of observation techniques such as 
concept of print checklists, running records and infor
mal techniques, reading attitude surveys, cloze and re
telling procedures.

The emphasis in this examination is on the teacher 
librarian using his/her own observations as a basis for 
interpretation and assistance, in partnership with the 
class teacher.

Strategies that can be used in a library setting such 
as Shared Reading and Literature Based Reading.

The use of the computer in assisting the develop
ment of reading in children.

A study of ways in which the teacher librarian and 
the library can assist the class teacher in the develop
ment of the children’s reading behaviour, including the 
specific needs of individual children such as E.S.L., 
gifted and reading disabled children.
Assessment: Work Requirements: 80 per cent atten
dance and participation in designated activity-based 
sessions. Activities that students will carry out or 
complete in their work place or other setting will be 
required. Satisfactory completion of a number of set 
activities. A written report (approx. 3,000 words) 
dealing with a topic relating to the subject and selected 
by the student in consultation with the lecturer taking 
the subject: 100 per cent. Part of this report will be 
assessed during the semester to enable students to 
obtain feedback about their progress.
References:
BURNES, D. & PAGE, G., Insights and Strategies for 

Teaching Reading, Sydney, Harcourt Brace Jova- 
novich Group, 1985.

HANCOCK, J. & HILL, S., Literature-hosed Reading 
Programs at Work, Carlton South, Australian 
Reading Association Inc., 1987.

EDN652 Children’s Literature and 
Curriculum Planning

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisites: Nil.

Syllabus: Survey of literature, both fiction and non
fiction, available for use with children. Discussion of 
the elements of writing and literature. Presenting 
literature to children. Integration of literature with 
various areas of the curriculum. Strategies for liaising 
with teachers on literature and curricula. Developing, 
planning and evaluating school based curriculum. 
Where appropriate audio-visual, graphic and com
puter software material relating to children’s litera
ture wiU be incorporated into the program.
Assessment: Work Requirements: 80 per cent atten
dance and participation in designated activities. Sat
isfactory completion of a number of set activities. 
Action Research paper: 60 per cent A Final Examina
tion: 40 per cent.
References:
ENGLISH CENTRE CURRICULUM BRANCH, Eng

lish Curriculum Frameworks P-10, Melbourne, 
Ministry of Education, 1986. (draft)

HILL, S., Books Alive! Using Literature in the Class
room, Melbourne, Nelson, 1986.

EDN653 Classification and 
Cataloguing

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Methods of cataloguing and organising in
formation and materials. Historical overview of cata
loguing codes. Assessing fiction, non-fiction and non
book material. A study of automated systems available 
for use in school libraries. Support systems available to 
school libraries in the area of classification and cata
loguing of material.
Assessment: 80 per cent attendance and participation 
in designated activities. Field Work. Ten hours mini
mum working in a school library on cataloguing tasks. 
Project: 60 per cent; Test: 40 per cent.
References:
DEWEY, M., Decimal Classification and Relative In

dex (19th edn.). New York, Forest Press, 1979.
WHITBY, B.N. (Ed.), Sears List of Subject Headings 

(12th edn.). New York, Wilson, 1982.

EDN654 The Library as a Resource 
Centre

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisites: Nil.
Syllabus: Developing and organising materials within 
the library in response to user needs. Selection of 
materials including books, audio visual materials, 
computer software and hardware, and any other mate
rials for the needs of the school. Developing efficient 
information retrieval systems within the library. The 
role of the teacher librarian as a member of staff. Staff 
liaison and co-ordination. Developing collaborative 
strategies for the development of curriculum. 
Assessment: Work Requirements: 80 per cent atten
dance and participation in designated activities. Sat
isfactory completion of a number of set activities. A 
written report on a topic selected in consultation with 
the lecturer: 60 per cent. A final examination: 40 per 
cent.
References:
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COOK, J. (Compiler), Readings in Australian Librari
anship, Sydney, Library Association of Australia, 
1983.

CURLEY, A. & BRODERICK, D., Building Library 
Collections (6th edn.), New Jersey, Scarecrow Press, 
1985.

EDN655 Technology in the Library

Contact: Four hours per week (or equivalent) for one 
semester.
Prerequisites: Nil.
Syllabus: An examination of various computer pro
grams available for use in school libraries, including 
word processing packages. The effects of automation 
on the operation of the library and information serv
ices. Audio-visual technology; its use within the school 
as an integral part of the curriculum. An examination 
of literature available on technology in the curriculum. 
Assessment: Work Requirements: 80 per cent atten
dance and participation in designated activities. Sat
isfactory completion of a number of set activities. 
Design of a practical strategy for implementation of a 
computer based system in a school library: 60 per cent. 
A final examination: 40 per cent.
References:
ALDER, K., Evaluating Computer Software for School 

Libraries, Melbourne, Curriculum Branch Educa
tion Department, 1984.

ASCIS, So You Want to Automate Your Library, Mel
bourne, ASCIS, 1986.

EDN681 Outdoor Education I

Contact: An average of two hours per week throughout 
the year, a weekend camp at the start of the course and 
two half day excursions.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The subject is made up of five components, 
each assessed separately:
(i) a weekend residential camp incorporating a wide 
range of activities to introduce the course;
(ii) outdoor education philosophy and programming;
(iii) practical outdoor skills including map and com
pass work, navigation, bush observation, identifica
tion techniques, communication skills, basic campcraft,;
(iv) safety and procedures related to planning, super
vision, emergencies;
(v) environmental education principles and prac
tices.
Assessment: Participation requirements, planning 
assignment, theory and practical tests, tutorial pres
entation.
References: To be advised.

EDN682 Environmental Science I

Contact: Average of two hours per week throughout 
the year.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Environmental science in outdoor educa
tion, consisting of: origins and evolution of the Austra
lian continent, flora and fauna, environmental percep
tion, environmental issues, approaches to examina
tion of environments, conservation principles and 
practices, survey techniques, resources.

Students also select a module in either basic ecol
ogy or extended field science studies, according to their 

individual backgrounds and experience.
Assessment: Practical investigations, tutorial presen
tation, written test.
References: To be advised.

EDN683 Outdoor Pursuits I

Contact: Approximately six hours and five days during 
the first semester.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: The subject commences with an introduc- 
tory/pre-assessment program as a basis for counselling 
each student’s selection of pursuits. One “basic’ level 
pursuit will then be selected from orienteering, canoe- 
ing/kayaking, snorkelling, nordic or alpine skiing, 
sailing, bike education, horseriding, rock-climbing. The 
selected pursuit is to be a prerequisite to the ‘advanced’ 
level pursuit to be taken in EDN687 unless the student 
already possesses the relevant prerequisite.
Assessment: Participation, theory and practical tests; 
where there are recognised certificates, the one at 
introductory or basic level will normally be applicable. 
References: To be advised.

EDN684 Extended Field Experience

Contact: Off-campus field experience of at least 14 
days over the two years.
Prerequisite: Nil.
Syllabus: Students are required to obtain at least 14 
days experience (a minimum of seven days each year) 
working with learner groups (e.g., school groups, 
community groups) in various outdoor activities, such 
as camps, bushwalks, environmental programs, etc. 
Learner groups are divided into several categories 
(student’s normal working group, other groups, p>er- 
sons with disabilities, etc.); experience must be gained 
in at least three categories overall. This experience is 
additional to field experience required for other sub
jects in the course.
Assessment: Reports from activity supervisor, and/or 
reports by the student.
References: Nil.

EDN685 Outdoor Education n

Contact: An average of one and a half hours per week 
throughout the year, a weekend camp towards the end 
of the year, and two half-day excursions.
Prerequisite: EDN681.
Syllabus: The subject is made up of four components 
(each assessed separately), which develop the subject 
matter introduced in EDN681:
(i) a more comprehensive consideration of outdoor 
education aims and philosophy in various organisa
tions, and further development of planning skills for 
outdoor programs; social aspects and leadership;
(ii) practical outdoor skills including more advanced 
map-interpretation and navigation, ropework, light
weight camping, etc.;
(iii) a thorough coverage of safety precautions, emer
gency action, outdoor first aid, hypothermia, etc. 
through classwork and simulated incidents;
(iv) a weekend camp in which numerous aspects of 
the whole course are applied.
Assessment: Participation requirements, program 
planning and/or evaluation assignment, theory and 
practical tests. All students will be required to hold
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current St. John First Aid Certificate (or equivalent) 
and RLSS Bronze Medallion or SLSS Surf Bronze 
award at the time of completion of the course. 
References: To be advised.

EDN686 Environmental Science n
Contact: An average of one and a half hours per week 
throughout the year, and four half day excursions. 
Prerequisite: EDN682.
Syllabus: Students select at least two of the following 
major environmental studies, each of which has six 3- 
hour classes and two excursions.

Coastal/marine environment; physical factors in 
coastal evolution, coastal/marine organisms in their 
various environments, survey techniques, human 
impact on coastal environments, activities for learn
ers. Snorkelling/diving will be used for investigations.

Urban environments: physical factors affecting 
cities and urban settlements, ‘natural’ components 
(vegetation, animals, etc.), evolutionary changes, aes
thetic aspects, human behaviour, investigation tech
niques, environmental activities for learners in urban 
situations.

Bush/freshwater environment: geological and 
geomorphological factors, map interpretation, vegeta
tion in relation to physical environments, influence of 
fire, identification techniques, bush animals in rela
tion to their various habitats, freshwater organisms 
and environments, survey techniques, activities for 
learners, bush knowledge for bushwalkers. 
Assessment:
(i) For each option: participation, class exercises 
and excursion reports.
(ii) An individual field project based on one or a 
combination of the environments studied, either as a 
field research project, or as an investigation to as
semble environmental information and activities to be 
used with learner groups.
References: To be advised.

EDN687 Outdoor Pursuits II
Contact: Approximately 15 hours and 16 days, com
mencing in second semester of first year, and continu
ing in second year. Exact times will depend on 
pursuits selected.
Prerequisites: Appropriate “basic’ level pursuit in 
EDN683 for the ‘advanced’ level pursuit selected. 
Syllabus: At least one ‘advanced’ level pursuit to be 
selected from bushwalking and lightweight camping, 
kayaking or Canadian canoeing, scuba, nordic skiing, 
sailing, rock-climbing, or other approved activity. 
Where recognised certificates are available from na
tional bodies, these are to be obtained at a prescribed 
level.

At least one further “basic’ level pursuit from the 
list in EDN683.
Assessment: Participation, theory and practical tests, 
to levels of competency as specified for each pursuit. 
References: To be advised.

EDN688 Final Leadership 
Assessment Program

Contact: Off-campus leadership of a major activity of 
at least five days.

Prerequisites: All first year subjects, and components 
of second year subjects as appropriate to the activities 
being undertaken.
Syllabus: Each student is to plan, organise, lead and 
evaluate a major activity with a group of learners, 
lasting at least five days (or two activities making 
equivalent time).. The activity may be a camp, bush
walk, expedition, or other major event which reflects 
the aims of the course.
Assessment: Submission of preliminary plan, inter
view on proposed organisation, leadership of the activ
ity, and written analytical evaluation.
References: Nil.
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LIST OF CHISHOLM COURSES

NOTE: Courses marked C are offered at Caulfield only, those marked F at Frankston only, and those marked 
C&F at both campuses. Courses marked CZF may be started at Frankston but must be completed at Caul
field.

VOLUME 
BACHELOR DEGREES

Bachelor of Applied Science (Computing) (C&F).................................................................................... Fac
Bachelor of Applied Science (Digital Technology) (C).............................................................................Fac
Bachelor of Applied Science (Multi-discipline) (C)................................................................................. Fac
Bachelor of Applied Science(Computing)/Bachelor of Business

(Accounting) (C&F)..............................................................................................................................DSBS
Bachelor of Arts (C&F) ..........................................................................................................................SSBS
Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Business (C&F) ......................................................................................SSBS
Bachelor of Arts (Ceramic Design) (C)................................................................................................. A&D
Bachelor of Arts (Fine Art) (C).............................................................................................................. A&D
Bachelor of Arts (Craft) (F).................................................................................................................... A&D
Bachelor of Arts (Graphic Communication) (C)....................................................................................A&D
Bachelor of Business (Accounting) (C&F)............................................................................................DSBS
Bachelor of Business (Banking and Finance) (C)................................................................................DSBS
Bachelor of Business (Business Administration) (F) ..........................................................................DSBS
Bachelor of Business (Management) (C)............................................................................................. DSBS
Bachelor of Business (Marketing) (C)................................................................................................. DSBS
Bachelor of Business (Office Administration) (C)................................................................................DSBS
Bachelor of Education (Fourth Year) (F)................................................................................................. ED
Bachelor of Engineering (Civil and Computing) (C)...............................................................................Fac
Bachelor of Engineering (Electrical and Computing) (C)......................................................................Fac
Bachelor of Engineering (Industrial and Computing) (C)..................................................................... Fac
Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical and Computing) (C)....................................................................Fac

DIPLOMAS
Diploma of Applied Science (Nursing) (F)...............................................................................................Nur
Diploma of Art and Design (Graphic Design) (C/F)..............................................................................A&D
Diploma of Teaching (Early Childhood) (F)..............................................................................................ED
Diploma of Teaching (Primary) (F).......................................................................................................... ED

ASSOCIATE DIPLOMAS
Associate Diploma in Art and Design (Ceramic Design) (C)...............................................................A&D
Associate Diploma in Art and Design (Ceramic Design) — Part-time (F).........................................A&D
Associate Diploma in Marketing (C)....................................................................................................DSBS
Associate Diploma in Police Studies (C)...............................................................................................SSBS
Associate Diploma in Secretarial Studies (Legal) (C)........................................................................DSBS
Associate Diploma in Secretarial Studies (Medical) (C).................................................................... DSBS
Associate Diploma in Tribology (C)..........................................................................................................Fac
Associate Diploma in Welfare Studies (C)............................................................................................SSBS

GRADUATE DIPLOMAS
Graduate Diploma in Accounting Information Systems (C)..............................................................DSBS
Graduate Diploma in Administrative and Secretarial Studies(C)....................................................DSBS
Graduate Diploma in Agribusiness (F)...............................................................................................DSBS
Graduate Diploma in Applied Polymer Science (C)...............................................................................Fac
Graduate Diploma in Applied Psychology (C).....................................................................................SSBS
Graduate Diploma in Banking and Finance (C).................................................................................DSBS
Graduate Diploma in Business Technology (C)......................................................................................Fac
Graduate Diploma in Ceramic Design (C&F) ......................................................................................A&D
Graduate Diploma in Community Education (C&F)..........................................................................SSBS
Graduate Diploma in Computer Graphics (C)........................................................................................Fac
Graduate Diploma in Computing (C)......................................................................................................Fac
Graduate Diploma in Digital Communications (C)................................................................................Fac
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (F)....................................................................................... ED
Graduate Diploma in Fine Art (C)....................................................................................................... A&D
Graduate Diploma in Information Technology (C).................................................................................Fac
Graduate Diploma in Logistics Management (F)...............................................................................DSBS
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Graduate Diploma in Marketing (C)............................................................................................................DSBS
Graduate Diploma in Multi-cultural Studies (C&F)................................................................................SSBS
Graduate Diploma in Outdoor Education (F).................................................................................................. ED
Graduate Diploma in Project Management (C)..............................................................................................Fac
Graduate Diploma in Robotics (C)....................................................................................................................Fac
Graduate Diploma in Structural Computations (C).......................................................................................Fac
Graduate Diploma in Water Science (C)......................................................................................................... Fac
Graduate Diploma in Welfare Administration (C) .................................................................................... SSBS

MASTER’S DEGREES by Coursework
Master of Applied Science (Computing) (C).................................................................................................... Fac
Master of Business (Marketing) (C).............................................................................................................DSBS

MASTER’S DEGREES by ThesisZResearch
Master of Applied Science (C)........................................................................................................................... Fac
Master of Arts (C).............................................................................................................................................SSBS
Master of Business (C) ...................................................................................................................................DSBS
Master of Education (F)................................................................................... ED
Master of Engineering (C)..................................................................................................................................Fac

BOOK CODES:
A&D.................................................................................................................................School of Art and Design
DSBS........................................................................................................................David Syme Business School
ED............................................................................................................................................ School of Education
Nur................................................................................................................................................School of Nursing
SSBS................................................................................................... School of Social and Behavioural Studies
Fac......................................................................................................................................... Faculty of Technology
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Frankston Campus Plan
McMahons Road, Frankston, Victoria

The Frankston Campus is located on a major arterial 
road linking the Mornington Peninsula Freeway and the 
Frankston/Flinders Road. On-campus parking is avail
able for students. The Frankston Railway Station is 
approximately two kilometres from the campus and the 
area is serviced by a local bus network.

A George Jenkins Theatre, Student Union, Edu
cational Development Unit, Institute Community 
Services, Computer Centre (Level 1); Bookshop, 
Cafeteria (Level 2); Lecture Theatres (Levels 2 & 
4), School of Education, Staff Lounge (Level 3); Li
brary (Levels 3 & 4); handicapped access.

B School of Art and Design, Science, Music & Physi
cal Education, Gymnasium, handicapped access.

*1 Art & Design Workshop
*2 Ceramic Production Workshop

C Administration, Conference Room

CC Childcare Centre

D David Syme Business School, Division of Infor
mation Technology, Division of Mathematical and 
Environmental Sciences, School of Social and 
Behavioural Studies.

E School of Nursing, Division of Mathematical and 
Environmental Sciences. Chemistry and Biology.

G Garages

H Halls of Residence

$ Struan House, Division of Continuing Education, 
Education

T Tennis Courts

W White Cottage: South Pacific Centre for School 
and Community Development

Vehicle Entry and Exit

Entry to buildings

GP General car parking
SP Staff parking area
RP Residents parking
VP Visitors parking area



PO Box 197, Caulfield East, Vic. 3145

C&utfietd CatHpuf
900 Dandenong Road, Caulfield East, 
Telephone: (03) 573 2222

^Mnkftcn Campuf
McMahon’s Road, Frankston, 

Telephone: (03) 784 4211


